The Greatest Hits. Freddy Tijano lends his Tex-Mex brand of country and rock to 20 tracks including Covered byJD McPherson, Ringo Starr, and The Beach Boys. The CD features a 1972 recording of “Down by the River” plus five other tracks from the Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, performed on November 24, 1974. Nine tracks are performed in stereo, and 13 tracks are performed in mono. The sound quality of the CD is excellent, and the recording is very clean and crisp. The CD includes some of the band’s best-known songs, such as “Johnny B. Goode” and “Roll Over Beethoven.” The CD also includes some tracks that have never been released on a CD before, such as “Hound Dog” and “Peggy Sue.” The CD is available in stereo and mono versions. The stereo version is recommended for those who want to hear the best sound quality, while the mono version is recommended for those who want a more authentic sound. The CD is available at most music stores and online retailers.
CD 2805162 THE COASTERS: The Essential Recordings. Not many artists have the ability to transport you back to those early days of Rock & Roll. But the Coasters do just that in this two CD collection. Features 40 tracks, including "Searchin'" and "Give Peace a Chance." Fourteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire, "I Want You," and "Yakety Yak." Includes liner notes by Joel Whitburn, and more. City Lights. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


CD 6776396 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1961. Brings together over five hours of music and celebrates the genius and unparalleled talent of Pepper Adams. Includes the most important baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Includes eight complete albums with songs like "Charge." Includes liner notes by Lauren Moulton. Five CDs. Verve. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


CD 6649521 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Year One. These gods of alternative blues-rock light up 38 tracks. Twenty Nine; Typewriter; Water Main; History of Sex; Make Love Not War; Be My Baby; Lovin' Up a Storm; White Nile; Write a Song; Eye to Eye; The Feeling of Love; The Vacuum of Loneliness. Biological; and more! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98. $3.95


CD 6292639 ERIC CLAPTON: The Dallas Cowboy. The performance on this release was captured in Dallas, Texas on November 15th, 1976 from a live FM radio broadcast. This remarkable concert collects the following nine tracks Hello Old Friend; Sign Language; Badge; Knockin' on Heaven's Door; One Night; Tell the Truth; Can't Find My Way Home; Messin' With the Radio; and Layla. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. $1.95

CD 2821486 PRIEST...LIVE! Collects 18 tracks from the English heavy metal band, including "In the Cold; Heading Out to the Highway; Rock Hard; Ride Free; Parental Guidance; Metal Gods; Living After Midnight; You're Nothing; Another Thing Coming; and more. SONY BMG. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

CD 6706317 JOHN COUGAR MELLENICAMP: Dallas 1988. Mellencamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from The Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Fourteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire, "Jack & Diane; Lonely Ol' Night; Check It Out; Paper in Fire; Hangin' On A Star; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6649505 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION/DIRTY SHIRT ROCK 'N ROLL: The First Ten Years. Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of this alternative blues trio. Includes "Rock 'N Roll," "I Love You." Includes liner notes by Jon Landau. Two CDs. Enigma. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

---

CD 5377333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61. An eclectic 55-track collection captures the collaborative early careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries from the period, as well as their hits as a duo, it is an incredible showcase of the group’s live recording and instrumental trickery, and of the glowing vocals of Ford. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

CD 6799477 STEPHEN STELLIS & MANASSAS: Winterland. Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland Ballroom, in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas, Songs include "Love Rock 'N Roll Crazies/Cuban Bluegrass; Johnny's Garden; You're Still on My Mind; The Treasure/Carry On; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6657535 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features four CDs comprising 185 FM radio broadcasts of performances by different incarnations of The Byrds in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. Includes "Old Blue; My Back Pages/Baby What You Want Me to Do; Mr Spaceman; Goin' Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 6849378 ROCKABILLY REVOLUTION. Features one of the earliest styles of rock 'n roll that blends the sound of western musical styles with that of rhythm and blues. Sixty tracks performed by the original artists include "That's All Right" Elvis Presley; Everybody's Lovin' Baby" by Charlie Feathers; Bluejean Bop by Gene Vincent; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3.

---


CD 6992129 JACK SCOTT: The Singles & Albums Collection 1957-62. Comprises the A and B sides of Scott’s 22 singles, plus all the titles from his albums during this period. This two CD set collects 60 tracks from the rock ‘n roll star, including What in the World’s Come Over You; My True Love; Burning Bridges; Baby, She’s Gone; Now that I; Strange Desire; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 6631680 ONE: The Best of Nilsson. Nilsson performing on his powerful voice and professional managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career. This CD two set features 36 tracks including "Without You; Everybody’s in Love; Cuddly Toy; Good Old Deck; Many Rivers to Cross; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98. $12.95

CD 6199503 THE MOONBEAM SONG: The Best of Nilsson. Nilsson performing on his powerful voice and professional managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career. This CD two set features 36 tracks including "Without You; Everybody’s in Love; Cuddly Toy; Good Old Deck; Many Rivers to Cross; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98. $12.95

---

Kiss; Down in Mexico; Hey Sexy; Poison by Alice Cooper; and more! SOLD-OUT

---

CD 6791352 BOBBY VEE: Down the Line–A Buddy Holly Tribute. A legend in his own right, Vee pays tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 1999 release. Fifteen tracks revisit Buddy Holly classics like Rock Me My Baby; Rave On; Midnight Shift; Tell Me How; Love’s Made a Fool of You; (You Should’a Told Me) I’m Sorry; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 690420 MEGADETH: Rust in Peace Live. In celebration of the 20th anniversary of their classic 1990 album Rust in Peace, Megadeth hits the Hollywood Palladium stage in 2010. They perform all ten tracks of the album, joined here by six bonus performances including the massive hit Symphony of Destruction. Shout Factory. $4.95

CD 670112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild Child; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 679587 NEIL YOUNG: Bottom Line 1974, newly Neil’s glory days with this live broadcast, recorded at The Bottom Line in New York City. Thirteen tracks include Citizen Kane Junior Blues (aka Pushed over the Edge); Long May You Run; Greensleeves; Ambulance Blues; Helpless; Revolution Blues; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6828515 TOM WAITS: Under the Covers. His interpretations of songs written by others are enticing and delightful. Included in the 24 tracks are Standing on the Corner; Friday’s Blues; Spanish Is the Loving Tongue; Talk of the Devil; Different Schools of Music; and When the Saints Come Marching In. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6703828 ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Nightmare. Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the Alice Cooper’s legal name: Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; I’m Eighteen; Welcome to My Nightmare; Devil’s Food; Black Widow; School’s Out; Department of Youth and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A 60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live performances of Penny Lane; Somebody Watching Over You; Somebody Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ CD 6992021 ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock. The 17 tracks collected are from a performance at the Theatro Monumental in Santiago, Chile on September 9th, 1995. Songs include Under My Wheels; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I’m Eighteen; Lost in America; School’s Out; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6831111 DAVID BOWIE: The race’s debut album! Twelve tracks: Uncle Arthur; Sell Me a Coat; Rubber Band; Love You Till Tuesday; There Is a Happy Land; We Are Hungry Men; When I Live My Dreams; Come and Buy My Toys; Join the Gang; She’s Got Medals; Maid of Bond Street; and Please Mr. Gravedigger. PolyGram Records.

CD 6971784 FATS DOMINIC: Eight Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. Songs from one of the brightest stars in rock ‘n’ roll’s greatest era are included in the 14 track 4 CD collection. Hear Fats Domino again as he sings The Fat Man; Blueberry Hill; Tired of Crying; Goin’ Home; Honey in the Horn; Keep Right on A-Hurtin’ and more. GeForce. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ CD 2819966 JOHNNY TILLOTSON: The Complete Releases 1958-62. This 31 track two CD set captures the A & B sides of all his singles during this era, plus all the titles from his first two albums Johnny Tillotson’s Best and It Keeps Right on A-Hurtin’ and from the Cadence albums Rock-A-Ballads and Rock-A-Hits. Songs include Dreamy Eyes; Pledging My Love; Jimmy’s Girl; Without You; Cry Me a River; Lonely Town; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6995553 PATTY SMITH AND SCANDAL: Goodbye to You! Best of the ‘80s Live. This CD collects 15 songs from Patty Smith and her band, Scandal. Songs include Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of what You Say is True; Tonight; I Don’t Give a Line on You; She Can’t Stand. Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 6673821 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular. The lost 1968 Dutch bootleg collection put together from three sound performances, finally unearthed and presented on one disc! Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crown of Creation; and Somebody to Love; this is Plastic Fantastic Lives.

CD 6637948 MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II. Eleven of the sing/songwriter’s best including I’d Do Anything for Love; Life is a Highway; and My Lobster Meets His Lobster; I’d Do Anything for Love; Life is a Highway; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ CD 6795722 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection 1948-60. Fifty-seven tracks include all of Haley’s biggest hits, including top-ten classics like See You Later Alligator; See You Later Alligator; Rock Around the Clock; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ CD 6992285 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place. This subject previously recorded from late 1977 and early 1978 at Tom’s legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; California, Here I Come, Muriel; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6972923 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Complete Original Dunhill/ABC Hit Singles Collection. This 2 CD collection includes all the singles off one band whose hook filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and hit singles like Heaven Knows; Baby Hold On; Sooner or Later; Glory Bound; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 6971725 CHUCK BERRY: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Rare Tracks. A nostalgic collection of Rock and Roll’s greatest on four CDs. Some 88 tracks bring these treasured songs back. Includes Maybellene; Rock Around the Clock; Roll Over Beethoven; Good Golly Miss Molly; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ CD 2820080 NIRVANA: Christmas in Seattle 1988. From a live broadcast recorded at the Sub Pop 200LP launch party, 1988 along with a rehearsal broadcast that year. Originally released on Vinyl Buzz; Floyd the Barber; Mexican Seafood; Pen Cap Chew; Floyd the Barber; Spank Thru; Aero Zeppelin; and more. Subra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2784892 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Live in Concert/The Early Years. Their signature three guitar attack coupled to superb songwriting and top-notch vocalists has earned them a reputation as one of the greatest live bands of all time. Here are 12 hits and classics, recorded live in New York, 1988. Tracks include Workin’ for MCA; Ain’t I the One; Saturday Night Special; I Know a Little; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
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CD 6708260 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Last Stand at Winterland. This KSAN radio broadcast marks a pivotal moment in the history of one of rock's foremost bands, marking the last appearance of founder and co-leader vocalist Marty Balin for almost 20 years. Thirteen live recordings of rock 'n' roll and doo-woprish songs; We Can Be Together; and more. Littlefield Media, Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6795714 AC/DC: Transmission Impossible. Three CDs capture the rockers in legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Includes multiple takes of hits like Baby Please Don't Go; Do You Love Me?; Whiskey Child; and more, plus other favorites like TNT. Let There Be Rock; Kicked in the Teeth; and even a broadcast of Shoot to Thrill. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6649394 THE SHADOWS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects sixty hits from this British pop-rock instrumental band including Apache; Rango Blues; The Quartermaster's Store; The Frightened City; Kon-Tiki; Baby My Heart; Find Me a Golden Street; Peace Pipe; Sweet Dreams; The Bandit; Bo Diddley; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3. $9.95

CD 6814999 JOHN HIATT & THE HIATT BROTHERS: Between the Cypress and the Oak. This recording featured on this CD is taken from a radio broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don't Take It Personal; Casual Guitar; Zero Hour; Say No More; Gold Fish. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6703968 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994. One of the greatest of metal bands of all time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits, often in a dropping extended rendition. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; Sad But True; Enter Sandman; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Two CDs. Big 3. $9.95

CD 6953885 THE BEATLES FEATURING TONY SHERIDAN: In the Beginning. Experience the Fab Four with this unique band including The Beatles, Tony Sheridan, and The Beat Brothers: Ain't She Sweet; Cry for a Shadow; L et's Dance; My Bonnie; Take Out Some Time and Emotion. This comprehensive 52 track collection includes live FM Broadcasts from the 1970s and even a broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don't Take It Personal; Casual Guitar; Zero Hour; Say No More; Gold Fish. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6559994 CARL PERKINS: Greatest Hits, Volume 2. Nineteen hits by the “King of Rockabilly,” including Matchbox; Glad All Over; Forever Yours; Roll over Beethoven; Your True Love; Her Love Rubbed You Wrong; Original; Faded Love; Pushers; Lend Me Your Comb; You Can Do No Wrong. Look at the Moon: They Don’t Move Me; and more. Javelin. $4.95

CD 6288642 ROBIN TROWER: Time and Emotion. The English guitarist best known for Procol Harum delivers 11 tracks with his own outfit: The Land of Plenty; What Was I Really Worth To You; I’m Gone; Bitten by the Snake; Returned in Kind. If You Believe in Me; You’re the One; Can’t Turn Back the Clock; Make Up Your Mind; Try One More Time; Lose Your Mind; and more. Universal. $6.95

CD 6997772 GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged. (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different take on many Guns n’ Roses classics, plus a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain’t First; November Rain; You’re Crazy; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2819864 BO DIDDLEY: Daddy – The Collection. This comprehensive 52 track collection includes all 80 Diddleys single A & B sides from 1955-1961, along with album tracks and rarities. Hits include Bo Diddley: Bo Diddley; I’m a Man; Mire; Pretty Thing; Hush Your Mouth, Say Man, Back Again; Craw-Dad; Gun Slinger; Nursery Rhyme; Ride on Josephine; and more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2798506 MADONNA: The Bromance Anthology. This 42-track, three CD set features live FM Broadcasts from the 1980s and 90s, with songs including Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don’t Preach; White Heat; Like a Virgin; Love Makes the World Go Round; Like a Prayer; Express Yourself; Holiday; over and Over; Material Girl; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 5970911 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Born to Be Wild. Encapsulating a maverick band on the cusp of international success, this 17 track concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, Agents of Fortune. Eleven live tracks include Astronomy; Then Came the Last Days of Babylon; Born to Be Wild; and more. Other track includes course, (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6674003 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Woodstock 1994. These stalwarts of southern rock hit the stage in this live FM broadcast of the 1994 Woodstock Festival. Includes performances of Statesboro Blues; Blue Sky; The Same Thing; Soulshine; Midnight Rider; Jessi; No One To Run With; Back Where It All Began; One Way Out; and Whipping Post. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE MORTON SIMPSONS. 1953-62. Fifty-four tracks comprise the prolific early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark Tennessee Waltz. Bettee Sincerely and Supergal. $12.95

CD 6887031 JOURNEY: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast, captured during the early part of their career. Forty five tracks include Mystery Mountain; In My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re on Your Own; Feeling That Way; Good Times; Chain Reaction; More; Lies; Escape; She Makes Me Wheel in the Sky; and more. To the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6883285 ESSENTIAL STEVE EARLE. Collects 13 songs from the country and rock star. Tracks include Guitar Town; Hillbilly Highway; The Devil’s Right Hand; Goodbye’s All We Got Left to Say; Six Days on the Road; Someday; and more. Universal. $6.95

CD 6941338 JERRY LEE LEWIS: Sing Your Own Recordings Greatest Hits. Features ten tracks of the King of Rock & Roll’s greatest hits including Whole Lot of Shakin’ Going On; Red Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; High School Confidential, You Win Again; Whole Lotta Shakin’; One Night; Break-Up; and Hang Up My Rock ‘n Roll Shoes. TIME LIFE. $4.95

CD 6795935, 6893803 BELINDA CARLISLE: The Very Best Of. From her days with the Go-Go’s to her solo hits defying stylistic boundaries, Belinda Carlisle is the voice of a generation. These 54 tracks highlight her singles from the ‘80s and ‘90s, including Heaven Is a Place on Earth; Leave a Light On; Break Up; and Hang Up My Rock ‘n Roll Shoes. TIME LIFE. $4.95

CD 2656015 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shake Your Tree. Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originally broadcast by KSAN-FM in Sausalito, California. Miller offers up live renditions of 15 of his most enduring favorites including Fly Like an Eagle; The Joker; Take the Money and Run; Flying in the USA; Gathering Dust; and more. $14.95

CD 5818443 EMMILY HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind. Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing To Daddy; My Songbird; I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejoiced in Heaven Last Night; and more. The band including Ricky Skaggs. $11.95

CD 6674267 FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast. Named the “Un-Concert” by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings come from a host of venues, including The Welk Hotel in 1973 and 1974; the Savoy Ballroom, New York; and even a broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don’t Take It Personal; Casual Guitar; Zero Hour; Say No More; Gold Fish. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6883222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: You’ll be Square. This 10 tracks collected here from these two pioneers of rock ‘n’ roll: I’m a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Room Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Catch Me; A Bird in Flight; It’s a Long Hand in a Pocket; Ding-a-Ling; and Ooh Baby. Universal Music. $6.95
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**CD 686914** AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive. This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, 1971; Detroit, 1973; and Chicago, 1974. Published at $17.99

**CD 682287** THE BAND: And Then There Were Four. This superb live recording is taken from an FM radio broadcast at the University of Chicago, during their first re-union tour in 1983. Included on 13 tracks are Up on Cripple Creek; The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; My Country ’Tis of Thee; King Harvest; Harvest; Java Blue; I Shall Be Released; and more. All Access. Published at $14.95

**CD 6953110** ROD STEWART: Gold. One of rock’s most acclaimed performers, Stewart is a true music legend. Thirty-five songs are compiled in this two-CD set, including Street Fighting Man; Maggie May; Twisting the Night Away; Gasoline Alley; Mandolin Wind; (Find a) Reason to Believe; and more. Mercury. Published at $15.95

**CD 6638563** THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY AND THE CRICKETS. Bring 54 of Holly’s best-loved songs with three CDs. The early rock pioneer gives us That’ll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Oh Boy!; Everyday; True Love Ways; Don’t Be Cruel; Peggy Sue; That’ll Be The Day; That’s Innocent; and more. Not Now Music. Published at $11.95

**CD 5854261** BETTS, HALL, LEAVELL AND TRUCKS: Live at the Coffee Pot 1983. After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player from Wet Willie. Highlights: Nothing You Can Do (There Ain’t); Whole Lotta Memories; Ramblin’ Man; Run, Let Me Ride; Southbound; and more. MVD Visual. Published at $14.99


**CD 688003** GRATEFUL DEAD: Under the Covers. In 15 live covers, the Grateful Dead put their touches on a range of classic songs. Big Railroad Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Last Time; Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues; Good Lovin’; Big River, Mama’s Some Lovin’; Bad Moon Rising (with John Fogerty); Mama Tried; and more. Lefrith Media. Published at $14.99

**CD 688704X** THE LITTLE BOX OF DAVID BOWIE. Features three CDs: David Bowie’s Jukebox; Iggy Pop with David Bowie; and David Bowie and Friends: The 1980 Floorshow. A total of 53 tracks include Wham! Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (The Augurs of Spring); Wild Is the Wind; Raw Power; Search and Destroy; Sister Midnight; Wham Bam Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (Drugs); The Augurs of Spring; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Published at $19.99

**CD 6889622** THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road. Three tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manfield House, Syracuse, New York, 1972 include Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; Ain’t Wastin’ Time No More; One Way Out; Stormy Monday; You Don’t Love Me, I’m In Mambo Land; and Midnight Rider. And Whipping Post. Lefrith Media. Published at $14.99

**CD 6681255** BOWIE VS IGGY: The Broadcast Archives. Three CDs provide a nuanced audio portrait of two of the greatest live acts in the history of rock. Iggy Pop and David Bowie perform together in two full programs from 1971, with multiple live cuts of Raw Power; Sister Midnight; Ewiges Kapital; and more. Disc Three collects over 40 minutes of Bowie’s greatest radio interviews. Thirty-four tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Published at $17.99

**CD 6896658** TED NUGENT: Kentucky State Fair 1995. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY, 1995, come these eleven tracks that include Journey to the Center of the Mind; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Mambo Sugar; Front Porch; Red House; Cal Scratch Fever; and more. Good Ship Funk. Published at $14.99

**CD 6795383** JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and All That... Recorded live at the Jabberwocky Club in Syracuse, New York, this 1970 concert features Taylor at his best. Fifteen tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better With Coke; Machine Gun Kelly; Anyway Like You; November Rain; Circle Round the Sun; One Way Out; and more. HOBO. Published at $14.99

**CD 6701565** GENE VINCENT: Lonely Street. The roots of rock come to your collection with 18 rollicking classics: Ain’t That Too Much; Bird Doggin’; Love Is A Bird; Somebody In My Home; That’s A Lowdown Gypsy; Man’s Prison; Born To Be A Rollin’ Stone; Hi-Lili Hi-Lo; I’m a Lonesome Fugitive; Be-Bop-A-Lula; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. Published at $3.95

**CD 6857759** TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: Strange Behaviour. Sixteen tracks from the live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, NC, 1983, including Use Bye Bye; Johnny; The Damage You’ve Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin’; The Waiting; Benmont’s Boogie; Southern Accents; Even the Losers; Runnin’ Down a Dream; and more. HOBO. Published at $14.99

**CD 6621058** AC/DC: Back to School Days. This is AC/DC as they were meant to be heard, live, raw and unbridled. Recorded live at Towson State College in Maryland, this 1979 show features ferocious renditions of Live Wire; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; Let There Be Rock; and more. Smokin’. Published at $14.99

**CD 5785899** METALLICA: The Broadcast Archive. Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, these three CDs capture these ferocious metal gods in adrenaline-pumping live performances from the 80s and 90s. Nearly 40 tracks include multiple renditions of hits like Enter Sandman; Enter Sandman; and more. Smokin’. Published at $12.95

**CD 6645090** THE DEL-VIKINGS COLLECTION 1956-62. This sixty track, 2 CD collection features Come Go With Me; Hard Luck Blues; Wind True Love; What Makes You Run; Come Along With Me; Oh Tonight; Down by the Stream; Don’t Get Slick on Me; One More River to Cross; Face the Music; An Angel From the Past; and more. Smokin’. Published at $14.95

**CD 6668141** CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmogrification Impossible. In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beefheart blends rock, blues, psychadelia, and experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the inventive brilliance of this unique artist in cuts of Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; Somebody in My Home; Sweet Georgia Brown; Ashtray Heart; Kandy Korn; and more. AC/DC: Back to School Days. Published at $14.99

**CD 6961525** MADONNA: Tokyo 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Korakuen Kyuyo, Tokyo, Japan in June 1987 this fifty track CD includes Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Inch By Inch; The Look of Love; Like a Virgin; Who’s That Girl? and more. Smokin’. Published at $11.95

**CD 6706457** SANTANA: The Golden Child. One of the greatest guitarists of all time seize the stage in this live FM broadcast recorded at Mazda Theatre, Santa Ana, CA in 1986. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/I’ll Wait For You; Give and Take; Incident at Neshabur; and more. Santana. Published at $11.95

**CD 6673813** JACKSON BROWNE: Awake Again. Recorded live at the Casino de Montreux in Switzerland, this 1982 broadcast features 19 Browne performances. Somebody’s Baby; That Girl Could Sing; Fountain of Sorrow; Makin’ Thunderbirds; A Day in the Life; and more. Smokin’. Published at $14.95

**CD 6716526** BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas in Connecticut. Seger performs live at the Winter Lake Theatre, Connecticut in this 1983 concert, with 12 tracks including Nine Tonight; Tryin’ to Live My Life Without You; Roll Me Away; Mainstreet; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin’ Thunderbirds; We’ve Got Tonight; Turn the Page; The Fire Down Below; and more. Smokin’. Published at $14.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
**Rock Pop**

Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental sounds. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 6833176 THE BEST OF 50'S ROCK N' ROLL.** The 13 tracks collected here contains the seeds of a musical and cultural revolution. Includes (We’re Gonna Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6837580 THE HOLLIES, VOL. 2: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums from this British rock band, including Evolution; Butterfly; Sing Dylan; Hollies Sing Hollies; and Confessions of the Mind, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

**CD 6938566 AC/DC: Back Home with Brian.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sydney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, Australia, in 1981, this 32-song collection includes Hells Bells; Shot Down in Flames; Sin City; Back in Black; Bad Boy Bookie; The Jack; What Do You Do for Money Honey; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; and more. Sony Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6741413 THE BYRDS: Straight for the Sun.** Roger McGuinn, Chris Hillman, and David Crosby bring their definitive '60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering up renditions of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Black Mountain Rag; Mr. Tambourine Man; Pretty Boy Floyd; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6749452 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Superjam 1978.** Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superstar Jam (tracks 1-9), then at the Volunteer Jam V in 1979 (tracks 10 and 12). Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Country Reflections; Southern Blood; I Don’t Want to Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6963188 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Gold.** This revolutionary band had an immense impact on the music scenes of the 1960s. This two CD set includes I’m Waiting for the Man; Heroin; Venus in Furs; Sweet Jane; Rock and Roll; Pale Blue Eyes; All Tomorrow’s Parties; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6963299 RUSH: Gold.** This two CD set features many of the Canadian rock band’s biggest hits, including The Spirit of Radio; Fly by Night; Tom Sawyer; Time Stand Still; Limelight; Red Barchetta; 2112 Overture; and more. Twenty-nine tracks. Mercury.

**CD 6962939 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold.** This two CD set collects 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include Now We’re Getting Somewhere; Don’t Add It Up; More; The River Platte Stadium in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1988. Thirteen live tracks include Born in the U.S.A.; The Promise Land (from Philadelphia, PA); Hells Belts; Shot Down in Flames; Sin City; and more. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6883281 MERLE HAGGARD/CONWAY TWITTY: Elvis Favorites.** Haggard and Twitty sing 12 songs from the classic king of rock ‘n’ roll, Elvis Presley. Songs include Jailhouse Rock; That’s All Right (Mama); Don’t Be Cruel, Love Me Tender; Hound Dog; Shakin’ Piano & Roll; Jailhouse Rock; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6749437 CROSBY, STILLS & NASH: Survival Sunday.** Performing at the Hollywood Bowl in 1980, this legendary trio offers 12 tracks, some featuring special guest Joe Walsh. Includes Military Madness; Magical Child; Barrel of Pain; Carry Me; Wind on the Water; Laugh; Chips; Get Back; Saddle Up; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6717942 THE BEST: Loggins & Messina Sittin’ In.** Over 30 years after their debut, Sittin’ In, Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina reunite for another collection of monstrous rock tracks. Features songs including Watching the River Run; Travelin’ Blues; Your Mama Don’t Dance; Be Free, Nobody but You; Sallin’ the Wind; and more. Legacy.

**CD 6883180 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert.** The greatest jam band of all time takes the stage for this 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I’ve Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greatest Story Ever Told; They Love Me; Me, I’m on Fire; The River; Dancing in the Dark; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6722326 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Forbidden Delights.** The rock giants light up the Chuck Lands Kis Country Club stage in Reseda, California with this 1981 concert. Thirteen live tracks include Dr. Music; E.1. (Extra Terrestrial Intelligence); Hot Rocks; Half Cities; On Parade with Powdermonk; Born to Be Wild; (Don’t Fear) The Reaper; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6673775 GRATEFUL DEAD: San Francisco 1976.** The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this remarkable live collection. After the Dead originals as well as beloved covers: Mississippi Half Step Uptown Toodee; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Lover; Samson and Delilah; Centuries; and more. Led Zeppelin. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6992056 THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection.** This stellar two CD retrospective features all of the Detroit quintet’s significant Atlantic Recordings, recorded live in both the States and Canada. A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King of the Road; Sweet Georgia Brown; Chicago; To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I’ve Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greatest Story Ever Told; They Love Me; Me, I’m on Fire; The River; Dancing in the Dark; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6795788 FRANK ZAPPA: Munich 1979.** Seventeen tracks capture a live broadcast in Germany from one of rock’s most daring, eccentric, and fascinating performers. In addition to a pair of 1983 interviews, it includes live renditions of Chunga’s Revenge; Mudd Club; The Mesopotamian; and more. Zappa’s Garage; Cosmik Debris; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6848257 DAVID AXELROD’S ROCK INTERPRETATION OF HANDEL’S MESSIAH.** Owing to the musical prowess of Axelrod’s work, it is his Messiah that’s remembered today, at least when it comes to rock interpretations of Handel’s oratorio. Nine tracks include Christmas, Noel, and more. Gothic Souls; Lord; Behold; Pastoral Symphony; Glory to God; Hallelujah; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

**CD 6762675 PAUL SIMON: Complete Live.** Seven albums covering the entire span of the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6589597 METALLICA: Live on Air–The Early Years.** Revisit Metallica’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1983 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, other classics like One; Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters. Laser Media. Pub. at $13.95

**CD 6473209 AC/DC: Back Home with Brian.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sydney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, Australia, in 1981, this 32-song collection includes Hells Bells; Shot Down in Flames; Sin City; Back in Black; Bad Boy Bookie; The Jack; What Do You Do for Money Honey; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; and more. Sony Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6750077 THE OFFSPRING: Oriental Theatre Broadcast.** This four CD set presents the legend of the Human Rights Now! tour for Amnesty International, playing at The River Plate Stadium in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1988. Thirteen live tracks include Born in the U.S.A.; The Promise Land (from Philadelphia, PA); Hells Belts; Shot Down in Flames; Sin City; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6883281 MERLE HAGGARD/CONWAY TWITTY: Elvis Favorites.** Haggard and Twitty sing 12 songs from the classic king of rock ‘n’ roll, Elvis Presley. Songs include Jailhouse Rock; That’s All Right (Mama); Don’t Be Cruel, Love Me Tender; Hound Dog; Shakin’ Piano & Roll; Jailhouse Rock; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6741413 THE BYRDS: Straight for the Sun.** Roger McGuinn, Chris Hillman, and David Crosby bring their definitive '60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering up renditions of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Black Mountain Rag; Mr. Tambourine Man; Pretty Boy Floyd; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6876061 ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums.** Three CDs bring together the entirety of six classic albums by the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Blue Hawaii; G.I. Blues; and Something for Everybody. Relive the hits like I Forgot to Remember to Forget; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 6831753 METALLICA: Rocking at the Ring.** From a live broadcast recorded at The Rock Am Ring Festival, Germany, 1999, come 24 tracks including The Ecstasy of Gold; Broadway; Master of Puppets; Of Wolf and Man; The Four Horsemen; Fight Fire with Fire; Nothing Else Matters; Wherever I May Roam; Whiskey in the Jar; and more. Two CDs. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6954286 THE RESIDENTS: 80 Aching Orphans.** The Residents are an American art collective best known for avant-garde music, multimedia works. Unique live recordings, performances from TV, and special remixes populate this specially packaged set. Eighty tracks include Serenolita; Karnkaze Lady; Smelly Tongues and more. Four CDs. MVD Audio. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**CD 692705X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: A Gathering of Flowers.** Featuring all their biggest hits plus rehearsals, outtakes and interviews with John Phillips and Cass Elliot, these twenty tracks include Straight Shooter; Monday, Monday; Trip; Sumble and Fall; Go Where You Wanna Go; I Call Your Name; Dancing in the Street; Once Was a Time I Thought; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6676111 EDGAR WINTER: The Definitive Collection.** Collected onto two discs are highlights from Winter’s releases between 1970 and 1980, bringing his eclectic sound to a new audience. The tracks include Thunder Road; Entrance; Hung Up; Where Have You Gone; Give It Everything You Got; Dying to Live; Keep Playin’ That Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98

$16.95

**CD 6826574 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Other Band Tour.** On April 14th, 1993 the Boss, along with The Other Band, performed in Verona, Italy for a huge outdoor gig, which was subject of a live broadcast on FM radio across Europe and North America. This two-CD set includes 23 tracks from the show including Thunder Road; Born to Run; Born in the U.S.A.; Glory Day; I’m On Fire; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6848230 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Imaginos.** This 1983 concept album/rock opera is the most unusual project of the Blue Oyster Cult name. The nine tracks include I Am the One You Warned Me Of; Les Long; Spotlight; Hey Joe; I’ve Been Loving You Too Here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe; I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

**CD 6861326 THE ELECTRIC FLAG: Live at the Fillmore West 1967.** Two of these early performances were recorded at the Fillmore West and broadcast live on local radio stations. This two-disc set collects 23 songs from one of the premiere rock bands of the sixties. Among the tracks collected here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe; I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

**CD 6922878 LEONARD COHEN: Smokey Evening.** Recorded in Born towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the Wire; Hey, That’s No Way to Say Goodbye; Who by My Window; Paradise; Life; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6921100 THE BEACH BOYS: Live at the Fillmore East 1971.** Originally broadcast live from The Fillmore East in New York, this 42-minute 1971 concert features many of the Boys’ early hits. Once Again, Help Me Rhonda; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Good Vibrations; California Girls; I Get Around; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6786685 CHUCK BERRY: Alive & Rockin’.** The musical giant who helped give birth to rock and roll. Berry is celebrated with 16 of his must-have classics: Sweet Little Sixteen; Rock ‘n Roll Music; In the We Hours; Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Memphis Tennessee; Roll Over Beethoven; Vacation Time; Changed; and more. Javelin.

$4.95

**CD 6673961 STEPHEN SILLS: Central Avenue 1973.** Featuring along with the California Blues Band, Sills hits the stage at the Wollman Skating Rink Theater in New York’s Central Park. Eleven tracks include Precious Love; Red House; Fine Love; Love the Way You Love; The City; What Is It; Where It’s Worth; Cherokee; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6621066 AC/DC: Cleveland Rocks.** Recorded live at Cleveland’s Agora Ballroom in 1977, one of the greatest bands in metal rip through seven early classics: Live Wire; She’s Got Balls; Problem Child; The Jack; High Voltage; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and Rocker. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6958778 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rapides Parish.** Noted for his gruff, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this collection includes his concerts at the Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2002. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours. Mig Music. Pub. at $25.95

$19.95

**CD 6717863 THE RASCALS: The Complete Singles A’s & B’s.** A comprehensive 47-track collection of the band’s best, including the soulful Good Golly! Ain’t Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore; Mustang Sally; Groovin; A Beautiful Morning; People Got to Be Free; I Believe; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

$24.95

**CD 6875445 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Gap Year Broadcast.** Performing in Cleveland on April 7th, 1976, the Boss delivers 18 hits from his early years. Springsteen has all the verve of a young rocker for Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out; Spirit in the Night; It’s My Life; Thunder Road; She’s the One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6370316 PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible.** This collection of 48 tracks illustrates perfectly the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam, even at an early stage of their career. Tracks include Release; Even Flow; State of Love and Frost; Better Man; and more broadcasts from The Fox Theater, Atlanta; the Aladdin Theater, Las Vegas; and more. 3 CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6861253 THE BEST OF THE BAY CITY ROLLERS: Give a Little Love.** Overnight they became a teen sensation and scored more international singles as this collection confirms. Among the 36 tracks included here are hit songs such as Give a Little Love; Saturday Night; Rock and Roll Love Letter; The 4 Seasons; and more. The Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 690890X R.E.M.: The Spirit of Radio.** This set is comprised of two superb CDs containing radio broadcasts of concerts from 1984 and 1989, along with a third disc containing interviews and the great variety of various points across their career. Songs include Radio Free Europe; Second Guessing; Pop Song; Pale Blue Eyes; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6858805 AT THE TOP: The Big ’50s Hits.** This two CD set collects 30 hits including the Chartbusters, including Peggy Lee; Buddy Holly; Chantilly Lace by The Big Bopper; Maybellene by Chuck Berry. Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino; (We’re Gonna) Around the Clock by The Big Bopper; Comets; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 2805367 MARTY WILDE: The Essential Recordings.** Undoubtedly one of Britain’s finest Rock ‘n’ Rollers whether covering American songs or writing his own. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including A Teenager in Love; Sea of Love; Living for the Weekend; Jubilee; It’s Been a Misery’s Child; The Fight; Angry; Little Girl; Hide and Seek; Put Me Down; and more Primo.

$6.95

**CD 6624172 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: New York 1975.** Recorded live at the Bottom Line, this is the Greenwich Village broadcast features performances of Spirit in the Night; Then She Kissed Me; Groovin’ Up; It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City; Storyteller; When You Walk in the Room; and more. More bonus interview tracks. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 6962904 CHUCK BERRY: Gold. Chuck Berry may be the the single most important name in the history of rock and roll. This two CD set collects 30 tracks by the American rock artist, including Maybellene; Betty Jean; Roll Over Beethoven; Johnny B. Goode; Back in the U.S.A.; and many more. Geffen. $15.95

★ CD 6961649 STONE THE CROWS & MAGGIE BELL. This 2 CD collection features the material from the iconic duo of the Crowes and Maggie Bell after she left the group and began her solo career. Twenty tracks include Good Time Girl; Big Jim Salter; Pennsylvin Blues; Sunset Cowgirl; Carrboro Love; and many more. Acrobat. $17.95

★ CD 689280X GEORGE THORGORDO & THE DESTROYERS: Live at Rockpalast-Dortmund 1980. Presented on two CDs and one DVD (86 minutes), this rollicking live performance highlights the group’s superb mix of urban blues, rock ‘n’ roll, and R&B. Fifteen tracks include House of Blue Lights; Kids from Philly; I’m Wanted; Cocaine Blues; It Wasn’t Me I Stop Loven’; Feelin’ Right; and more. MIG Music. $22.99

★ CD 6902869 PAT TRAVERS: Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976. Marking the big European breakthrough for this young Canadian rocker, this concert captures the raw, vibrant, and raucous performance. In addition to the CD and the DVD feature As My Life Flies; Stop and Smile; Hooked on Pain; and much more. Acrobat. $17.95

CD 6837379 A-HA: Original Album Series. Collects five essential albums from the acclaimed Norwegian rock band. Includes all of Hunting High and Low; Screamadelical; Stay on these Roads; East of the Sun, West of the Moon; and much more. Presented on two CDs and a bonus DVD with a pull out booklet, dedicated to his former Wax partner Andrew Gold. $11.95

CD 6908852 THE BRITISH HIT PARADE 1956-61: The Complete Singles Singles A & B Side Series. Includes all of the hits of British pop from 1956-61, comprising all A- and B-side releases in the period, plus a few tracks released by British artists of the time. Presented on four CDs and a booklet with annotated liner notes by Alan Brough and more! Primo. $17.95

★ CD 6977136 GRAHAM GOULDMAN: Love and Work. In a career spanning over five decades, Gouldman is renowned as one of the key figures of early rock ’n’ roll, Berry’s figure of rock ’n’ roll was transforming the music industry. Includes classic songs by Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, Dean Martin, Andy Williams, Johnnie Ray, Pat Boone, Jerry Lee Lewis, The Everly Brothers and many more. Presented on two CDs. Acropub. $11.95

CD 696317X UB40: Gold. For more than 30 years, UB40 has been one of the world’s premiere reggae acts with a string of classic hits. Forty tracks are compiled here, including Red Red Wine; The Way You Do The Things You Do; (I Can’t Help) Falling in Love; Where Did I Go Wrong; Food for Thought; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. $9.95

CD 6953099 PETER FRAMPTON: Gold. Frampton’s career began in the mid-70s with his band, Connecticut’s Magic,建立了自己作为一代人的前卫摇滚明星。这三张专辑里有两张CD, 包括它的一个Plain Shame; I’m in You; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Slippin’ Slippery; and (I’m Yours); Shine On; Foot in the Grave; and more. Presented on two CDs. Acropub. $17.95

★ CD 6961266 BECK: The Broadcast Archive. With a collection of broadcast performances and media interviews, this two-disc collection of the singer, songwriter, rapper, and multi-instrumentalist includes 29 tracks that feature Fumble; Thunder Peel; Soul Suckin’ Jerk; Wait for a Sign; and many more. presenter on two CDs. Acropub. $14.95

★ CD 2817772 BIG COUNTRY: Live at Rockpalast 1986 & 1991. This two track, 3CD, two DVD set (over 2 hours) comprises the two concerts at Rockpalast, Germany. This collection comprises Rockpalast recordings plus two studio albums including Wonderland; Fields of Fire; Where the Rose Is Son; Steeltown; Tracks of the Year and many more. Acropub. $19.95

CD 2805103 ALMA COGAN: The Essential Recordings. This two disc collection brings together 35 of the biggest and best songs from the decade during which Cogan thrived. Includes Rockin’ Roll by Graham Fenton’s Matchbox; Rockin’ the Night; Rebel Girl; Nothing Can Shake Me (from Your Love); Broken Promises; High on You; and much more. MIG Music. $17.95

CD 6941060 GREAT BRITISH ROCK ’N’ ROLL & ROCKABILLY REUNION. Captures the best of British rock ’n’ roll and rockabilly on 20 tracks. Includes Rockabilly Records, with Graham Fenton’s Matchbox; I Gotta Light In the Window by Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers; Till I Waltz Again With You by Freddy Lee Tippens; My Baby Just Cares For Me by The Jives; and more. Right Recordings. $12.95

★ CD 696774X PAT TRAVERS: Live at Rockpalast–Dortmund 1980. Presented on two CDs and one DVD (86 minutes), this rollicking live performance highlights the period, including Maybellene; The Downbound Train; Over Beethoven; Let It Rock; and much more. Acrobat. $17.95

★ CD 6802869 PAT TRAVERS: Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976. Marking the big European breakthrough for this young Canadian rocker, this concert captures the raw, vibrant, and raucous performance. In addition to the CD and the DVD feature As My Life Flies; Stop and Smile; Hooked on Pain; and much more. Acrobat. $17.95

CD 6906592 The British Hit Parade: The B Sides, Part 2. Collects five essential albums from the two main 1959 British Hit Parade collections, this four CD set features 97 tracks by performers that include Perry Como; Paul Anka, Stonewall Jackson, Elvis Presley; Frankie Vaughan; The Platters, Nat King Cole; Conway Twitty; and many more. Songs include So Close; Love of a Lifetime; You’re Gonna Miss Me; and many more. Acrobat. $24.99

CD 6961592 PEARL JAM: The Broadcast Archive. A collection of 42 live track recordings spanning the ’90s from Saturday Night Live, MTV, The Late Show with David Letterman; an FM broadcast from The Adalind Theater; and an FM broadcast from Seattle, Washington that include Alive; Porch; Even Flow; and more. Presented on two CDs. Acropub. $17.95

★ CD 6972106 WILSON PICKETT: Magic Man. This two CD collection brings together 42 of the biggest and best songs from 1961-75, including Magic Man; Saturday Night Live; Montgomery; Good Time Girl; Big Jim Salter; Pennsylvin Blues; Sunset Cowgirl; Carrboro Love; and much more! Presented on two CDs. Acropub. $23.95

★ CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair’s musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he rocked with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection captures the wild and wacky hits. Includes Olo Stew Foot; Honky Tony Man; I’m Coming Home; Fire Fall; Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Fire; and more. Family Emergency Productions. $36.99

CD 6971116 JOHNNIE RAY: Singles Collection 1951-1962. Four CDs and 32 tracks comprise the music of this pioneering figure of rock’n’roll. Includes Whiskey and Gin; Cry; The Little White Cloud that Cried; Oh, What a Sad, Sad, Day; Glad Rag Doll; Thine Eyes Are as the Sun: A Song of a Dreamer; In Love Now; You’re the One Who Knows; and many others. Peet ’n’ Green Records. $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 686229.15 BOBBY DURHAM: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 686582.15 BABY BOOMER: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 670270.15 WILLIE NELSON: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 693364.15 CHAPA: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669324.15 CLIFF RICHARD: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 672593.15 BILLY RIOS: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 674924.15 CLAYDE STACY: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 674932.15 ANDY STARR: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 674822.15 RICK SPRINGFIELD: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 658602.15 ARTIFUL DODGER: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 682248.15 RICK KOTZEN: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 688338.15 TOM PETTY: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 670270.15 WILLIE NELSON: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669324.15 CLIFF RICHARD: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669324.15 CLIFF RICHARD: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
CD 669303.15 BINGO: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661

**ROCK-POP**

**Blu-ray 6716377 DURAN DURAN LIVE IN 1986: A Diamond in the Mind.** Eagle Vision. $5.95

**Blu-ray 6820302 JUDAS PRIEST: Epitaph Live in London.** Eagle Rock. $19.95


**Blu-ray 6820646 HEAVEN & HELL: Neon Nights Live in Europe.** Widescreen. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**Blu-ray 6651752 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection.** Image Entertainment. $5.95


**Blu-ray 6671519 BRITISH ROCK SYMPHONY.** Image Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

**Blu-ray 4561288 EMERSON LAKE & PALMER: The Birth of a Band.** Fullscreen. Eagle Rock. $9.95

**Blu-ray 6572103 DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park.** Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012's "A Change of Tour Events," this fierce live show captures one of metal’s most epic modern bands at their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show, plus three CDs featuring performances from the Sky's a Place for evil, Root of All Evil: War Inside My Head, These Walls; Far from Heaven; Pull Me Under; and more. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $3.95

**Blu-ray 6812105 PAUL MCCARTNEY: Kisses From London.** Widescreen. On February 9, 2012, Paul McCartney brought his newly released Kisses From The Bottom—a collection of lovingly rendered standards and two enthraling originals—to life at the same Capitol Studios where much of the album was created. In this program, exclusive interviews with Paul and his collaborators come together with those performances, 127 minutes in a special Blu-ray book case. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $3.95

**Blu-ray 6812112 THE ROLLING STONES-SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live.** Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in 2013. The Stones’ trademark electricity is made even more vivid on Blu-ray, ripping through an assortment of blood-pumping classics like Start Me Up, Gimme Shelter, Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Smarty for the Devil, You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Adults only. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**Blu-ray 6572448 SHERYL CROW: Miles from Memphis Live at the Pantages Theatre.** Widescreen. Performing at Hollywood’s Pantages Theatre in support of her album Miles from Memphis, Crow intermingles new tracks with her best-loved hits in a mesmerizing, elegant, and atmospheric live performance. Includes re-imaginings of Our Love Is Fading; A Change Would Do You Good; My Favorite Mistake; Every Day is a Winding Road; and more. 134 minutes. Eagle Vision. $3.95

**Blu-ray 6812367 PATI SMITH: Live at the Fillmore 2012.** Widescreen. The groundbreaking artist brings her distinctive blend of rock, punk and poetry to the Montreux stage as part of her tour in support of the 2004 album Trampin’. The set list includes 12 live performances like Rock and Roll n’ the Beach; Fucking Barefoot; Ain’t It Strange; Like a Rolling Stone; People Have the Power; and more. 83 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $3.95

**Blu-ray 5941938 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78.** The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on Blu-ray, this Fortworth, Texas set features live performances like Honky Tonk Women; Beast of Burden; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Like A Rolling Stone; Personal and more. 268 minutes. Eagle Vision. $19.95

**Blu-ray 6812260 STAIND: Live from Mohagen Sun.** Widescreen. Eagle Vision. $3.95

**Blu-ray 6581004 HUNGRY LIKE THE WOLF: RHAPSODY.** Queen Live in Budapest. Widescreen. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $14.95

**Blu-ray 6738923 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: A Little Bit of Me—Live in LA.** Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

---

**DVD 1871196 FREE FOREVER.** Fullscreen. Free’s greatest live performances and videos are collected in this vivacious tribute to one of the greatest bands of the ’70s. This second DVD features an audio-only recording of their Isle of Wight performance, minus surviving videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

**DVD 6716520 PAUL RODGERS: Live in Glasgow/Live at Montreux 1994/Live at Wembley.** Rodger’s performs solo and with Bad Company in a trio of concert programs. First he’s Live in Glasgow, with favorites like I’ll Be Creeping. Then he’s live at Montreux with friends like Brian May and Jason Bonham for tracks like Wishing Well. Finally Bad Company is Live at Wembley with classics like Can’t Get Enough. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Eagle Vision. $7.95

**DVD 6716431 HEAVEN & HELL: Radio City Music Hall 2007.** Widescreen. Filmed at New York City’s Radio City Music Hall, this was the first concert of their 2007 tour. Filmed at the Palladium in Cologne, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist’s landmark live albums Frumpton Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frumpton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 1871234 FCA135 TOUR: An Evening with Peter Frampton.** Widescreen. Recorded in 2012, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist’s landmark live albums Frampton Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frumpton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**★ DVD 6799256 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection.** Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**★ DVD 2685825 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...Welcome Back My Friends: 40th Anniversary Reunion Concert.** Widescreen. Reuniting the legendary band for the first time since 1998, this head-bounding show at London’s first High Voltage Rock Festival is loaded with special effects and performances of The Barbarian; Knife-Edge; From the Beginning; Touch and Go; Pictures at an Exhibition; and more. 102 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**★ DVD 6609020 CHARLIE GRACIE: Fabulous!** Fullscreen. Charlie Gracie’s number one hit Butterfly knocked Elvis from the top of the charts and sold over three million copies worldwide. Paul McCartney, Van Morrison and Graham Nash are among the many artists who attest to his having been a great musical ambassador, as his 60 plus year career continues to endure, inspire and awe. 58 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

**DVD 2050316 VELVET REVOLVER: Live at Road Rock 2003.** This concert version is the road version of Velvet Revolver was filmed at the Palladium in Cologne, Germany in March 2008. The set features 18 tracks from their debut album “ Contraband” and covers of Stone Temple Pilots and Guns N’ Roses. Tracks include Not够 Nobody’s Fault But Mine; Interstellar Love; Stone Sex Thing; Just Sixteen; and more. 86 minutes. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**DVD 6781883 PETER GABRIEL—NEW BLOOD: Live in London.** Widescreen. Eagle Vision. $4.95

**DVD 5823846 PAUL SIMON: Live from Philadelphia.** Fullscreen. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $3.95 $3.95

**DVD 6716652 THE ROLLING STONES: Stones in Exile.** Widescreen. Eagle Rock. $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 6896324 IN THE MOOD: Golden Stars, Timeless Favorites.** Travel to a simpler time with 30 timeless tracks from a bygone era. Features In The Mood by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band, Love Me or Leave Me by Mel Torme, Georgia on My Mind by Frankie Laine, Rhapsody in Blue by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band, and more. Two CDs. Reader’s Digest. $4.95

**CD 6784090 HIT PARADE 1939.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller, Weekender’s Waltz by Woody Herman, Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters, Cherokee by Charles Trenet, and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6784887 EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love.** Fall in love all over again with 25 classics featuring some of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the 30s and 40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star, Cheek to Cheek, Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?, Let’s Fall in Love, Moon over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits.** All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks. If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown, When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, and Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acratob. $4.95

**CD 6785018 HIT PARADE 1950.** These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with essentials like There Are My Love; Desperado; One of These Nights; By the Time I Get to Phoenix; and more. Two CDs. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 6784933 HIT PARADE 1942.** Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blues in the Night by Woody Herman; We Could Have Danced on Broadway by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey with Frank Sinatra; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6784941 HIT PARADE 1943.** These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and you’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly; As Time Goes By by Dooley Wilson; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and many more. Limited quantity. $7.95

**CD 6785026 HIT PARADE 1951.** The songs that charmed, entertained, and enthralled you in 1951 are the subject of this lovely 25-track selection. Includes Because of You by Tony Bennett; Come On-A My House by Rosemary Clooney; Shrimp Boats by Jo Stafford; Jealousy by Frankie Laine; If I Were a Carpenter by Perry Como and more. Acratob. $7.95

**CD 6894796 HIT PARADE 1946.** Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart for decades. Twenty-five hit recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Symphony by Freddy Martin; The Old Lang Syne; The Man I Love; Mistletoe; A Night In Tunisia by Chet Baker; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6784917 HIT PARADE 1940.** An amazing year in music is revisited with these 25 beloved tracks. Includes I’m Nobody’s Baby by Judy Garland; Dear Mr. Gable by Ethel Merman; Only For You by Benny Goodman; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread) by Glenn Miller with Ray Eberle; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 5920393 INSTRUMENTAL BEAUTIES.** Echoes from the mid 1950s to the early ‘60s, including I Love You, I Love You, You’re Mine by Tony Bennett; Kiss Of Fire by The Modernaires; and more! Primo. $9.95

**CD 6785034 HIT PARADE 1952.** All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the best beloved numbers by the biggest stars: You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Georgia Gibbs, Flying by The Hi Top Toppers; A Guy Is a Guy by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6785009 HIT PARADE 1955.** Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock ’n’ roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat “King” Cole; Only You by The Platters; Ain’t That A Shame by Fats Domino; I’ll Never Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6784992 HIT PARADE 1948.** Twenty-five hit recordings from the original artists, representing the best that 1948 had to offer! Includes It’s Magic by Doris Day; Nature Boy by Nat King Cole; Buttons and Bows by Dinah Shore; You Were Only Fooling by Ink Spots; Beaucaze by Perry Como; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 2805375 MAURICE CHEVALIER: The Essential Recordings.** A major figure in twentieth century entertainment, this debonair gentleman’s career spanned over seven decades. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Rendezvous with Monsieur Poirier; Nuits d’Amour; Love Parade; Notre Esprit; My Ideal; Hello, Beautiful; Mirlou; Fleur De Paris; and more! Primo. $9.95

**CD 4467655 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: Golden Memories.** Fatty, LaVerne and Maxene were the most popular of the 1930s and 40s, and they’re noted for their devotion to entertaining the troops. Here are twenty tracks of many of their best songs, including Rum and Coca Cola; Don’t Fence Me In; and When The Red, White, and Blue Go Marching In. Acratob. $7.95

**CD 6848605 DEAN MARTIN: 100 Hits.** The 100 songs that fill this four CD set have captivated listeners for generations, including That’s Amore; Volare; Memories Are Made Of This; Mambo Italiano; Sway; When You’re Smiling; What A Difference A Day Makes; Ain’t That A Kick in the Head; and many more. Not Now Music. $13.99

**CD 5878985 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953.** Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock ‘n roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away); Lili; Dream of You; Always Chasing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now; A Bushel and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. Acratob. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 6785174 JONI JAMES: Have You Heard.** Joni brings her glittering vocals to 25 of her favorite songs. Includes her take on Why Don’t You Believe Me; Have You Heard; How Important Can It Be; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Is It Any Wonder; You Are My Love; There Goes My Heart; Almost Always; and more. Dynamic. $9.95

**CD 6701701 YESTERDAY’S GOLD: Wartime Anthems.** The greatest performers of the wartime era remind us of a golden age in music with 20 classic tracks: Mad Dogs and Englishmen by Noel Coward; We’ll Meet Again by Vera Lynn; Counting the Days by Dinah Shore; and more by Bing Crosby, Deanna Durbin, and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Inquire about prices and availability at your nearest store. Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; and more. Acratob. $4.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
OLDIES - EASY LISTENING

**CD 6784925 HIT PARADE 1941.** Some of the biggest hits from 1941. Includes songs like "Oh! How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning," "What a Wonderful World," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 675841X FRANK SINATRA: The Singles Collection.** A remarkable collection of 80 original recordings on three CDs featuring Sinatra's original Capitol singles, including "Mack the Knife," "My Way," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6701876 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT:** Kick off your Saturday night with these 33 dance hits on two CDs. Aretha Franklin performs the title track, followed by Curtis Mayfield's "Superfly," Chaka Khan's "I'm Every Woman," George Benson's "Give Me the Night," and more. Two CDs. MVD Audio. $9.95

**CD 678500X HIT PARADE 1949.** Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest hits from 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It's Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Mule Train by Frankie Laine; You're Breaking My Heart by Vic Damone; and many others. Three CDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

**CD 5908590 JO STAFFORD: I Remember You.** Stafford performs with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey and Paul Weston in 18 tracks. The title song joins renditions of Embraceable You; The Trolley Song; Blue Moon; Let's Fall in Love; En Vogue's A Love Supreme; and many other hits. Three CDs. Telarc. $9.95

**CD 3620050 TONY BENNETT: Best Of.** Gathered twenty tracks, including: Stranger in Paradise; Ragged Riches; Since My Love Has Gone; While We're Young; Here Comes That Heartache Again; Congratulations to Someone; I'll Go; I'm Lost Again; Have a Good Time; Please My Love; Just Say I Love You; Love Is; and many more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 6682251 AMERICAN GRAFFITI.** Rediscover 75 nostalgic classics that inspired the film. Includes original artist recordings like Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets, At the Hop by Danny & the Juniors, Walk Up to the Scientist by Bill Haley & the Comets, Ain't That A Shame by Fats Domino, and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6821065 PONYTAILS & PIN-UPS: My Oldies - Easy Listening.** A remarkable collection of 80 original recordings on three CDs featuring various female vocal groups, including The Beverly Hillbillies, The Chiffons, The Ronettes, and many others. Three CDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

**CD 6862642 SINATRA: The Platinum Collection.** These 75 unforgett able songs that made Ol' Blue Eyes one of America's favorite 20th-century performers. Includes classics like "Come Fly With Me," "I've Got You Under My Skin," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 5924839 INSTRUMENTAL CARPENTERS.** Rediscover the greatest songs from this beloved '60s outfit, presented here in all-new instrumental compositions. Includes renditions of "Come A Little Closer," "Closer Than Close," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6862677 GREAT BRITISH INSTRUMENTALS OF THE '50S & '60S.** Venture across the pond for 60 legendary instrumental hits. Three CDs collect the best of The Shadows, The Shadows, The Shadows; Michael grade, The Shadows, and many others. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 6804358 MANTOVANI & HIS ORCHESTRA: Cascading Strings.** Nearly 100 original recordings from 1951-1954 feature Mantovani recording two complete suites—Victor Herbert's Suite Parts 1 & 2 and Sigmund Romberg's Suite Parts 1 & 2—plus a number of individual compositions like Under the Roof of Paris; Someday (You'll Want Me to Love You); You're So Understanding; Room Full of Roses; Just for Fun; Some Enchanted Evening; Through a Long and Sleepless Night; Let's Take An Old Fashioned Walk; Anything for You; For All We Know; Goodnight Irene; Only Yesterday; Please Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We've Only Just Begun; Superstar; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 5878705 DEAN MARTIN: Some Enchanted Evening.** Eighteen tracks from a voice like no other: "Somewhere You'll Want Me to Love You," "You're So Understanding," Room Full of Roses; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6804395 SUGAR AND SPICE: The Original Hits of the '50s.** This collection of over 80 of the greatest hits by artists like Annette Funicello, The Platters, The Chordettes, and many others. Three CDs. Placidio. $4.95

**CD 6804426 HOLIDAY HITS: The Great Big Xmas Songs of the '50s.** This collection of over forty Christmas standards by Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and many more. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6795234 ANDY WILLIAMS: Long Play Collection.** Six of Andy's original LPs, brought together in one three-CD collection! Includes original recordings of " compare to Love," "You're the One I Love," "Are You Lonesome Tonight?" and many more. 16 CDs. Time Life. $11.95

**CD 6827392 60 HITS OF THE '60S.** Packed with 60 groovy classics from the world's most popular melodie. These songs have been made famous by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and many of today's artists. Includes What a Wonderful World; Come What May; Time after Time; From This Moment On; and many more. Fourteen tracks. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 6682995 THE SMOOTh VOICE OF AL MARTINO.** The Italian-American pop crooner delivers 80 hits of his prime, including Here in My Heart; Portland, Oregon; I Only Have Eyes for You; For All We Know; Go Now; Goodnight Irene; Only Yesterday; Please Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We've Only Just Begun; Superstar; and more. Acrobat. $11.95

**CD 6854199 JIMMY BUFFETT.** Take a trip with paradise with this easy-going musical ambassador. This greatest hits collection includes Cheeseburger in Paradise; He Went to Paris; Fins; Son of a Son of a Sailor; A Pirate Looks at Forty; Margaritaville; Come Monday; Why Don't We Get Drunk; Boat Drinks; and more. MCA. $6.95

**CD 3667475 VINTAGE ROCK & ROLL: The Best Of 50's Rock & Roll.** Some of the greatest rock & roll hits, as recorded by the world's most popular melodie. These songs have been made famous by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and many more. One day Music. $7.95

**CD 6868083 DANNY & THE JUNIORS: Danny & The Juniors: Best Of.** This 82 track three CD set comprises selected recordings with Louis Prima's band, including Rags to Riches; Since My Love Has Gone; While We're Young; Here Comes That Heartache Again; Congratulations to Someone; I'll Go; I'm Lost Again; Have a Good Time; Please My Love; Just Say I Love You; Love Is; and many more. Acrobat. $11.95

**CD 666500A THE SHANGRI-LAS: Leader of the Pack.** Twenty pop favorites from the female vocal trio. The title track and many others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6663217 STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART.** Contains sixty tracks of some of the greatest music in the American songbook, with hits by artists such as Captain & Tennille; Dionne Warwick; Paul Anka; Helen Reddy; Olivia Newton-John; Tony Orlando & Dawn; Tom Jones; Linda Ronstadt; Joe Crocker; Lynn Anderson; Glen Campbell; Jeffersion Starship; Hall & Oates, and many others. Three CDs. Shout Factory. $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661

**CD 675841X FRANK SINATRA: The Singles Collection.** A remarkable collection of 80 original recordings on three CDs featuring Sinatra's original Capitol singles, including "Mack the Knife," "My Way," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6862642 SINATRA: The Platinum Collection.** These 75 unforgett able songs that made Ol' Blue Eyes one of America's favorite 20th-century performers. Includes classics like "Come Fly With Me," "I've Got You Under My Skin," and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95
CD 590112 THE DEFINITIVE BILL EVANS ON RIVERSIDE AND FANTASY. Two CDs assemble 25 essential Bill Evans recordings, featuring popular duets by Cannonball Adderley, Tony Bennett, Scott LaFaro, Eddie Gomez, and Paul Motian. Includes Speak Low; Peace Piece; Woody's Blues; Know What I Mean?; Beautiful Love; My Foolish Heart; and much more. Concord Music Group. $3.95

★ CD 692705 THE GIRLS FROM PETTICOAT JUNCTION: Sixties Sounds. Collects eleven tracks from the Petticoat Junction Gals-Linda Kaye Henning, Meredith MacRae, and Lori Saunders—who also performed outside of the show. These songs include If You Could Only Be Me; Wheeling, West Virginia; Goodbye Love; There's Got to Be a Word; Who Needs Memories of Him; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

★ CD 6649173 JUDY COLLINS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Features sixty hits from this Grammy Award winning actress and singer including Over the Rainbow; I'm Just Wild About Harry; Swanee; The Trolley Song; It's a Great Day for the Irish; I Got Rhythm; Be a Clown; Get Happy; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe. and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

★ CD 6971849 MATT MONRO: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles 1956-1962. Enjoy the music of this popular entertainer on the international music scene during the 1960s and 1970s. This wonderful collection features 4 CDs with tracks including You Always Hurt the One You Love; Let's Face the Music and Dance; Cheek to Cheek; Stardust; Everybody Fall in Love with Someone; Portrait of My Love; and more. Reel to Reel. $14.95

CD 6848613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD anthology contains 100 songs—nearly half of Piaf's entire recorded output, including many of her best-known performances. Includes Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; My Foolish Heart; and more. Not Now Music. $11.95

CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years. The Columbia years (1943-1952) where his Big Band was the most popular. These 3 CDs include Wonderful You; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady Is a Tramp; I've Got a Crush on You; I've Got a Crush on You, Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In the World); Someone To Watch Over Me; Day By Day; and more. Reel to Reel. Oh, What It Seemed To Be. and Ends; and many more. $14.95

★ CD 6886820 JOHNNY MATHIS SINGS THE MUSIC OF BACHARACH & KAEMPFERT. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from Mathis as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Henry Mancini. Tracks include Wonderful by Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; Don't Stay, I Say a Little Prayer; Odds Are; Somewhere My Love; Put It All Together; and many more. Reel to Reel. $9.95

★ CD 599070X THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1960. Cruise around town with the top down as you enjoy these 50 nostalgic classics from 1960. Two CDs include You Talk Too Much by Joe Jones; Running Bear by Johnny Preston; Because They're Young by Duane Eddy; Bye Bye Johnny by Chuck Berry; Puppy Love by Paul Anka; and more. One Day Music. $14.95

★ CD 6640710 THE LITTLE BOX OF HALLOWEEN. Fifty trick or treat rarities for All Hallow’s Eve, all in one set! Two CDs include novelty favorites for All Hallow’s Eve, including tracks by Fats Waller; Monster Party by Bill Doggett; Hoodoo Women by Johnnie Temple; Crackin’ Up by Bo Diddley; Purple People Eater by Little Richard; Touch a Girl by The Big Bopper; and more. Pepe. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6758339 DUANE EDDY: $1,000,000.00 Worth of Twang. This compilation pulls together 28 tracks on two CDs plus eight bonus tracks featuring his most popular recordings from the doo-wop and R&B eras of the early '50s, the vocal groups to bridge the gap between the doowop and R&B eras of the early '50s, and the popera of the early '60s. Includes One of the most renowned songwriters of the 20th century. Sixty tracks include renditions by Dionne Warwick, Gene Pitney, The Shirelles, Del Shannon, Andy Williams, Peggy Lee, Jack Jones, Dion, Dick York, Merle Robbins, and of course, Bacharach himself. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

★ CD 655830X NA NA HEY HEY: 30 Great Singalong Hits of the '60s. This two CD set collects 30 hits from the sixties that everyone will love to sing-along with, including Dedicated to the One I Love by The Mamas & The Papas; Sunny by Bobby Hebb; The Look of Love by Dusty Springfield; One for My Baby by The Foundations; A House Is Not a Home by Lesley Gore; and more.Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

CD 6971733 EDDIE FISHER: Seven Classic Albums. Enjoy the smooth sounds of Eddie Fisher captured in this four CD collection. Presented are five tracks that include Just Say I Love You; Sorry; I’m In the Mood For Love; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; Nature Boy; So In Love; Pretty Baby; My One and Only Love; As Long as There’s Your Music; You’re My Girl; and many more. Reel to Reel. $14.95

★ CD 6561553 REEL MILLER: Happy Times/Night Time. Miller began a household name in the early 1960s with his sing-along tv show and his 17 Sing Along albums. Included here are 32 tracks from two of those popular albums along with bonus tracks including Indiana; Side by Side; Beautiful Ohio; Don’t Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song Girl; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ CD 5880939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success through the vocalist’s time could match. Presented here are 51 recordings, including several of those from Near You to Autumn Leaves–plus his takes on classic melodies like The Warsaw Concerto (The World Outside); Bohemian Rhapsody (The Three Dog Night; Don’t Stay, I Say a Little Prayer; Odds Are; Somewhere My Love; Put It All Together; and many more. Reel to Reel. $13.95

CD 6785553 1950’S PARTY. Fill your next get-together with 18 timeless hits, including At the Hop (Live) by The Original Junicors, Rama Lama Ding Dong by The Edsels; Mona Lisa by Dal King, and many more. Reel to Reel. $14.95

CD 662798X THE ULTIMATE DOO-WOP COLLECTION. Sixty original classics represent the pinnacle of must-hear doo wop music, including Why Do Fools Fall in Love? by Frankie Lymone & The Teenagers; Earth Angel by The Penguins; No Chance by The Original Junicors; and many more. Four CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

★ CD 588084X THE COASTERS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. One of the vocal groups to bridge the gap between the doowop and R&B eras of the early '50s, the Coasters remain one of the most renowned names in their genre. Here are 56 recordings from nearly a decade of their career, including hits such as Searchin’; Yakety Yak; Charlie Brown; Poison Ivy; Smokey Joe’s Cafe; and more. Two CDs. Acroplast. $13.95

★ CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection. One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s. Gene Pitney established an idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I’m Gonna Be Strong; My One and Only Love; As Long as You Under My Skin; Nature Boy; So In Love; By The Light of The Silvery Moon; Dedicated to the One I Love; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $17.95

★ CD 4809950 THE VERY BEST OF JONI JAMES, 1951-62. Fifty-four tracks highlight the singles of this American pop starlet who, despite finding huge success in the ‘50s and ‘60s, has largely fallen from the public consciousness. Tracks include Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder; Why Don’t You Believe Me; How Important Can It Be? and more. Two CDs. Acroplast. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6692405 CHANSON D’AMOUR. Sixty-five classic love songs on three CDs, including such romantic numbers as When I Fall in Love by Nat King Cole; Devoted to You by The Everly Brothers; Misty by Johnny Mathis, Dream Lover by Doris Day, and many more. Can’t Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley; and one. One Day Music. $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661
Lovin’ That Man; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Jerry Landis, Al Brown,

and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661

**CD 6711634** THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION, 1959-62. A prolific hitmaker who bridged the gap between rock ’n’ roll and teen pop, Bobby Vee delivered top ten hits like ‘Devil or Angel’; Rubber Ball; Better Than I Can Say; How Many Tears; Take Good Care of My Baby; Run to Him; and more. Here those classics are featured on two CDs over 38 tracks. **$12.95**

**CD 6698909 ALL NIGHT LONG: The Crown Records Story.** Explore the diverse library of a legendary record company with 50 of its best releases: Bad Luck by B.B. King; Ridin’ in a Moonlight by Howlin’ Wolf; The Girl I Left Behind Me by Faron Young; Good Rockin’ Daddy by Elta James; Boogie Chillin’ by John Lee Hooker; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$19.95**

**CD 6857477 AL MARTINO: The Singles Collection 1952-62.** This 54 track collection comprises selected A & B sides from Martino’s singles released on Capitol & 20th Century Fox including Here in My Heart; I Cried Myself to Sleep; Never Seen; In All This World; Come Back to Sorrento; When You’re Mine; Heart; I Cried Myself to Sleep; Take My Heart; Say You’ll Wait for Me; I’ve Fallen in Love with one of rock ’n’ roll’s earliest label’s greatest releases, joining Ike & Tina Turner hits with more. Three CDs. One Day Music. **$29.99**

**CD 6682499 THE CRUISIN’ CLASSICS 1956-1961.** Hit the road for a trip down memory lane with these 75 favorites of early rock ’n’ roll. Cruise along with such hits as The ABCs of Love by Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; Sweet Little Sixteen by Chuck Berry; Blue Angel by Little Richard. **$11.95**

**CD 6963072 NAT KING COLE: Gold.** A recording career that spanned nearly three decades, Cole was truly unforgettable. This two-CD set collects 40 songs, including Straighten Up and Fly Right; (Get Your Kicks on) Route 66; Georgia; Liva, Liva; Stardust; Too Young; and many more. **$15.95**


**CD 5923050 THE FIRST HOT 100 OF THE 60S.** Highlights a landmark in music history—the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that year’s list, including El Paso by The中考; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Be My Guest by Fats Domino, Danny Boy by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. **$13.95**

**CD 6960353 STEP BY STEP: The Coed Records Story.** Two CDs collect 40 gems from some of the label’s most important years. Includes Answer Me, My Love by The Harptones; What a Surprise by Johnny Maestro; You’re Too Fast by The Cabinets, 76 Candles by The Crystals, Makin’ Plans by Donnalee, Donnalee, and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$17.95**

**CD 6940309 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold.** This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essential gold includes Enjoy Yourself; Arabian Night; Song of the Wanderer; A Sailboat in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; You Made Me Love You; and more. Dynamic Entertainment. **$21.95**

**CD 5950688 THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1955.** Fifty favorites from the best years of the phonograph Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & The Comets; I Got a Woman by Ray Charles; Mystery Train by Elvis Presley; Maybellene by Chuck Berry; Only You by The Platters; Cry! Cry! Cry! by Johnny Cash; Blue Velvet by The Clovers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$21.95**

**CD 6786626 BUDDY HOLLY: That’ll Be the Day.** Rediscover 11 recordings that made you fall in love with one of rock ’n’ roll’s earliest icons: You Are My One Desire; Blue Days—Black Night; Modern Don Juan; Ting-A-Ling; Girl on My Mind; That’ll Be the Day; Love Me; Midnight Shit; and more. Javelin. **$4.95**

**CD 6683449 THE ANDREWS SISTERS: The Hits Collection 1953-55.** An incredible 12-track capture some eight years of output by one of the most successful female vocal groups in the history of popular music. Number-one favorites like Shoo-Shoo Baby; Rum and Coca-Cola; I Wanna Be Loved join collaborations with stars like Bing Crosby, Peggy Lee, and Carmen Miranda, as well as Patty Andrews’ later solo hits. Five CDs. Acrobat. **$24.99**

**CD 6688362 LEONARD COHEN: Once More for Marianne.** In a 1976 broadcast from Switzerland’s Casino Barriere de Montreux, the renowned singer-songwriter performs 25 tracks live. Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts), So Long Marianne; Who By Fire; There Is a War; So Long, Marianne; Three Coins in the Fountain; Mister Sandman; Melody of Love; I Am a Splendid Thing; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. **$16.99**

**CD 590871X THE FOUR ACES: The Hits Collection 1951-59.** This 52-track collection comprises all the Top 10 hits of this widely popular doowop group, as well as a host of bonus A sides. All their landmark number ones are here, including It’s No Sin; Stranger in Paradise; Three Coins in the Fountain; Mister Sandman; Melody of Love; I Am a Splendid Thing. **$19.95**

**CD 6690764 GREAT AMERICAN SONGBOOK: Ladies of Song.** An essential collection of songs from legendary female performers, including Rosemary Clooney, Sarah Vaughan, Lena Horne, Dinah Washington, Dinah Shore, Peggy Lee, Billie Holiday, Judy Garland, and more. Sixty-six tracks on 3 CDs, featuring hits like Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley, You Send Me by Sam Cooke; Just One Look by Johnny Ray; A Handful of Rain by Johnny Ray; and many more. **$29.99**

**CD 2811561 MELODY OF LOVE: Great 50’s Love Songs.** The 1950s brought us some of the most memorable love songs and ballads. This massive collection has 75 songs on three CDs, featuring hits like Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley, You Send Me by Sam Cooke; Just One Look by Johnny Ray; A Handful of Rain by Johnny Ray; and many more. **$21.95**

**CD 6975846 JO STAFFORD: The Centenary Hits Collection 1944-59.** Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries including This Is My Desire; Pick Me Up on Your Shoulder; No Other Love;和 many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. **$17.95**

**CD 6989809 THE ALBERT COLE COLLECTION: The 1950s.** With nine singles on RCA Victor, Cole was truly unforgettable. This three CD, 70 track set brings together every single 1955 hit from Billboard’s first Top 100 chart in the U.S., including Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; I Am a Splendid Thing by the Four Acquires; Only You by The Platters; Drive It Home by The Clovers; and Marriage by Frank Sinatra. **$17.95**

**CD 6960343 STICKS AND STONES: The Sue Records Story.** Despite their association with Ike & Tina Turner, Sue Records’ output was largely jazz based. This collection of 50 classics captures all facets of the label’s greatest releases, joining Ike & Tina Turner hits with more by Barbara George, Bobby Heard, Eddie Floyd, and many others. Two CDs. Acrobat. **$12.95**

**CD 6690459 UP ON THE ROOF: Gems from the Atlantic Vaults.** Seventy-five original recordings on three CDs, shining a spotlight on the early ’60s Atlantic label. This important label captures Include Stranger on the Balcony by the Drifters; Comin’ Home Baby by Mel Torme; I Wonder Who by Ray Charles; Drive It Home by Three CDs. Acrobat. **$12.95**

**CD 6690449 TURN ME LOOSE: The Coed Records Story.** Chances are, you’ve heard a song by your favorite band that is featured on this album. The labelbu...
When a Man Cries
CD
Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99

Blindness; Poverty Train; Lonely Women; He's a Runner; recordings like highlights the legacy of a bygone label. Fifty tracks include notable CD Magic Is the Moonlight.

Two CDs. One Day Music.

Fisher, Dee Clark, Wilbert Harrison, Bert Weedon, and many others. Records, 1959 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 42 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Gary U.S. Bonds, The Orinals, Andy Stewart, The Chieftains, Dorsey, Danny & The Juniors, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music.

SOLD OUT

CD 6693930 WEREWOLF: The Dolton Records Story. The first rock 'n' roll label of Seattle, Dolton Records delivers 40 of their best releases from between 1959 and 1962. Two CDs include songs by Ray Charles, Paul Anka, Bobby Darin, and many more. One Day Music.


CD 6690491 WILD CHILD: The Warwic Records Story. Despite being around for just three years, Warwick Records was home to an impressive stable of musicians in rockabilly, doowop and pop. These 75 tracks encompass some of their best releases, including tracks by Link Wray, Little Esther Phillips, Johnny & The Hurricanes, Petula Clark and others. Three CDs. One Day Music.

CD 5815824 PAUL ANKA: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62. Contains A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during this prolific period, including major hits like Lonely Boy; I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and more! 59 tracks. One Day Music.

CD 6785677 CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist. The artist known for giving America one of the most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of its variations and follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Twist; Hey Baby, Baby; The Pony; The C.C. Rider; and more. One Day Music.

CD 6690475 WAR PAINT: The Gone Records Story. Three CDs dig into Gone Records' library to present 75 of their best, recorded between 1957 and 1962. The little label closed out the career of Billy Haley & His Comets, joined by Buddy Byrd; The Drag by the Isley Brothers; King of Fools by Sam Hawkins and more. One Day Music.

CD 6690424 THE TOP RANK STORY 1962. For Top Rank Records, 1962 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 42 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Gary U.S. Bonds, The Orinals, Andy Stewart, The Chieftains, Dorsey, Danny & The Juniors, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music.
CD 6693547 JUMP BABY JUMP: The Mar-Vel Records Story. Experience the legacy of an idiosyncratic label with 49 of their best releases. Includes: Jump Baby Jump by Harry Carter; Hot Lips Baby by Horace Duncan; Mean Woman Ray by Ray Lynn; Root Bear by The Law Brothers; Moon Twist by Chuck Dallis; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6689868 BLAST OFF!: The Helset Records Story. Four early years for the British record label, capped with one set. Released between 1958 and 1962, these 5 tracks include Blast Off by The Spaceman; Guardian Angels by The Camerons; Singing Waters by The Truetones; High Noon by Salt and Pepper; and You Better Run by the Jive Riders. Five tracks. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6690309 WATCH YOUR MOUTH: Gems from the Warner Brothers Vaults. Recorded between 1957 and 1962, these 75 classics represent the early days of Warner’s musical offerings.Includes several notable recordings by The Everly Brothers, Johnny Nash; Tab Hunter; Connie Stevens, Peter, Paul & Mary; Bob Luman, and many others. Three CDs. One Day Music.

CD 6690238 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: The Oriole Records Story. The first British record label, Oriole holds a special place in music history. These 50 tracks from their greatest years feature all the label’s most important artists: Mario Lanza; Royal, Hugo Montenegro, Lonnie Donegan, Clinton Ford, The Marvelettes and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6758584 LIGHTS OUT: The Dore Records Story. A luminous 60 track collection of Dore label recordings from 1958 to 1962. This three CD set includes Lights Out by Johnny Day, Baby Talk by Jan & Dean, Boogie Woogie Feeling by Tony Bennett, Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in his time, and this 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-known Top 40 hits. Includes the tribute they deserve with more than 60 recordings. Includes: Ray Anthony & His Orchestra: Rock and Roll Feeling set includes Guru & The Outcasts; Johnnie Ray; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $11.95


CD 5891166 THE TONY MARTIN HIT COLLECTION, 1936-57. Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in his time, and his 50 tracks reveal why with many of his best-known Top 40 hits. Includes: Stranger in Paradise; Walk Hand in Hand, Tonight We Love; To Each His Own; There’s No Tomorrow; I Get Ideas; Here; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6837417 BOBBY DARIN: Original Album Series. Five complete albums from the legendary Bobby Darin, including Darin at the Copa; For Teenagers Only; Two of a Kind, Love and Swing; and Twists with Bobby Darin. Each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

CD 6827713 RAY CHARLES SINGERS: Six Classic Albums. Eight gems are collected in this four CD set, each digitally mastered and carefully remastered. Includes: Winter Wonderland; Love and Marriage; In the Evening by the Moonlight; Deep Night; Something Wonderful; and Sold Out. Six albums. Revisited. Real Gone Music. $21.95

CD 6688855 RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Rock Around the Rockville. Collects 28 tracks from the trumpeting legend and his world famous orchestra. Includes Rock Around the Rockpine: Big Band Boogie; The Girl Can’t Help It; Jailhouse Rock; Marilyn; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

CD 6771122 HIGH SCHOOL BACH: Teenage Ballads. Pay a visit to a simpler time with nostalgic treasures from your youth. Ten CDs collect all the musicians and songs you remember best, including high school hits by Jerry Lee Lewis; Conway Twitty; Chuck Berry; Guy Mitchell; Johnnie Ray; Conway Francis; Sam Cooke; Gene Vincent; Franksy Avalon; and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $24.95

CD 6908616 BANANA SPILL FOR MY BABY. Collects 33 tracks from the good old summertime, including Summer’s Song; Baby in My Arms; Volare by Bobby Darin; Boarding House by Ritchie Valens; Sunday Barbecue by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 6765440 TREAT ME NICE: The Songs of Leiber & Stoller. Includes: One of the most important songwriting duos of 20th-century rock and R&B get the tribute they deserve with more than 60 recordings. Includes: I Drove 2,000 Miles to See You; I'll Go Back Home; I Wonder What Love; My Mother Knows; I Want to Hear It From You; Something Very Special; A Life for You; Dearly beloved; Dearly Missed; and more. Two CDs. Jasmine Records.

CD 5934249 LIGHTFOOT: Did She Mention My Name. Reissues 24 tracks from the Canadian performer. The title track is joined by Feeling’s Way; The Last Little Brooklyn; I Saw Her; Black Day in July; Magnificent Outpouring; Does Your Mother Know; I Want to Hear It From You, Something Very Special; A Life for You; Dearly beloved; Dearly Missed; and many more. Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6858856 POP MEMORIES. This two CD set compiles 30 hits from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear. Includes: Hello Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Pied Pipers; I Learn How to Be a Clown by Frank Sinatra; Wonderful by Peggy Lee; That’s Amore by Dean Martin; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

CD 6887023 JIMMY ROSELLI: Lullaby of Broadway. Twelve tracks from one of the most significant Italian-American tenor singer/pianist of his time that include: New York: My Port of Call; Give My Regards to Broadway; Chinatown, My Chinatown; Lullaby of Broadway; Manhattan; How About You?; Brooklyn Bridge; Violet for Your Furs; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.98

CD 6776666 SWINGIN’ WITH BING: Bing Crosby Classic Radio Performances. Collection of unforgettable live radio appearances by the legendary crooner. Seventy-five tracks include Strange Music; Swingin’ on a Star; Them There Eyes; The Best Things in Life Are Free; This Is Love; and collaborations with Dinah Shore, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Les Paul and others. Three CDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.98 $14.98

CD 6878479 HIGH SCHOOL DAYS & HAZY HIGHWAYS. All the themes of the ‘50s are on display with these 75 original recordings, including Love Me Do by The Beatles; School Days by Chuck Berry; Hit the Road Jack by Ray Charles; Can’t Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley; The Locomotion by Little Eva; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6640567 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1953, VOLUME 4. Over a hundred tracks comprise every 1953 recording that charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers, Billboard’s Honor Roll of hits, Cash Box Chart, and more. Reissue classics by Perry Como & the Ramblers; Patti Page; Les Paul & Mary Ford; Dean Martin; Jimmie Davis; Nat “King” Cole; and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.98

CD 364345X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1955, VOLUME 10. Collects every album that appeared in the Billboard Hot 100 during the year, including those which hadn’t charted in late 1958. A fascinating and entertaining pop/culture of pop, it features hits by Elvis Presley, Everly Brothers, The Kingston Trio, Frankie Avalon, Bobby Darin, Sarah Vaughan, and many others. 100 tracks on four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6879824 THE WONDER YEARS. This collection features 60 rock ‘n roll classics on three CDs, including Stand by Me by Ben E. King; Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; All Shook Up by Elvis Presley; Out of My Life by Domino; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by Elvis Presley; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and many more. My Generation Music. $9.95

CD 6632696 PATTI PAGE, VOL. 3: Eight Classic Albums. This classic pop singer’s best are brought together in this remastered set, collecting eight complete albums: The West Side; In the Land of Hi Fi; Indiscretion; Sings and Sings in “Elmer Gantry”; Just a Closer Walk With Thee; Patti Page Sings Country and Western Songs; Family Records. For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661
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★ CD 6861369 JIMMY ROSSELL: Saloon Songs. A collection of 14 beautiful songs by the iconic Jimmy Roselli. The tracks come from his 1942 recording in California in the Morning: Maggie; Bye Bye Blues; Daddy's Little Girl; That Old Gang of Mine; If I Had My Way; and more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5963826 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1942. Eighty-five tracks comprise every record that appeared in the Best Sellers Top 10 during the year of 1942, including notable tracks like Glenn Miller’s popular Chattanooga Choo Choo and Dinah Shore’s Dearly Beloved, plus others. muddy, Blue’s Heart, and Glenn Miller. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 6848281 MARGARET WHITING: Maggie Isn’t Margaret Anyway/Pop Country. A singer of American music and country music. Whiting’s career spanned more than thirty years. The four tracks include There’s A Kind Of Music, I Remember You, My Mind, I’m Losing You, You’re The Heart of a Sailor, Believe In Me, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $13.95

★ CD 6812605 NAT KING COLE: Stardust. Includes thirty-seven of the most beloved songs from the Nat King Cole Show, coupled with additional music from a 1963 appearance on Australian television. Tracks include Buttone’s Over Your Apron, April Love, Bean Barrel Polka (Roll Out the Barrel), and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ CD 4579151 THE JO STAFFORD COLLECTION, 1939-62. Rediscover more than 100 classics from this beloved singer of the mid-twentieth century. This collection features performance highlights from The Pied Pipers, The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Frankie Laine, Lariane, and others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 2795965 KAY STARR: A 10 song compilation from the amazing Kay Starr, including: I Ain’t Gonna Cry, Them There Eyes, I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm, Honeydoodle, and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 6640698 JO STAFFORD: 108 Classic Sides, from a Great American Hitmaker. Stafford’s greatest hits, expertly remastered and presented in one set. Disc One contains music from The Original Pied Pipers, Tommy Dorsey & Other Early Recordings; Disc Two offers Wantee “I” Discs, Archechs, Solos, Collaborations; Disc Three presents Stafford’s Hits and Best Seller, and Disc Four features things up with the Post-Jazz, Standards & Showtunes, JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 592507X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1941. An astounding 91 tracks bring together every record that appeared in the Best-Sellers Top 10 during 1941, featuring several of the biggest names of the swing era. From Artie Shaw’s Frenesi to Glenn Miller’s Chattanooga Choo Choo, it also includes classics by Jimmy Dorsey, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 6661363 THE LOU BUSCH/JOE FRIES CARR COLLECTION 1940-62. Featuring hits by one of the arranger/conductor/composer of the “golden era” of popular music during the 1940s, and ’50s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks includes the real deal. Comes Back to Me Now, Stormy Weather, and many more. sung by the original artists. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 3553604 DECADE OF HITS THE 50’S. The good ol’ days coming roaring back to life with a massive 75 track collection. Recovered original recordings, including: Mr. Sandman by the Chordettes, Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett, Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; Wake Up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, and much, much more. The CDs Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 6691495 JOAN JOYCE: In a Sentimental Mood. A beautiful collection of twelve great American Songbook songs performed by Canadian vocalist Joan Joyo and alto saxophonist PJ. Perry including This Can’t Be Love; In a Sentimental Mood; Embraceable You; Allie; Undecided; Sentimental Journey; Lover Man; Walked In, More Than You Know, and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


★ CD 6693121 AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1960. One Day Music. Pub. at $7.95

★ CD 6690336 THIS IS THE NIGHT: The End Records Story. One Day Music. Pub. at $7.95


★ CD 5925142 TERESA BREWER’S GREATEST HITS IN STEREOD’ON’T MESS WITH THIS. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


★ CD 6726070 ROCKIN’ ROLLIN’ JOHNNY HORTON. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


★ CD 9414119 #1 LOVESONGS OF THE ’70S. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99 $19.99


★ CD 7578487 HOT ROD ROCKABILLY. Not Now Music. Pub. at $7.95

★ CD 7585107 HIT PARADE 1959. Dynamic. Pub. at $5.95


★ CD 7685085 HIT PARADE 1957. Dynamic. Pub. at $5.95

★ CD 7684953 HIT PARADE 1944. Dynamic. Pub. at $5.95

★ CD 6821049 MOONLIGHT PIANO: Atmospheric Moods, Union Square Music. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 6703987 REMINISCING WITH THE GREAT CROONERS. EMI Music. Pub. at $7.95

★ CD 7684755 AL JOLSON: Let Me Sing and I’m Happy. Dynamic. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 7684963 HIT PARADE 1945. Dynamic. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 8686233 SENTIMENTAL STRINGS: Romance Is in the Air, Reader’s Digest. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 669089X MALT SHOP MEMORIES: Wake Up, Little Susie. Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6642619 THE VERY BEST OF BRENTA LEE. One Day Music. Pub. at $7.95

★ CD 7579195 DOO WOP JUKEBOX HITS. Intense. Pub. at $12.99


★ CD 663793X MARV MARVIN: Ballads. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ CD 7685042 HIT PARADE 1953. Dynamic. PRICE CUT to $3.95


★ CD 6691174 GENE PITNEY: The Many Sides of Gene Pitney. IMC Music Ltd. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6588016 CHET: All I Really Want to Do. EMI Music. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ CD 7015150 THE BEST OF BILLY J KRAMER. Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6604951 GROOVING WITH THE GRIM REAPER. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6606022 THE SUPREMES & THE EVOLUTION OF THE GIRL GROUPS. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6601582 GUY MICHELL: That Look at Patel. Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6791972 HENRY MANCINI: Milestones of a Legend. Intense. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6023555 THE BEST OF JUDY GARLAND: 20th Century Masters. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6758435 GLENN MILLER: The Definitive Collection. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ CD 7588355 TWISTIN’ THE NIGHT AWAY. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 6605311 LET’S GO SURFIN’: The Birth of Surf. IMC Music Ltd. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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CD 5933109 BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1959. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

CD 6620941 BOBBY TROUP: Do-Re-Mi/Here’s to My Lady. Sepia. Pub. at $17.99. $3.95

CD 5880904 THE LITTLE RICHARD BAND: California I’m Comin’. Hitman. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

CD 6627882 POISON IVY: Gems from the ATCO Vaults. One Day Music. $11.95

CD 4640780 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. $3.95

CD 5904952 LESTER HAYES: Spotlight on the Artist. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

CD 5900492 JOSEPHINE BAKER: A Centenary Tribute. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $3.95


CD 6649297 60 BAR-B-QUE SIZZLERS. Big3. PRICE CUT to $4.95


CD 6649246 MUM’S THE WORD: 60 Fabulous Songs Your Mother Should Know. Big3. $4.95


CD 5934608 CHARLIE FEATHERS: Rock-a-Billy. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

CD 5853311 MEET JO STAFFORD. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

CD 4617355 FOREVER LOVE. Demon Music Group. $4.95


CD 6621414 VIC DANA: Warm & Wild/This is Vic Dana. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95


CD 6628281 PEGGY LEE: Miss Wonderland. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95


CD 5964696 MERV GRIFFIN’S DANCE PARTY. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

CD 5900697 STEVE CONWAY: Best of All. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95


CD 3550795 THEIR SHINING HOUSE: The War on the Road To Victory. Dynamic Pub. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95


CD 5934796 THE GOLDEN YEARS OF GRACIE FIELDS. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

CD 5902058 SCOTT WALKER: The Early Years. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95


CD 5924715 BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1956. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

CD 5934044 CARL BUTLER & THE WEBSTER BROTHERS: I Wouldn’t Change You If I Could. Pub. at $24.99. $4.95

CD 592295X BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1953. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95


CD 5900503 LISA KIRK: I Feel a Song Comin’ On. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $6.95

CD 5900522 HUTHCH: The Prince of Melody. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

CD 590059X MUSIC LESSONS WITH THE ANDREWS SISTERS. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

CD 5896983 CHUCK BERRY ROCKS. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99. $17.95

CD 4623541 JOHNNY WORTH: His Complete Embassy Singles, 1958-60. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $2.95

CD 4559932 1957 BRITISH PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 2. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

DVD 3682730 WILD THINGS: The Sixties D.J. Jukebox. Fullscreen. Captures the essential music of a decade, all on one DVD. Includes 20 original TV recordings, with performances of Happy Jack by The Who; Hubnagy by Procol Harum; Man of the World by Fleetwood Mac; Plastic Man by The Kinks; White Woman in White by Moody Blues; and more. 60 minutes. Classic Pictures. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

DVD 454305X TOM JONES: Live at Cardiff Castle. Widescreen. Join Tom Jones live as he rocks the house performing songs by Talking Heads, Paul Anka, Van Morrison, Tracy Chapman, Burt Bacharach, the Isley Brothers, Kenny Kravitz, Prince and many more. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

DVD 4625943 CD HIGHWAY: The Complete First & Second Seasons. Fullscreen. Thirty-nine episodes take viewers down America’s back roads to discover the most talented independent musicians ever seen. Rising stars of the era are joined by musical legends, making for a celebration of American music past, present, and future. The performances by Rita Coolidge, Billy Ray Cyrus, Three Dog Night, Freddy Fender, Pat Benatar, Jethro Tull, and many others. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Kuhl. $18.99

DVD 6649491 FRANK SINATRA: Primetime. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.98. $9.95

DVD 6626808 FREDDY FENDER: Music Legends, One Medley. Sold Out.

NEW AGE - NATURE - RELAXATION

CD 5787157 CAFE ITALIA: World Rhythms. Discover the warmth of Italy with these traditional songs performed on violin, mandolin and vocal ensemble. Thirty-three tracks include essentials like O Sole Mio, Bella Ciao, Viva Lucía; Zappatore and more. Three CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $2.95

CD 5787137 HEALING WATERS: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. Northquest. $4.95

CD 3551679 REST WELL: Music Designed for a Better Sleep. This nighttime soundtrack is designed to help your body and mind relax and rest well. Ten tracks include titles like Nocturnal Retreat; Drifting Off; Absolute Relaxation; Lost in Dreams; Gentle Awakening; and Feeling Restored. Mood Media. $3.95

CD 578712X PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Spirit. Create your own peaceful retreat as you relax to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95

CD 6687082 STEVEN HALPERN: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0. By combining two premier sound healing instruments: quartz crystal singing bowls and the Rhodes electric piano, these nineteen transcendent compositions instantly create an aura of inner peace and mindful awareness. Over an hour of meditative music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 5917611 RAIN & THUNDER: Lifescapes. Immores yourself in refreshing rain and thunder sounds, drawn one hundred percent from Mother Nature herself. Nearly an hour of mesmerizing lifescapes. Mood Media. $4.95
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**New Age - Nature - Relaxation**

- **CD 6799299** DEUTER: Bamboo Forest. The Shahuikia is a Japanese flute that has been used for hundreds of years in Zen meditation practice. Collected here are eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Originally released as Flowers of Silence. Tracks include Hollow Bamboo 1; Hollow Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Grove; Grail Air; Kyo to Garden; and more. New Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

- **CD 5787165** DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, strings, and piano. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. **$4.95**

- **CD 599823X** REIKI: Music for Healing & Relaxation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese spa treatment, these eight soothing melodies will help restore a sense of balance and calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Mind, Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and Clarity. Somerset. **$3.95**

- **CD 6700896** STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halperrn’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub at $14.99. **$11.95**

- **CD 5999361** WILDFLOWERS. A delightful mix of piano melodies and the natural sounds of the meadow and forest make these 14 tracks an ideal addition to your daily recharge. Includes tracks like Nature’s Fragile; Fragile Beauty; The Speckled Meadow; In Full Bloom; and more. Somerset. **$3.95**

- **CD 5999167** INNER CALM. Let go of your worries and rediscover that place of inner calm with this soothing soundtrack of calming atmospheres, strings, piano and guitar. Twelve tranquil tracks. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

- **CD 5917638** RELAXING FOLK MUSIC AND NATURE SOUNDS: Lifescapes. Re-create the peacefulness of the forest with eight tracks of soothing piano and cello melodies, intermingled with nature’s soothing sounds. Eight tracks include Daybreak; The Forgotten Trail; A Deer in the Distance and more. Somerset. **$4.95**


- **CD 5787203** QUIET MOMENTS: Body, Mind, Spirit. NorthQuest. **$4.95**

- **CD 5999140** CARIBBEAN STEEL DRUMS. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

- **CD 5707951** SUMMER THUNDERSTORM. Allegro. **$4.95**

- **CD 5999132** OCEANSIDE STRESS RELIEF. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

- **CD 5909767** PAN PIPES--NANCY & PHIL TOBIAS PLAY THE HITS. Acrobat. Pub at $4.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


- **CD 591762X** RAIN & THUNDER: Lifescapes. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 5999248** REIKI: Music for Quiet Moments. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 5999205** NATURE’S STRESS RELIEF: Lifescapes. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 368010** DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 5997691** ELEMENTS: The Summer Breeze. BCI Eclipse. **$2.95**


- **CD 5997953** ELEMENTS: The Red Sea. BCI Eclipse. **$1.95**


- **CD 3669008** MUSIC FOR HEALTHY LIVING. Somerset. Pub at $19.98. **$5.95**

- **DVD 5998175** OCEAN PARADISE. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

---

**World - Folk**

- **CD 6758673** PEREZ PRADO: King of Mambo. He may not be a household name, but this Latin music circles, but he did find that music he is often credited with creating--the mambo--definitely is. Enjoy 50 classics on two CDs including Mambo Number 5, Cherry Pink & Apple Blossoms, Begin by Whirling, Banana Ra nter, and many more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

- **CD 662734X** AMERICAN FOLK ANTHOLOGY. Fifty classics from our greatest folk legends. These are the artists and songs that define the American story. We Shall Not Be Moved by Pete Seeger. This Land is Your Land by Woody Guthrie. Midnight Special by Leadbelly, and more. From Bui l t Ives, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, Odetta and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

- **CD 6758681** RAVI SHANKAR: Music of India. Collects three original albums on three CDs Desi Ghat: Improvisations; and His Most Distinguished Musician in Concert. Eleven tracks include Fire Night; Raga Ramsadhwani (Evening Raga); Madhuvanti; and more. Not Now Music. **$11.95**

- **CD 5909708** JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar. One of the world’s foremost guitarists, Williams performing mesmerizing Spanish compositions, including Sor’s variations on a theme by Mozart; and Baracarolle (Cavatina) by Tansman, the single from the film Deer Hunter that rose to Number 13 on the singles chart. Acrobat. **$4.95**

- **CD 565182X** JOAN BAEZ: The Legend Begins, Part 2. Seventeen early Baez tracks in studio and live onstage--highlight the singer-songwriter’s focus on traditional songs as well as composers from her own generation. Includes Wagner’s Lied; The Trees They Do Not See; The Lily of the West; Love; London; and more. Somerset. A Foot for You; Delia’s Gone; All My Trials; and more Primo. **$6.95**

- **CD 2005596** XAVIER CUGAT: The Essential Collection. The first bandleader to front a successful Latin orchestra in the United States is celebrated in this two CD collection. Features 40 tracks, including Brazil; Night Must Fall; Jalousie; Oye, Negra; Romina at The Time; Eyes; Cuban Mambo; Volare; and more! Primo. **$6.95**

- **CD 6848552** ITALIAN HITS OF THE 60S. This two CD collection represents a varied selection of material from the early career of the artist who will forever be identified as “The King of Latin Music.” Features 40 tracks, including Jamaica Farewell; Day Off (Banana Boat Song); Delta; Scarlet Ribbons; Island in the Sun; Danny Boy; Shininghord; A Road; Barbara Allen; Piaiser D’Amour; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$9.95**

- **CD 200557X** TITO PUENTE: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the early career of the artist who will forever be remembered as “The King of Latin Music.” Features 40 tracks, including Mambo Definitively; Canzona; Mambolino; Perfidia; Brazil; Yours; Hong Kong Mambo; Siboney; Green Eyes; Cuban Mambo; Volare; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$9.95**

- **CD 6691862** JUDY COLLINS: Golden Voice of Folk. Twenty-four tracks collect two Collins albums that focus on traditional material. A Maid of Constant Sorrow and Golden Apples of the Sun feature both title tracks, as well as classics like Golden Apples of the Sun, Bob Dylan’s Blowing in the Wind, and more. Acapulco. **$11.95**

- **CD 6484552** CALMING RAIN: The Day’s Stress Will Wash Away. Debut of 13 tracks set to a soothing rain shower. Thirteen tracks with over an hour of calming piano melodies for Sound Healing 2.0. **$4.95**

- **CD 2005586** JOHN REID: Ballads of a Life. This collection features 11 tracks from both title tracks, as well as classics like Golden Apples of the Sun, Bob Dylan’s Blowing in the Wind, and more. Acapulco. **$11.95**

- **CD 6848552** ITALIAN HITS OF THE 60S. This two CD collection represents a varied selection of material from the early career of the artist who will forever be identified as “The King of Latin Music.” Features 40 tracks, including Jamaica Farewell; Day Off (Banana Boat Song); Delta; Scarlet Ribbons; Island in the Sun; Danny Boy; Shininghord; A Road; Barbara Allen; Piaiser D’Amour; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$9.95**

- **CD 6484552** CALMING RAIN: The Day’s Stress Will Wash Away. Debut of 13 tracks set to a soothing rain shower. Thirteen tracks with over an hour of calming piano melodies for Sound Healing 2.0. **$4.95**


- **CD 3669008** MUSIC FOR HEALTHY LIVING. Somerset. Pub at $19.98. **$5.95**

- **DVD 5998175** OCEAN PARADISE. Lifescapes. **$3.95**

---

**Blu-ray 3655880** HD LANDSCAPES. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99. **$3.95**
CD 2805480 RITCHIE VALENS: The Essential Recordings. This CD collection features all the瓦伦's recordings from his tragically short career. Includes eight tracks, including La Bamba, Dona, Framed, Hurry Up, Little Girl, Cry, Cry, Cry! Oh! My Heart! Today was A Day to Remember, and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 675843X CELIA CRUZ: The Undisputed Queen of Salsa. Celia Cruz was the undisputed queen of Salsa and her 23 gold albums and seven Grammy Awards can attest to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including Yerberito Moderno, Cao Cao, Facundo, Mani Picaos, Desvelo De Amor; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6642497 JUDY COLLINS: Constant Songs. Presents the first two albums by this folk icon, digitally remastered for a new generation to enjoy. Includes all 24 tracks of A Maid of Constant Sorrow and Golden Apples of the Sun, the joining title tracks with The Wild Mountain Moon, Where Have All the Flowers Gone?, Germany; Oh, Mary Don't You Weep; The Death of Harry Simms; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6621296 RAVI SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas + India's Master Musician. Presents the sitarist’s career in its entirety, combining to offer nearly an hour and a half of great Indian music. Includes all of Ragas & Talas, first issued in 1959, and India’s Master Musician, first issued in 1958, plus the complete LP In Concert. Two CDs. Minuet. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

CD 6646667 PROTEST SONGS. Fifty rousing tracks serve as the soundtrack to resistance. Includes iconic anthems like Where Have All the Flowers Gone? by Pete Seeger, This Land Is Your Land, Banks Are Made Of Marble; Frankie and Johnny; Time's a Getting Shorter, and many more. More by Leadbelly; and Bob Dylan. Three CDs. Big3. $9.95

CD 6649300 THE ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IRISH 3 CD COLLECTION. Collects sixty Irish tunes performed by the original artists including Danny Boy by Ruby Murray, The Bantry Girl’s Day, and many more. Presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 essential albums, digitally remastered and presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 tracks of Ansi MacDon and all 10 of Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, with songs from the height of the Rising Sun to O What a Beautiful Morning. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

CD 6673826 TOM WAITS: The Complete KPFK Folkscene Broadcasts. Two CDs present two KPFK Folkscene collections, highlighting live 1970s performances by the one of a kind raspy-voiced musician. Includes his On the Wireless (29 tracks) and Fumblin’ on the Radio (20 tracks), featuring renditions of The Ghosts of Southern Night; Drunk On the Moon; Fumblin’ with the Blues and more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 5850071 CINDY WYNKOOP: FAVORITES/SING ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS. The beguiling starlet applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smokey; Home on the Range; I Love You Truly; Down in the Valley; Auld Lang Syne; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

CD 6659328 EDITH PIAF: The Platinum Collection. The tragic star who grew up to become “The Voice of France,” Frat апреля these 60 classic songs. Three discs collect Je ne Regrette Rien; Milord; Non, je ne regrette rien; Milord; L’accordeonist; Padam…Padam…Mon Legonnaire; La Vie En Rose and many more. $3.95

CD 2809227 EWN MACCULL: The Essential Recordings. Ewan MacColl is rightly considered as being one of the key artists in the British Folk tradition. This two CD compilation features 40 tracks, including Going Down Ye Murderers; Duncan Gray; Ivar, Whiskey in the Jar, The Dusty Miller; Tibbie Dunbar; Treadmill Song; Buy Broom Besoms; Gilderoy; and many more. Intense. $6.95

CD 5899806 AT THE BRIDGE. Join the fun of a night at the pub with two CDs of joyous vocal and instrumental renditions of traditional Celtic favorites.Thirty tracks include Whiskey, You’re the Devil; Black Velvet Band, The Juice of the Grapes, Oh, Mary Don’t You Weep, The Death of Harry Simms; and more. Somerset. $3.95

CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale. Presents 212 songs from the late-50s to mid-60s-period of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamengo; O Silky Boy; La Vie Me Prives; Mucho, Mucho, Mucho; Chanson d’amour; and many more. Intense. $24.95

CD 6604625 CARLOS MONTOYA: Flamenco Fury. Two collections featuring a master of the flamenco guitar. Disc One offers 18 studio recordings from St. Louis to Tenerife, including Cariñena; Malaguena; and more. Intense. $7.95

CD 3658625 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62. The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late 50’s and early 60’s. The 69-track set includes all 13 albums, plus one CD of tracks from their three LP’s for their Tradion label. Features O’Donnell’s Abo; The Foggy Dew; Paddy Doyle’s Boots; South Australia; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95

CD 6651296 BOB DYLAN: Folksinger’s Choice. This collection of 12 songs is from a live radio performance Dylan did on March 11, 1962, along with Cynthia Goodrich. Includes (I Heard That) Lonesome Voice and Go Tell It On the Mountain, Black Velvet Band; The Juice of the Grapes; and many more. More. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2798603 TOM WAITS: Under the Bridge. From a rare KPFK Broadcast Series. Recorded on location at the Bridge School Benefit, Shoreline Amphitheatre, Mountain View, CA, 1999 and for KCRW, Santa Monica, CA in 1998. Twelve tracks include Jockey Full of Bourbon; Hold On; Chocolate Jesus; Fall of the Devil; Black Velvet Band; The Juice of the Grapes; Oh, Mary Don’t You Weep; The Death of Harry Simms; and many more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 6642452 JOAN BAEZ: Songbird. From an influential pioneer of folk comes a pair of essential albums, digitally remastered and presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 tracks of Joan Baez and all 10 of Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, with songs from the height of the Rising Sun to O What a Beautiful Morning. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 5853865 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62. The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late 50’s and early 60’s. The 69-track set includes all 13 albums, plus one CD of tracks from their three LP’s for their Tradion label. Features O’Donnell’s Abo; The Foggy Dew; Paddy Doyle’s Boots; South Australia; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95

CD 2805138 CLAIR DUNLOP: The Essential Recordings. This two CD compilation focuses on the undisputed “Queen of Salsa,” who from the late 1940s onwards popularized the genre with her colorful performances. Features 40 tracks, including Yemaya; La Clave De Oro; Chocolate; Ti Veno; Lala; Para Tu Amor; Bajo Kende; Facundo; Suavecito; and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 3652007 TIM WAITS: THE COMPLETE IRISH PUB HITS. Collects twenty-eight classic songs in different versions. Includes: Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Maid Below the Bar; Inneskillen Dragon; Mountain Toe; Paddle Me Own Canoe; Quare Bungy Flame; Spanish Lady, The Cobbler; Master McGrath, You Wouldn’t Have Come at a Better Time; Ladys Curtain; Ball; Steal Away; Seven Drunken Nights; and many others. TGG. $3.95
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**CD 6908683 DANIEL O’DONnell: Simply Daniel.** Collects two original best-selling albums from O’Donnell, the master of country and Irish music: Live, Laugh, Love and Yesterday’s Memories. These two CD sets contain 30 tracks, including The Rover’s Call; Yesterday’s Memories; All I Need Is You; Walking Through This World With Me; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2792915 PEGGY SEEGER: Five Classic Albums Plus EPs.** This collection celebrates this folk singer’s career with 82 tracks across five albums: Folk Songs of Claiming and Complaint; Animal Folk Songs for Children; America at Play (with Guy Carawan); Folksongs and Ballads; Peggy Seeger & John: Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6749366 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from a Hard Rain.** The classic 1966 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classics: A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Blowin’ in the Wind; Rainy Day, Departure; I Pity the Fool; Lenny; Maggie’s Farm; One Too Many Mornings; Rhiannon; A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall. M&R Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6883206 THE BEST OF FOLK, VOL. 2.** Collects 12 tracks from renowned folk artists such as Cal Stevenes, the Mamas & the Papa’s, Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Nick Drake, Shawn Phillips and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6872705 PEREZ PRADO: Six Classic Albums.** Six essential albums from the King of Mambo set. Includes: Miami Serenade; Everybody Recognizes the Mambo Sound; Mambo no. 5 (A Babalu Aye); Rumba Bus; Tico-Tico; and more. M&R Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern Gospel. Gathered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the Carter Family’s momentous, influential and characteristically American style. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99


**CD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Freiburg, Switzerland. Prine entertains his fans with his songs like Piece of Cake, Stop ‘QClock News; Picture Show; Speed of the Sound of Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 599432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End.** Reissues the rare and collectible, these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include More Often Than Not; Creators of Rain; Summer Wages; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has to Say Goodbye; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 4597946 KERRY JIRGS, REELS, POLKAS & OTHER IRISH FAVORITES.** French natives who fell in love with Irish tradition, Tinworth performs 14 hallmarks of the region. Kerry Jirgs; Paddy’s Green; The Leaving of Liverpool; D’Aigna’s Padraig O’Keefe (Polka); Bold Thaddy Paddy, Paddy’s Return; and more. Legacy. Pub. at $3.95

**CD 6861377 JIMMY ROSELLI: The Best of Neopolitan Songs.** Roselli’s voice was among the greatest of the 20th century, with millions of recordings from a father who spanned career six decades. These two CD sets collect 22 songs from the iconic singer, including Amina E Core, Ave Maria; Passione; Verno; Nala Ferramenz; Guaglium; Passione Ardentie; Celentano; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6968064 THE ESSENTIAL SUZANNE ANDERSEN.** This two CD set collects 33 songs from the renowned folk singer, including Everything Ain’t Been Said; Dusty Box Car Waltz (We Were) Foolish Like the Flowers; Big Baby; Thirsty Boot; Close the Door Lightly When You Go; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6703852 BOB DYLAN: Finjan Club.** The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. Death of Emmett Til’; Stealin’; Hiram Hubbard; Blowin’ in the Wind; Rocks and Gravel. Quit Your Lowdown Ways; He Was a Friend of Mine; Die Me in My Arms; Two Blind Boys; Runnin’; Rambin’ on My Mind; and Muleskinner Blues. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6605257 JULIETTE GRECO: Les Grandes/Chansons.** Get an intriguing insight into the world of the French chansonnier as interpreted by one of the most outstanding and characteristically French chanteuses. Twenty-five French-language tracks like Si Tu Timagines; Sous le Ciel de Paris; La Fele est Moche. Pub. at $3.99


**CD 6674062 BOB DYLAN: The Minneapolis Party Tape.** Venture back to the folk legend’s roots with a rare live recording, captured live in the home of Ronnie Rechow. 1961. A young Dylan performs Ramblin’ Round; Death Don’t Have No Mercy; This Train Is Bound for Glory; This Land Is Your Land; Come, See; Smiling. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3577825 CAJUN HOT STEAMER.** 1928-1940. Twenty tracks recall a long-lost era of distinctive southern style. Includes Mama, Where Are You At? by Leo Soulite & Maylise LaFargue; Stealin’ by Colter Rice; Nobody’s Fool by Bob & Jerry. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6758894 VIVA BRAZIL!** The music of Brazil, like its football, is full of style and exuberance, guaranteed to bring sunshine to the dark and gloomy days. World Champions! No question! This three CD set collects 75 tracks featuring Sergio Mendes, Joao Gilberto, Bola Sete, Jorge Veiga; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6814559 BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LIVING.** Radio: Radio TV 1961-1965. This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and TV performances from pers. TV appearances; and more. Acrodir. Pub. at $11.98

**CD 6717624 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Live in Finland 1971.** The British folk rock band performs seven classic live ensembles. Includes Bridge over the River Ash; The Journeyman’s Grace; Mason’s Apron, Sir Patrick Spens; Matty Groves; Sir B. McKenzie’s Daughter’s Lament; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.98

---
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Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 6758274 COUNTRY'S GREATEST HITS.** Collects 50 Country classics on two CDs, including Walking the Line by Johnny Cash; Merle Haggard by Chet Atkins; Cut Out by Patsy Cline; Your Cheatin' Heart by Hank Williams; Sixteen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford, According to My Heart by Jim Reeves; and many more. Not Now Music. **$12.95**

**CD 6691455 CHET ATKINS: I've Been Working on the Guitar.** According to Atkins, he was there at the birth of rock 'n' roll as we know it, but just as importantly, he was one of the most influential country musicians of all time. This two CD set collects 32 tracks including Unchained Melody, Dance of the Golden Rod, Liza; Swedish Rhapsody; Mister Sandman; Arkansas Traveller; and more. **$12.95**

**CD 6620670 MARLEY GRASS.** Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Shakkin’; I Shot the Sheriff; Get up, Stand up; Redemption Song; Lively up Yourself; and more. **$4.95**

**CD 6784798 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1949.** Relive a fantastic year of the country scene with 25 hit recordings from the original 1949. **$7.95**

**CD 6758193 THE BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN.** Slim’s breakthrough hit Marie became a UK number one hit in 1955. It topped the chart for a record-breaking 11 weeks! Enjoy this along with 49 other tracks on this two CD set, including Secret Love; Annie Laurie; Jumping Tuney; A Mansion on the Hill; and many more. Not Now Music. **$11.95**

**CD 6786812 FERLIN HUSKY: On the Road Again.** Husky brings his honky-tonk sound to 15 tracks including Memories; Gone; Little Lotta; If I Had You; Feel Better All Over; In My Heart; Baby for You; Wings of a Dove; Baby; Six Days on the Road; Truck Drivin’ Son of a Gun; and more. **$12.95**

**CD 6786558 BOBBY WILLS: Country’s Legendary Guitar Genius.** One of the greatest in the history of country guitar provides 18 unforgettable tracks including I’m Movin’ On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me; and more. **$15.95**

**CD 6627560 THE ESSENTIAL BUCK OWENS.** A pioneer of the Western Swing style on the 1930s and 40s, Bob Wills’ distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period. **$14.95**

**CD 6691273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music.** A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including I Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What’s Made You Feel So Bad; and more. **$12.95**

**CD 6667749 KENNY ROGERS: Greatest Hits & Love Songs.** These are the songs that made you fall in love with Kenny’s country sound. Disc One offers 18 of his best-loved hits, like Me and Bobby McGhee and Ruby; Don’t Take Your Love To Town. Disc Two presents his take on 18 classic songs of 1940s-50s, like Unchained Melody, The Wind Beneath My Wings; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6703909 EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid.** The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country styles to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at The Tate Theatre. Sixteen tracks including I’m Moving On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me; and more. **$5.95**

**CD 6620689 YOUNG GRASS.** Thirteen of Neil Young’s rockin’ classics get a charming Bluegrass twist in this Grass Series collection. Includes instrumental renditions of Comes A Time; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Long You May Run; Heart of Gold; Girl in the Sand; Looking Forward To...; and many more. **$7.95**

**CD 6827560 THE ESSENTIAL BUCK OWENS.** Forty-six digitally mastered recordings represent all the finest performances of this country hit-maker. Titles include Mr. Country; Country Live; Back Half; and more. **$4.95**

**CD 678660X BOXCAR WILLIE & FRIENDS: Gentlemen of Country-Live.** Boxcar Willie shares the stage with Johnny Rodriguez, Bobby Bare, Gene Watson, the Bellamy Brothers, and Freddy Fender for 13 live tracks, including Honky Tonk Downstairs; How Could I Help It; So Much; Tequila Sheila; Farewell Party; Let Your Love Flow; Whisky River; and more. **$4.95**

**CD 6758258 CHET ATKINS: Pickin’ on Country.** Atkins was there at the birth of rock ’n’ roll as we know it, but just as importantly, he was one of the most influential country musicians of all time. This two CD set collects 32 tracks including Unchained Melody, Dance of the Golden Rod; Liza; Swedish Rhapsody; Mister Sandman; Arkansas Traveller; and more. **$12.95**

**CD 6822747 CONWAY TWITTY: It’s Only Make Believe.** The crossover sensation offers up 15 tracks of country and rock. The hit track is followed by I’ll Have a New Life. **$5.95**

**CD 6876728 THE ESSENTIAL JOHNNY CASH.** A collection of 25 tracks spanning the entire 1955-69 period–the Golden Years of Johnny Cash. **$15.95**

**CD 6758943 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1.** Collects eleven of Williams’ greatest hits, some from live recordings including Cold, Cold Heart; The Funeral; Comedy with Hank and the Drifting Cowboys; I Can’t Help It (I’m Still in Love with You); Half as Much; Moanin’ the Blues; I’m Sensitive I Could Cry; You’re Gonna Change; From Jerusalem to Jericho; On Top of Old Smoky; and I’ll Have a New Life. **$4.95**

**CD 6784828 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1952.** Take a trip back to one of the greatest periods that country music has ever seen with 25 classic recordings by the original artists. These are the biggest hits from the biggest stars, including Midnight by Fred Oyate; Jambalaya by Hank Williams; I’ll Go On Alone by Marty Robbins; and more. Dynamic. **$3.95**

**CD 6691273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music.** A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including I Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What’s Made You Feel So Bad; and more. **$12.95**
**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD 6896227 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART.**
Collects 18 country hits from some of your favorite artists, including Rumor Has It by Carlene Carter, Amazing by Loretta Lynn, There Goes by Alan Jackson, We Danced by Brad Paisley; I Still Believe in You by Vince Gill; You Had Me from Kenny Chesney; and many others. $12.95

**CD 678478X COUNTRY HIT PARADE.**
1948. Twenty-five original hit recordings from the original artists! Se...
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**★ 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62.** This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the career of a remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms: My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; City Lights; She's the One Old Me; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 6971806 HANK WILLIAMS: Best of the Singles 1947-1958.** Experience the legendary Hank Williams who was one of the most important figures in the American musical landscape in this four CD collection with 99 tracks that include Never Again (WILL I Knock on Your Door); Calling You; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Honky Tonk Blues; Faded Love and Winter Roses; and many others. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $11.95

**★ 6754798 EARL THOMAS CONLEY: Once in a Blue Moon.** From a renowned country hit-maker comes over 30 singles, released between 1981 and 1992. Two CDs collect Tell Me Why (You Love Me baby); After the Slips Away; Heavenly Bodies; Your Love’s on the Line; Angel In Disguise; That Was a Close One; What I’d Say; Shadow of a Doubt; and many more. SPV. Incl. 2 CDs. Pub. at $14.95

**★ 6674100 BONNIE RAFFIT: Same Old Love.** Recorded live at the Orpheum Theatre in Minneapolis, this FM broadcast features Raft at her best in performances of Baby, I Love You; Thank you; Sugar Mama; Three Time Loser, The Glory Gone from Montgomery, Give It Up (Or Let Me Go); Walk Out the Front Door, Danger Heartbreak Dead Ahead; and more. Suta. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ 6958848 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits.** This Jewish country star has no equal, and his inimitable welcome in performances of Baby, I Love You; Thank you; Sugar Mama; Three Time Loser, The Glory Gone from Montgomery, Give It Up (Or Let Me Go); Walk Out the Front Door, Danger Heartbreak Dead Ahead; and more. Suta. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ 6686273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROK ‘N ROLL ERA.** The forefathers of song parody, country music jokesters Homer & Jethro playfully offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-one tracks include parodies like Hoon’ Dawg (multiple takes); Two Tone Shoes; Middle-Aged Teenager; At the Flip; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $29.99 $18.95

**★ 6755833 THE BEST OF JIM REEVES: Welcome to My World.** Collects 75 vintage recordings of the legendary singer on three CDs. Includes Welcome to My World, Four Walls; He’ll Have to Go; Gid Down a Road Again; I Fall to Pieces; Billy Bayou; Mexican Joe; Anna Maria; and many more. Not Now Music. $11.95

**★ 5897173 KINKY FRIEDMAN: They Ain’t Making Jews Like You Light Up My Life. Collects 12 tracks from the ‘70s music sensation plus 13 bonus tracks from the ‘60s. Songs of love and laughter include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He’s a Rebel; My Guy; Please Mr. Postman; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**★ 5795737 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62.** Notable for his effortless falsetto and yodeling ability, country star Slim Whitman was in a class of his own. This valuable 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like Indian Love Call; Secret Love; Rose Marie; I’ll Take You Home Again Kathylean; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**★ 7799944 JIM & JESSE: American Pride.** After the events of 9/11, the American Bluegrass duos were asked to perform these songs at their frequent personal appearances. Originally recorded as part of an album released in 1976 Songs About Our Country, these eleven tracks include Big Hands; Thank God for the USA; God Bless America Again; If We Forget God; Under the Double Eagle; Back in the USA, and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**★ 3567052 EDDY ARNOLD: The Complete US Chart Singles 1945-62.** Seventy-seven tracks bring together every A and B side that Eddy charted in either the Country or Pop charts from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of which Top 15 hits or Top 10. This collection of classic country that traces Eddy’s progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 5963942 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1957.** These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared on Billboard’s Country & Western charts for the year 1957. Nearly 100 Classic Numbers from stars like Roy Rogers, Clayton McMichen, Loew Stokes and others, and many Hit songs, including a collection of classic country that traces Eddy’s progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 3560721 SID TANNER & THE SKILLET LICKERS: Roots of Country Music.** Featuring Folk-Pop culture of the & 1940s. These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared on Billboard’s Country & Western charts for the year 1957. Nearly 100 Classic Numbers from stars like Roy Rogers, Clayton McMichen, Loew Stokes and others, and many Hit songs, including a collection of classic country that traces Eddy’s progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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CD 5896975 EDDY ARNOLD: Cattle Call/Thereby Hangs a Tale. Known for weaving engaging "stories in song," Eddy Arnold's country ansible regales us in 25 tracks drawn from two separate collections, includes The Streets of Laredo; Cool Water; Cattle Call; Ole Faithful; A Cowboy's Dream; The Wayward Pioneers; The Dying Cowboy; Lead Me; I Need Prayers (with Jean Shepard); Gone; Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

CD 6711715 FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the '50s and '60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks, including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone; Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6896383 LONESTAR: Party Heard Around the World. This American country band keeps delivering the hits with this album, featuring 10 tracks: Beat (I Can Feel Your Heart); Live, Laugh and Love; She Wants What She Wants; The Reason Why; Y.O.U.; Making Memories; The Future; Goodbye Is Goodbye; Let Me Love You; and Party Heard Around the World. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

CD 6871365 RALPH STANLEY AND THE CHINCH MOUNTAIN BOYS. Brings together the group's complete JSP recordings and more, featuring appearances by the Blue Grass Ramblers, the Delmore Brothers, the hillbilly Delmore Brothers, the Monroe Brothers, and many more. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You've Got the Money (I've Got the Time); Cool Feel; Lost Love Blues; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

CD 6744761 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950. Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits on the Billboard Country Top 15 during that year. Relive country gems from all corners of the genre, recorded by influential greats like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Ernest Ford, Red Foley, George Jones, Hank Snow, Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6866560 CHARLIE RICH: The Silver Fox. Twelve country tracks, including hits like Big Man; Big Boss Man; Midnight Blues; I Take My Orders on Behind the Glass Doors; Other tracks include CD Rider; Let's Take It Nice and Easy; Who Will the Next Fool Be; Stay; and more. Fourmatt. Pub. at $25.98 $16.95

CD 6889647 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: When I Sing for Him. This two CD set collects 49 songs from the legendary country band, including The Baptism of Jesse Boley; You Happened to Me; Lord I've Been Ready for Years; No Earthly Good; Why Me; The Same Old Fashioned Way; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

CD 6675905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Recordings, 1926-1949. Bill Monroe never even theoretically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 122-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, and many more. Includes My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Pogy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

CD 6971575 B.J. THOMAS: New Looks from an Old Lover. Explore a unique phase in the career of this all time great American singer, namely the classic pop side of his career, collected here for the first time and performed by one of Country Music's greatest groups including Farther Along; Because of Him; The Old Country Church; I Know He Holds Tomorrow; When I Lay My Burdens Down; My Heavenly Father Watches over Me; The Shield of the Hebrew; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6693504 JOHNNY CASH: Greatest Hits. Get a well-rounded snapshot of The Man in Black with his debut album, a second CD of concert recordings, and a third CD of bonus tracks (see by June Carter). Forty-four recordings in all, including classics like Folsom Prison Blues and I Walk the Line, live renditions of hits like Ring of Fire and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $28.99

CD 6887261 THE ROE FAMILY SINGERS: Selected Sides. This CD collects notable Monroe recordings from the 1950s, when the bluegrass icon stood in defiance of the rise of rock 'n roll. One of the leading lights of Bluegrass, the Roe Family Singers mix old-time, traditional, and gospel tunes into one rolling and rollicking river of fresh, yet familiar American music. Songs include: Proudly; A Dear John Letter; Of Those I Love; The Nashville Blues; The Lover's Warning; and many more. Four CDs. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $21.95

CD 6896766 DEBBY BOONE: Midsong/Debbi Boone. This CD includes two acclaimed albums from the country star, collecting 23 tracks in total. Songs include: God Knows; California; When You're Loved; Girl; Free to be Lonely Again; Take It Like a Woman; Ring of Fire; I; You're a Better Man Than Me; Sweetest Girl in Town; I've Loved You So Long; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

CD 6632785 FROM BOPPIN' HILLBILLY TO ROCKABILLY. Running from the beginning of the 1950s until the rockabilly explosion of 1955, this four-CD set is a wide-ranging look at what Carl Perkins called "country music with a beat." Nearly 120 tracks include memorable songs by Rose Maddox, Jim Atkins, Autry Inman, Johnny Hicks, Eddy Arnold, Marty Robbins, Carl Perkins, Elvis Presley, and more. Proper Records. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

CD 6827020 THE DELMORE BROTHERS: Classic Cuts 1933-41. Native Alabamians, the Delmore Brothers were among the second generation of country artists, whose innovations displaced many of the music pioneers. Includes Over the Hill; The Dying Cowboy; Lead Me; I Need Prayers of Those I Love; The Nashville Blues; The Lover's Warning; and Smokey Mountain Bill and His Guitar. Eighty-seven tracks on 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

CD 5942705 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS 1950-1958. Four CDs collect notable Monroe recordings from the 1950s, when the bluegrass icon stood in defiance of the rise of rock 'n roll. One of the leading lights of Bluegrass, the Roe Family Singers mix old-time, traditional, and gospel tunes into one rolling and rollicking river of fresh, yet familiar American music. Songs include: Proudly; A Dear John Letter; Of Those I Love; The Nashville Blues; The Lover's Warning; and Smokey Mountain Bill and His Guitar. Eighty-seven tracks on 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

CD 6898756 DEBBY BOONE: Love Has No Reason to Run It Up. This CD collects over 25 country songs from the acclaimed artist. Tracks include: Are You on the Road to Lovin' Me Again; Free to be Lonely Again; Take It Like a Woman; Everybody's Somebody's Fool; See You in September; I'll Be Him; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95
**CD 6979246 MICKEY GILLEY: The Definitive Hits Collection.** One of the biggest country performers of the '70s and '80s, recorded all 17 of his number-one hit singles, plus another 15 top-ten smash hits. Two CDs include Room Full of Roses; City Lights; Overnight Sensation; Real Gone; Fool for Your Love; and more! Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98

$17.95

**CD 6979165 BARRY MCGRUE & THE DOCTOR.** McGrue's rare collaboration with blues guitarist "Doctor" Eric Hord. This series of country blues jams sessions is a marriage of articulate and storytelling charms. Members of The Byrds, The Eagles, and even Herb Alpert all contributed to this cul class, this 6-track train, Too Much City; and more! Real Gone

$9.95

**CD 5942845 GENE AUTRY: Early Sides.** Discover the early years of Hollywood's favorite Singing Cowboy with 100 vintage tracks drawn from his early country music career. Four CDs include My Oklahoma Home; I'll Be Thinking of You Gal; That's Why I Left the Mountains; In the Jailhouse Now; Pictures of My Mother; and more. Includes multiple cuts of some songs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

**CD 5942799 CLASSIC FIELD RECORDINGS: Landmark Country Sessions from the Lost Years.** Rediscover the time when that distinctive country sound was just coming into its own with 100 landmark recording sessions. Fully remastered are multiple tracks by Johnnie Barfield, McClendon Brothers, Pine Ridge Boys, Buck Owens, Faron Young and others. Now Music. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

**CD 6693105 75 ORIGINAL COUNTRY LOVE SONGS.** These country anthems will send your heart soaring! Three CDs collect classics like A Little Bit of Trouble; Halfway to the Moon; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6675891 BEN COLDER & OTHERS.** Twenty-eight recordings highlight a master of country parody. Alternating tracks present original artist versions, followed by Colder's satirical reinterpretation. For Allen's Don't Go Near the Indians becomes Collector's Don't Go Near the Eskimos; Johnny Preston's Running Bear becomes Running Bare; Johnny Cash's Folsom Prison Blues becomes Folsom Prison Blues #1 1/2; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

$18.95

**CD 6675884 BILL MONROE: Greatest Hits.** This CD collects 12 tracks from the bluegrass legend, including Orange Blossom Special; Footprints in the Snow; Bluegrass Breakdown; I Saw the Light; Can't You Hear Me Calling? and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6996812 JIMMY WEBB: Angel Heart.** Collects 16 songs from the country artist, including Angel Heart; God's Gift; One of the Few; Driftwood; High Rent Ghetto; Work to Do; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

$13.95

**CD 697919X GLEN CAMPBELL: Live in Japan.** This country superstar is at the peak of his career and this 1975 concert that was recorded and previously only released in Japan! He pulls favorites from his vaunted songbook while displaying his usual unerring taste in covers. Enjoy 13 live tracks, including Lovely Day; Galveston; Amazing Grace; and more! Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98

$12.95
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**CD 5934117 COWBOY COPAS: Sittin’ Flat on Ready. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**


**CD 6608113 A TRIBUTE TO HANK WILLIAMS. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**


**CD 6701817 DR. ELMO: Bluegrass Christmas. TIME LIFE. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $1.95**

**CD 5943167 VIRGINIA ROCKS! The History of Rockin’ Family in the Commonwealth. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99**


**CD 6568104 JO ANN CAMPBELL: All the Hits. Real Gone Music. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**


**CD 6741306 EDDY ARNOLD: Complete Original #1 Hits. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98**


**CD 663253X COUNTRY: The Luxury Collection. Music Brokers. **


**CD 6686389 NEL MILLER: From a Jack to a King. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**


**CD 6717616 EDDY ARNOLD: Each Road I Take. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99**


**CD 5994303 HOW THE WEST WAS WON. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $26.99**


**CD 6686419 ORION: Some Think He Might Be King Elvis. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**

**CD 6700713 FARON YOUNG: It’s Four in the Morning. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 5897199 HANK EMERSON: It’s Mean in the Middle. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99**

**CD 6799353 GEORGE HAMILTON IV & V TOGETHER: Pictures from Life’s Other Side. Scottol. Pub. at $13.99**


**CD 6706669 CHET ATKINS: Greatest Hits. Javelin.**

**CD 6781703 SAMMI SMITH: Fire & Rain. Javelin. **

**CD 6754791 MARTY ROBBINS: Return of the Rancher. **

**CD 669165X FERLIN HUSKY: Wings of a Dove. IMC Music Ltd. **

**CD 5795753 BLAKE SHELTON’S BARN & GRILL. Warner Bros. Records. **

**CD 5795761 BLAKE SHELTON: Red River Blue. Warner Bros. Records. **

**CD 6784860 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1956. Dynamic. **

**CD 6691430 CHARLIE RICH: Country Legends. IMC Music Ltd. **


**CD 658196X JIM REEVES: The Best Of. Music Brokers. **

**CD 6604554 ERNEST TUBB: The Singer, the Writer, the Country Pioneer. Jasmine Records. **

**CD 6693520 JOHNNY CASH: The Sun Singles Collection, Not Now Music. **


**CD 5931894 DOLLY: Backwoods Barbie. Artist to Market. **

**CD 5909732 LYNN ANDERSON: Listen to Country Song. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95**
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**CD 6649009 DAVE BRUBECK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty numbers from this American jazz pianist and composer including Make Over; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Sweet Georgia Brown; Look for the Silver Lining; Lullaby in Rhythm; All the Things You Are; Me and My Shadow; Three to Make a Crowd; Sweet Georgia Brown. Pub. at $14.99 \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

**CD 5980920 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Blues.** A name synonymous with Jazz greatness, Morton’s work is the stuff of legend. The pianist, bandleader, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks, including Red Bottom Stomp; The Chant; Original Jelly-Roll Blues; Georgia Swing; Oh, He Didn’t Ramble; and more. Acbtab. \(\text{CD}$ $4.95

**CD 6908993 BIG BAND BOOGIE: Boogie Woogie on the 88.** Features sixty numbers from the swing trombonist, arranger, composer and bandleader King Porter Stomp; One More Time; Brown Jug; In the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bingle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

Old Black Magic; and more! Primo.

**CD 2805391 MILTON BROWN & HIS MUSICAL BROWNIES: The Essential Recordings.** This CD collection is a testament to Brown’s lasting importance in the creation and development of Western Swing. Features sixty numbers from Brown’s Stomp; Beale Street Mama; Fan It; Easy Ridin’ Papa; Under the Double Eagle; Talking About You; My Gal Sal; Get Along, Cindy; Fools Rush In; That’s When the Whistle Blows. \(\text{CD}$ $4.95

**CD 992834X LOUIS ARMSTRONG: The Centennial Jazz Legacy.** A classic collection of one of jazz’s greatest musicians, delivering 50 tracks like, Cornet Chop Suey; Heebie Jeebies; Muskat Ramble; Melancholy; Fireworks; West End Blues; Basin Street Blues; Weather Bird; St Louis Blues; Shine; Them There Eyes; They’re Just Like That. \(\text{CD}$ $6.95

**CD 2805561 STAN GETZ: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection strives to represent an overview of the ever evolving music of Stan Getz. Features 40 tracks including Desafinado; Summertime; El Luvxo So; Samba of Stan Getz. Features 40 tracks, including My Funny Valentine; Dee’s New Blues; Black Brown Jug; In the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bingle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

**GB 6827683 MILES DAVIS: Eight Classic Albums.** Eight gems by this legendary jazzman, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Four CDs collect Blue Period; Kind of Blue; Young Man with the Horn; Workin’; Miles Davis Volume 2: Swannon; Miles Davis Volume 3 and Collectors Edition. \(\text{CD}$ $11.95

**CD 2805316 KENNY BALL: The Essential Recordings.** A powerful, exuberant trumpet player, Kenny Ball was instrumental in bringing the music of New Orleans into mainstream acceptance in the UK. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Midnight in Moscow; The Green Leaves of Summer; Georgia Swing; Deep Water Blues; and more! Primo. \(\text{CD}$ $6.95

**CD 6683126 THE VERY BEST OF LOUIS PRIMA.** Collects 50 original recordings by this legend of jazz trumpet. Featuring appearances by Keely Smith and Sam Butera, this CD includes such standards as Buena Vista; Just a Gigo lo; I Ain’t Got Nobody; Oh, Marie; F ever; Jump Jive an’ Wail; Let’s Twist Again; \(\text{CD}$ $7.95

**CD 6846752 RAMSEY LEWIS: Big Eye Peas.** Ramsey Lewis has garnered the admiration of jazz audiences, pop fans and soul fans. This two CD set collects 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including My Funny Valentine; Dee’s New Blues; Black Brown Jug; In the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bingle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

**CD 3670135 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums, 1955-1963.** Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums: Hamp; Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’53; \(\text{CD}$ $13.99

**CD 6649002 GLENN MILLER: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty numbers from the swing trombonist, arranger, composer and bandleader King Porter Stomp; The Chant; Brown Jug; in the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bingle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

**CD 5972561 AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer: Four-CD compilation. Collects eighteen albums: Jazz Band Greats; Autumn Leaves; The Green Leaves of Summer; Georgia Swing; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Something’ Else; All of You; So What’; On Green Dolphin Street; Take Five; You are My Sunlight; My Funny Valentine; Dee’s New Blues; Black Brown Jug; In the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bingle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. \(\text{CD}$ $11.95

**CD 5950082 BUDDY RICH: Very Live at Buddy’s Place.** The legendary drummer joins Sonny Fortune on tenor sax and flute; Sal Nistico on tenor sax; Kenny Barron on piano, Anthony Jackson on bass and more for six live tracks; Chameleoon; Jumpin’ at the Woodside; Sierra Lonely; Cardin Blue; Nica’s Dream; and Billie’s Bounce. Lester Records. \(\text{CD}$ $9.95

**CD 587274X HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part Three 1970-1979.** The CD collection continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute legend at his best: Flutist; The Common Ground; The Family of Mann; Flute, Brass, Vibes and Percussion; At the Village Gate; Brazil, Broadway and Beyond; Samba Time; Things to Come; Cubanita Be; Michelle’s St. Louis Blues; Umbrella Man; Maneca; My Man; Bloomdido; and more! Primo. \(\text{CD}$ $6.95

**CD 6887058 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963.** Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Donny Hathaway, Gil Evans and others these tracks include Tasty Pudding; Floppy; Willie the Walker; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackie; Bitty Dilly; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Something’ Else; All of You; So What’; On Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once in a Lifetime; and more! Primo. \(\text{CD}$ $11.95
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**CD 676519X HAVIN’ A BLAST WITH THE FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO.** Nearly 40 tracks represent two complete albums, Dixieland and Good Time Jazz, plus excerpts from another two, Goes to Sea and At Disneyland, all brought to life by this unique Dixieland jazz group composed of two baritone sax, two trombones, and strings. **Jazz at the Blackhawk.** **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6674909 BENNY GOODMAN 1945-1946: Magic Carpet Selections.** Goodman was one of many artists to bring his talent to Magic Carpet, a war-time radio program conceived by the Armed Forces Radio Service. Presented here are 21 of his greatest contributions, including Don’t Be That Way; Seven Come Eleven; I Wish I Could Tell You; and more. **Flighty Records.** **$3.95**

**CD 6627995 SUN RA AND HIS ARKESTRA: Supersonic Sounds.** Few modern jazz artists can boast the daring innovation and exotic experimentation of Sun Ra. Composed here are three complete albums by a fearless creator who helped usher in the new wave of surrealism, jazz, and more. **Primo.** **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6675972 MIL JACkSON: The Atlantic Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Experience the output of a rare master of the vibraphone with this eight-album collection. Compiled to capture the entirety of Jackson’s Ballads & Blues, Plenty, Plenty Soul, Bags & Flutes; Soul Brothers; The Ballad Artistry of Mill Jackson; Bean Bags; Bags; Trane; and Soul Meeting. **Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6671709 CAB CALLOWAY, VOLUME ONE 1930-1934.** Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes greats like, Minnie the Moocher; St. James Infirmary; Sweet Georgia Brown; The Scalp Song; Zieh Zieh; Swampie Lula; and many more. **Real Gone Music.** **$11.95**

**CD 6908705. THE DJANGO REINHARDT COLLECTION 1935-46, VOLUME 2.** A 2 CD set collecting 40 tracks from the Django legend, including After You’re Gone; Confessin’; Dinah; I’ve Found a New Baby; Daphne; Somebody Loves Me; and many more. **Acrobat. Pub at $9.99** **$7.95**

**CD 6596090 JACKIE GLEASON: Music for lovers.** Only a great TV and film comedy, but he also harbored a dream of conducting great big band music. With this 1955 release, that dream came to fruition. Sixteen tracks include renditions of A Tisket A Tasket; Frankie and Johnny; My Funny Valentine; and many more. **Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98** **$11.95**

**CD 6674895 ARTIE SHAW: The Complete Rhythm Makers Sessions 1937-1938, Volume III.** Compiles two vintage New York City recordings from the late 1930s, Shaw plays clarinet in over 40 songs, including Goodnight Angel, Eyes in My Heart, Sweetheart, The Old Stamping Ground; Love for Sale; My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean; and more. **Two CDs. Flyright Records.** **$5.95**

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part Two 1959-1962.** Add eight full essentials to your collection with this celebration of a jazz piano great. Brings together Jamal at the Penthouse; Happy Moods; At the Pershing Vol. 2: Listen to Ahmad Jamal Quintet; Alhambra; Standard Eyes; All of You; and more. **Two CDs. Flyright Records.** **$5.95**

**CD 6744745 DUKE ELLINGTON: His Classic Collaborations 1956-1963.** Collects eight classic collaboration albums with fellow greats like Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, and Rosemary Clooney. Includes every track of Blue Rose; Black, Brown & Beige; Ballads by Duke and His Orchestra; One Never Knows; and Time; First Time? The Count Meets the Duke; Duke Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins; Money Jungle; and Duke Ellington & John Coltrane. **Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 6675736 ROY HAYNES: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1961.** Features the entirety of nine of Haynes early albums including Busman’s Holiday (1954); Roy Haynes Modern Group (1955); We Three (1959); Just Us (1960); Out of the Afternoon (1962); Rhythm Chaching Fourth (1963); Cymbalism (1963); and People (1964). Fifty-seven tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. **Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 6686981 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This collection of 52 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums to feature the great jazz musician’s work. Songs include Like Someone in Love; Cal Orsino; My Girl Shirl; Minor Mishap; Angel Eyes; Out of This World; Say You’re Mine; Duke’s Mixture; Cute; The Cat Walk; and more. **Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 6608675 DANCE TO THE BANDS!** Whether you choose to dance to this music or just to listen and enjoy, there’s a lot of good sounds collected here. Featuring the orchestras of Stan Kenton, Lex Brown, Harry James, Billy May, Woody Herman, Ray Anthony, and more. Twenty-three tracks. **Sepia. Pub. at $13.99** **$9.95**

**CD 677640X THAT LOUIS ARMSTRONG COMPLETE ALBUMS COLLECTION 1954-1959.** Brings together the entirety of Armstrong’s early catalog as Jazz band leader, and collects nine original albums with over five hours of music. Songs include Illusive; April in Paris; Jumpin’ for Jane; Blue Jelly; and more. Forty-five tracks on 4 CDs. **Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 6675058 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume II.** Collects two complete broadcasts from 1948-1949 that capture Glenn Miller’s Orchestra at The Meadowbrook in Cedar Grove, New Jersey, performing tracks like Oh, Baby!; Don’t Worry ‘Bout Me; Deep Purple; My Blue Heaven; Get Out Of Town; Blue Skies; Deep Purple; Heaven Can Wait; and more. **Includes some multiples. Flyright Records.** **$9.95**

**CD 6908331 KINGS OF CLARINET: Benny Goodman/Artie Shaw.** Both were great clarinet artists in their own right, and this 23 track CD demonstrates their solo abilities as well as their marvelous ensemble talents. Selections by Benny Goodman include Sing Sing Sing; Handful of Keys; and My Mohdccchie. **Artie Shaw’s selections include I Surrender Dear; Jungle Drums; and Rose Room. ABM.** **$4.95**

**CD 2820137 SONNY ROLLINS PLAYS THE BLUES.** This anthology charts a course through some of Rollins’ greatest musical recordings from the early 1950’s onward, capturing the master’s genius in its full flower. **CBC. Pub. at $16.99** **$12.95**

**CD 6793388 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest studio albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Mating Call; Naima; Soutane; On a Muddy Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedicated To You and more. **Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99** **$11.95**
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**CD 5846498 THE DEAN MARTIN COLLECTION, 1946-62.** One of the most recognizable entertainers of the post-war era, Dean Martin’s voice defined a generation. This 56-track set takes us back to his debut with singles released for Diamond and Capitol labels. Classics like Memories Are Made of This and other lesser-known gems, plus an early live recording of Somebody Touched Your Hair. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

$12.95

**CD 6675190 THE TERRITORIAL BANDS 1935-1937.** Twenty-four tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often overlooked by history. Featuring Nat “King” Cole, Bobby Gordon, Blanche Calloway, the Original Yellow Jackets and more, performing tracks like Loveless Love, I Gotta Swing: Blue Drag; It’s Our Business; and Lazy Rhythm. Flyright Records. Pub. at $6.95.


$14.95

**CD 6674917 BOB CROSBY: Camel Caravan Broadcasts 1940.** Presenting complete broadcasts from April 6 and November 28, this 19-track set feature’s Crosby’s vocals on Sweet Georgia Brown, Summertime; and more. Features appearances by Mildred Bailey and Muggsy Spanier. Flyright Records. Pub. at $6.95.

**CD 6756021 THE CLASSIC ALBUMS 1956-63.** Four CDs compile the entirety of Gil Evans’ career from his early big band days of the 50s and 60s, demonstrating his talents as a musician, arranger, and composer. Includes the entirety of Gil Evans & Ten; New Bottle Old Wine; Great Jazz Standards; Out of the Cool, Into the Hot; The Individuation of Gil Evans; and The Best of Miles Davis & Gil Evans Volumes 1 & 2. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

$11.95


$14.95

**CD 5908663 CHET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957.** A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Baker’sUsed as the starting point for this string of classic jazz albums. Collected here are eight he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label. Over five hours of music, it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; Chet Baker Sings and Plays; The Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet Baker & Crew; Chet Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet: Russ Freeman/Chet Baker. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

$11.95


$14.95

**CD 6802667 PHIL WOODS: The Classic Albums Collection 1959-1961.** Phil Woods stood out among saxophonists of the era because of his unique approach to following the most popular forms of music. Includes 55 tracks—the entirety of his early recordings: Pot Pie; Pastiche; Dig; Phil and Quill; Woodlore; The Young Bloods; and Rights of Swing. 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

$11.95

**CD 2805308 KEN COLYER: The Essential Recordings.** Ken Colyer returns revered today by devotees of pure New Orleans jazz who respect his uncompromising mission to preserve the sanctity of the music. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including The Isle of Capri; Stockyard Stick; Blue Blood Blues; Tiger Rag; and the timeless and treasured One More Chance. Chimes Blues; House Room. P:a:st! Records. P:ub. at $6.95.

**CD 2792982 SONNY CRISST: Six Classic Albums.** An alto saxophonist of prominence during the bebop era of jazz is celebrated here with a collection of 47 tracks and six classic albums: Jazz USA; Go, Sonny Crier; Plays Cole Porter; The Wailing Buddy Rich; and West Coast Jazz. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 2797298 GENE QUILL: Four Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks.** This American alto saxophonist is known for his bebop jazz records. Enjoy four of these albums in this four CD collection that features 41 tracks. Collects the albums: Talking Off Four Mos; Phil & Quill; and Phil Talks with Quill. Real Gone Jazz. P:ub. at $14.95.

$11.95


$14.95

**CD 6802668 WES MONTGOMERY: THE ANDREWS SISTERS: 20th Century Masters.** Straight out of the swing era comes this beloved harmony trio, highlighted in 12 must-have songs: Bei Mir Bis Du Schoen (Hallelujah, I Love Him So); Some Other Time; Somewhere; In Some Sea Food); Beat Me Daddy, Eight to the Bar; I’ll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Near You; and more. Universal Music.

$5.95

**CD 667593X GIL EVANS: The Classic Albums 1956-1963.** Four CDs compile the entirety of Gil Evans’ career from his early big band days of the 50s and 60s, demonstrating his talents as a musician, arranger, and composer. Includes the entirety of Gil Evans & Ten; New Bottle Old Wine; Great Jazz Standards; Out of the Cool, Into the Hot; The Individuation of Gil Evans; and The Best of Miles Davis & Gil Evans Volumes 1 & 2. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

$11.95

**CD 5872928 MAYNARD FERGUSON: New Sounds/Come Blow Your Horn.** This twofeas three of the most collectable albums in the entire Maynard Ferguson catalog. Both albums feature big band arrangements of both standards and originals across 2 discs. This complete collection of his Cameo recordings includes hits like Take the “A” Train; Maine Bone; County Boy; Groove; and more! Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.95.

$11.95

**CD 6961938 THE ELLA MAE MORSE SINGLES COLLECTION 1942-57.** This two CD, 54 track set comprises the A & B sides of the forty or so singles which Ella Mae released before she gave up recording in 1957. These singles include Cow Cow Boogie; Mister Five by Five; Invitation to the Blues; Captain Kidd; Your Conscience Tells You So; The Motor Boats; T socks Baloney & Baby; Blacksmiths; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

$12.95

**CD 6928285 DICK HAYMES: It Might as Well Be Spring.** With his rich, warm baritone voice, Dick Haymes, one of the top male singers in the 50s and 60s, performs 20 tracks carefully compiled selection includes The More I See You with Victor Young and his Orchestra, It Might As Well Be Spring with Gordon Jenkins and his Orchestra; and more. ABM.

$4.95

**CD 2802110 RUSS MORGAN: Music in the Morgan Manor.** A great 50 track set comprising 50 of his 55 chart entries during his career, including all his post-1940 hits from the Billboard sales charts. Two CDs include Tidal Wave; Midnight Blue; On a Little Dream Ranch; I Double Dare You; I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams; Wabash Blues; Blueberry Hill; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

$12.95

**CD 2792877 MANNY ALBAM: Seven Classic Albums.** This four CD set features 65 tracks and collects seven original albums from the legendary jazz baritone saxophonist, including Jazz Workshop; The Drum Suite; West Side Story; Jazz New York; Swing; Drum Feast; and Jazz Goes to the Movies. Real Gone Music.

$14.95

**CD 2792729 BOB COOPER: Six Classic Albums.** This digitally remastered collection marks four years of this West Coast jazz musician’s career with 54 tracks. Collects the six classic albums: The Bob Cooper Sextet; Shifting Winds; Flute N’ Oboe (with Bud Shank); Cool! The Music of Bob Cooper; The Swings to TV; and Blowin’ Country. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz.

$14.95

**CD 6795882 LAO SCHIFRIN: The Early Years.** Brings together the complete early work of Lalo Schifrin as a bandleader. Following the release of his debut album to his department groups and orchestras to compose for film and TV. Ten full albums include Spectrum; Piano Especial; Lalo – Brilliance; Bossa Nova; New Brazilian Jazz; Piano, Strings and Bossa Nova; and more. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $14.99.

$11.95
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CD 5812712 KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection. Experience Burrell’s trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Interplay for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenors; Blue Lights Volumes 1 and 2. This compilation offers listeners a rare look at the jazz master’s expansive career. Explore a collection of six albums from this hard working innovator of British Jazz. Features 40 tracks, including Jumpin’ at the Woodside; You’re Not the Kind; Basie’s Blues; Fancy Meeting You; I’ll Always Be in Love with You; Groovin’ with Jug; and more. Primo.

CD 5812781 THELONIUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61. Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, the album collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane; Thelonious Himself; Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk; Thelonious in Action; Misterioso; Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6992234 SAMMY KAYE – SWING & SWAY: Hit Parade Platinum Collection. This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including Love Walked In; There Goes That Song Again; Careless Hands; The Gypsy; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; That’s My Baby. Includes bonus tracks from the 1940s. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6961320 CAB CALLOWAY: Blues Make Me Happy. Cab Calloway, as well as bonus tracks from 1956 to 1960—a dozen of the most atypical recordings that Calloway ever made. Twenty-four tracks include I Can’t Give You Anything But Love, It’s Only a Paper Moon and More. Thirty-Six Blues; I Got the Blues When It Rains; Last Weekend; Dancing Man; I’ll Follow You; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

CD 2788441 HARRY JAMES: Mona Lisa. A popular song inspired by the Mona Lisa painting, the title track is one of the highlights of this collection of 27 rarities by the celebrated trumpeter and bandleader. Tracks include The Longest Day; Dreamy Melody; Stomp and Whistle; Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Away, and more. Ten albums. Envision. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 2795973 KING PLEASURE: Interpretation of Moods. Collects nine songs from the acclaimed jazz vocalist’s expansive career. Features 40 tracks, including Day in, Day Out; A Foggy Day; Stars and Whistle; Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Away, and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 2793016 TEDDY CHARLES: Seven Classic Albums. This collection of 48 tracks collects the seven classic albums: Collaboration West (with Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne & Jimmy Giuffre); Evolution (with Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy From Bird; Vibe Rant; Coolin’ (with Idrees Sullemman, John Jenkins & Mal Waldron); and Salute to Hamps Flyin’ Home. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

CD 6754910 BILLIE HOLIDAY: Songs for Distingue Lovers. One of several albums that Holiday recorded for Norman Granz in 1957 featuring Ben Webster, Harry “Sweets” Edison, Jimmy Rowles, and Billy Eckstine. This 15-track collection includes Day in, Day Out; A Foggy Day; Stars Fell on Alabama; I Wished on the Moon; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 699390X ELLA SINGS & OSCAR SWINGS: The Harold Arien Songbook. Two of America’s finest songwriters with three original albums on three CDs. Ella Fitzgerald sings Arlen’s best, including Blues in the Night; Stormy Weather; Over the Rainbow; It’s Only a Paper Moon and More. Then, Oscar Peterson offers his take on many of those same classics. Thirty-nine tracks in all. Not Now Music.
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**CD 6675042 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 3.** The Glenn Miller Orchestra perform live at Paramount Restaurant & Cabaret in a half-hour broadcasts from June 1938, each presented in their entirety. Forty-one tracks include Don’t Wake Me Up; On the Alarm; Honeysuckle Rose; and more. Contains some singles. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5942754 ANITA O’DAY: Selvedge & Sides 1941-1962.** With a superb voice and an exciting approach to her craft, Anita O’Day was sought out by some of the biggest names of her time—Gene Krupa, Nat “King” Cole, Slam Stewart, Red Norvo, and others. This massive 109-track collection brings together and remasters multiple tracks derived from those and other collaborations. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6663457 BLUE MITCHELL: The Complete Albums Collection 1958-1963.** This collection features two CDs and with the lyricism of this sometimes underrated brass musician, these four CDs serve as a poignant reminder of Mitchell’s singular talent. Includes the entirety of five original albums: Big 6; Out of the Blue; Blue’s Soul; Blue’s Mood; Smokin’; Wind: A Song; Thing: The Cupid; and Step Lightly. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 667500X GLENN MILLER: Time Alone Will Tell.** Glenn Miller and the Army Air Forces Training Command Band perform in two complete broadcasts from 1943 and 1944, including multiple performances of I Sustain the Wings; Mission to Moscow; Time Alone Will Tell and more; plus single recordings of songs like White Christmas and Wabash Blues. Flyright Records. Pub. at $13.95

**CD 6675934 GLENN MILLER: HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches.** Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection features one of the greatest jazz ensembles of its time. In 1938, this collection celebrates the legacy of this jazz icon and the peak of his career, he was known as “The King of Swing.” Includes all 1938 and 1939 broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, collected and remastered multiple tracks derived from those and other collaborations with Frankie Laine, Johnny Mathis, Rosemary Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6675913 BOOGIE WOOGIE GALS.** Discover the finest female performers of boogie woogie in 50 unforgettable recordings. Includes vocals by the legendary Boogie Woogie Gals: Violetta Wikians, Lili Armstrong, Jeanette Baker, Tina Dixon, Big Mama Thornton, Thelma Gracie, Helen Humes, and others. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**CD 6676018 ORNETTE COLEMAN: The Essential Recordings.** This collection brings together over 120 tracks from the recordings of Ornette Coleman and his various groups, capturing the groundbreaking sound of the free jazz movement. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $13.95

**CD 6677274 BUDDY COLLETTE: Six Classic Albums.** Swinging and bop along with this collection by jazz vibraphone and marimba player, Dave Pike. This collection features 21 tracks over the three following albums: It’s Time for Dave Pike; Peak’s Peak; and Bossa Nova Carnival. Two CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6677237 DAVE PIKE: Three Classic Albums.** Swing and bop along with this collection by jazz vibraphone and marimba player, Dave Pike. This collection features 21 tracks over the three following albums: It’s Time for Dave Pike; Peak’s Peak; and Bossa Nova Carnival. Two CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6676020 JOHN COLTRANE: Countdown.** Four classic Coltrane albums recorded between 1957 and 1959, collected onto two CDs. Twenty-four tracks in all, it includes the entirety of Blue Train; Giant Steps; Soultrane; and Coltrane Jazz, with notable performances by Jimmy Garrison, Elvin Jones, and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6677266 DOROTHY DONEGAN: Five Classic Albums.** This digitally remastered collection celebrates the legacy of this jazz superstar. Features 59 tracks over the following five albums. At the Embers; Sentimental Journey with Donegan; Dorothy Donegan Live; and It Happened One Night. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6676037 FATS WALLER, VOLUME 1, 1922-1929: The Complete Recorded Works.** Go back to the roots of one of the 20th century’s most original jazz talents in this collection of classics, revealing his strong link with the succeeding blues music. Here are 100 fully remastered tracks featuring Fats Waller, Clarence Williams, Coleman Hawkins, Don Redman and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6665693 BOBBY SOULE: The Original Classics.** These 40 classic jazz standards from the original ladies of Jazz include Carols and standards sung by Dinah Washington; Sinatra; Lena Horne; Louis Armstrong; Harry James; Billie Holiday; Sarah Vaughan; Nat King Cole; and more. Chicago. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 6677239 AL JOLSON: Sonny Boy.** At the peak of his career, he was known as “The World’s Greatest Entertainer.” Presented here are 12 tracks originally six of the best known songs sung by Jolson including Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; I Only Have Eyes for You; My Mammy; After You’ve Gone; Easter Parade; Sonny Boy; and more! MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6662998 JAZZ DIVAS: The Original Ladies of Jazz.** These 40 classic jazz standards from the original ladies of Jazz include barriers by Peggy Lee; God Bless the Child by Billie Holiday; Sentimental Journey by Doris Day; Love Me or Leave Me by Nina Simone; Cry Me a River by Ella Fitzgerald; and Where or When by Dinah Washington. Both CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6676202 JIMMY DORSEY: Five Classic Albums.** Celebrate the legacy of this founding father of jazz upright bass. Explore four prolific years in the career of one of the founing fathers of jazz, Jimmy Dorsey. Here are eight of his essential albums: The Jazzmen Detroit; Chambers’ Music; Whims of Jazz; and more! Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 6677271 DOROTHY DONEGAN: Five Classic Albums.** This digitally remastered collection celebrates the legacy of this jazz super star. Features 59 tracks over the following five albums. At the Embers; Sentimental Journey with Donegan; Dorothy Donegan Live; and It Happened One Night. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6676021 JOHN COLTRANE: Countdown.** Four classic Coltrane albums recorded between 1957 and 1959, collected onto two CDs. Twenty-four tracks in all, it includes the entirety of Blue Train; Giant Steps; Soultrane; and Coltrane Jazz, with notable performances by Jimmy Garrison, Elvin Jones, and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6677276 APRIL SHOWERS, and more!** That’s right! MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6677278 LADIES OF JAZZ.** The Original Ladies of Jazz include standards sung by Lena Horne; Louis Armstrong; Harry James; Billie Holiday; Sarah Vaughan; Nat King Cole; and more. Chicago. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 6677275 JIMMY DORSEY: Giants of the Big Band Era.** To know the Big Band is to know Jimmy Dorsey, one of the most influential and prolific bandleaders of the 20th century. A wide array of hit standards from the original ladies of Jazz include standards sung by Dinah Washington; Sinatra; Lena Horne; Louis Armstrong; Billie Holiday; and more! MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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**CD 6711693 THE EDDY HOWARD COLLECTION, 1939-55.** Collects more than 40 Billboard and Cash Box solo hits Howard recorded for Majestic & Mercury, including the number-one hits to Each His Own and It’s No Sin, along with ten other recordings on five CDs. Curt Jurgens’ Orchestra, plus collectible jazz recordings for Columbia. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3567168 THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET–ALL OF YOU: The Last Tour 1960.** Miles Davis’ tour of continental Europe during the spring of 1960 marked the close of his five-year association with John Coltrane. This four-CD collection compiles 24 highly coveted recordings made during the trip, documenting the extraordinary creative alchemy of a legendary partnership about to disintegrate. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

**CD 3648745 ALBERT AMMONS: King of Boogie Woogie.** Two CDs offer a toe-tapping introduction to the eclectic pianist. Nearly 40 tracks include Boogie Woogie Stomp, Bosp Goin’ Crazy, St. Louis Blues; You Are My Sunshine, Tuxedo Boogie; Oh Lady Be Good; Rhythm Boogie; and lots more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5991093 THE ALBERT HUNTER COLLECTION, 1921-40.** Ninety-four tracks showcase the unique talents of one of the most prominent blues and jazz singers of the early inter-war years. Comprehensively compiled, nearly four hours of ecstatic output, it features collaborations with Fats Waller, Clarence Williams, Sidney Bechet, Buster Bailey and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3639095 ERIC DOLPHY: 12 Classic Albums, 1959-1962.** Rediscover the soul-piercing library of a mesmerizing saxophone icon with the complete track listings to The Searchers; The Thing; There; Looking Ahead; Here and There; Where?, Far Cry; At the Five Spot; Blues and the Abstract Truth; The Quest; Straight Ahead; and In Europe. Over 75 tracks on six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6799221 BIG JAY MCNEELY: King of the Honkin’ Sax.** In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Big Jay McNeely was the King of the Honkers who bestrode the universe with his sax. Fifty-eight tracks include Wild Wig; Sunday Dinner; Willie the Cool Cat; Let’s Split; Just Craz; Rock Candy Take 2; Serenade; and many more. 2 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2784746 LEARNIN’ THE BLUES: The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook.** This new compilation collects twenty-five appropriations of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names from the Golden Age of Jazz including Guy Millullian performing The Lady is a Tramp; Illinois Jacquet performing Lean Baby; and many more. 2 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2792996 SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums.** This digitally remastered collection spans Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 96 tracks. Contains three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**CD 2792842 JOHNNY DANKWORTH: Three Classic Albums.** Collects three of Dankworth’s essential albums, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: 5 Steps to Happiness; The Jazz Bloco–Dankworth and the London Philharmonic; and London to London. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 4917220 ETTA JAMES: Essential Original Albums.** Bring one of the greatest R&B singers of all time to your library with this set of six complete albums. Sixty of her best recordings make up the entirety of one of the greatest R&B singers of all time to your library with this set of Six: Johnny Keating; Swingers; Fire; People; Stompin’; and The International Youth Band: Newport Jazz. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95


**CD 6760120 EDDIE CONDON: Classic Sessions 1927-1949.** Over 20 years of the inimitable jazzman’s output, featuring collaborations with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Nobody’s Sweetheart; Embraceable You; We Called It Music; and much more. Four JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6679594 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Hot Fives and Sevens.** Four CDs offer over 850 digital recordings of one of the most influential figures in the history of jazz. Armstrong joins multiple orchestra line-ups in Chicago and New York in the late ‘20s and early ‘30s, performing Muskat Ramble; Savoy Blues; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; Nobody’s Sweetheart; and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 279294X RUSS FREEMAN: Seven Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks.** This collection contains seven classic albums that highlight the career of this legendary jazz pianist: Chet Baker Quartet featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sing; Russ Freeman Trio, Studio Manne–More Swingin’ Sounds; Chet Baker Quartet; Andre Previn–Double Play; and Shelly Manne and His Men Play Peter Gunn. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 6639704 MILES DAVIS: Original Album Series.** See why Davis is one of the most influential names in jazz with five albums from his storied career. Includes: In a Silent Way; Bitches Brew; Mingus; Big Band; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $21.95

**CD 282000 THE NAT GONELLA COLLECTION 1930-62.** A comprehensive 96-track, four CD anthology comprising over 20 years of the inimitable jazz man’s output, featuring collaborations with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Nobody’s Sweetheart; Embraceable You; We Called It Music; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5991282 BEN PATERSON: Live at Van Gelder’s.** Ten tracks recorded live at Rudy Van Gelder’s Englewood Cliffs studio by the American Jazz pianist and composer and his friends include F.S.R.; Edda; Frame for the Blues; Genesis; Enchanted; The Village Idiot; Remember Clifford; The Hussler; Easy Time; and Swellin’. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 691585X NEIL COWLEY TRIO: Live at Montreux 2012.** Cowley and his trio hit the Montreux stage for a live album of 12 tracks: Lament; Rooster Was a Willow; Clockwork; Slims; Hug the Greyhound; Box Lily; How Do We Catch Up; Hope Machine; Mayer; Fable; The Face of Mount Moile; and She Eats Fries. Eagle Records. $19.95

**CD 6693486 GYPSY JAZZ: The Authentic Sound of Parisian Street Jazz.** Not New Music. $7.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661
CD 6675158 THE SECOND ESQUIRE JAZZ CONCERT PLUS LOUIS ARMSTRONG & THE ALL STARS. Flyright Records. $5.95
CD 6755003 MILDES DAVIS: Ascenseur Pour L'Échauffaud. Crackerjack Records. $6.95
CD 6693067 WAYNE SHORTER: The Vee-Jay Years. Not Now Music. $7.95
CD 6627374 BEATNIK JAZZ ANTHOLOGY. Not Now Music. $7.95
CD 6792022 KENNY BAKER PLAYS ARMSTRONG. Membran. PRICE CUT to $19.95
CD 6941400 MOONLIGHT SERENADES. Reader’s Digest. Reader’s Digest. $4.95
CD 6896243 THE GREAT BIG BAND SINGERS. Reader’s Digest. $4.95
CD 6966309 HARRY JAMES AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Live, Rare & on the Air. Reader’s Digest $4.95
CD 6649416 SPIKE JONES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3. $9.95
CD 6785182 LEROY ANDERSON: Blue Tango. Dynamic. $5.95
CD 6785190 MANTOVANI: Charmaine. Dynamic. $5.95
CD 6662863 MILES DAVIS: In Person Friday & Saturday Night at the Black Hawk. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $11.95
CD 6827659 LOUIS BELLSON: Seven Classic Albums. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $10.75
CD 5854156 LITTLE RICHARD: Good Golly! Specialty Records. PRICE CUT to $2.95
CD 6649203 LES PAUL: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3. $10.95
CD 6802802 THE BLACK CHINA SIMONE: At Town Hall. Crackerjack Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 583922X THOLENIOUS MONK: Riverside Profiles. Concord Music Group. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6637434 ACKER BILK: Could I have This Dance? Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6755046 THOLENIOUS MONK TRIO. Crackerjack Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
★ CD 6482233 THE GLEN MILLER ORCHESTRA: Live at the Glen Island Casino, 1939. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6674941 COUNT BASIE AT SOUTHLAND 1940/DOWNBEAT DJ PROGRAM 1943. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6751566 SERVICE BANDS ON THE AIR, VOLUME 2: Victory Party. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6642258 CHET BAKER: Groovy. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6754246 ACE CANNON: Favorites. Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6798916 WES MONTGOMERY: Incredible Jazz Guitar. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6758908 BILL EVANS: Waltz for Debby. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
★ CD 6642187 BIG BAND BOSSA NOVA. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
★★ CD 6660675 JAZZ INC.: Swingin’ Music in the Modern Mantle. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
★★ CD 669361X MILES DAVIS SEXTET: Someday My Prince Will Come. Not Now Music. $5.95
CD 675497X JOHN COLTRANE: Giant Steps. Crackerjack Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 660475H DINAH WASHINGTON: Through the Night with Dinah. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6764925 COLEMAN HAWKINS: High School Hawk. Flyright Records. $19.95
★ CD 669211 LEON LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME: The Beatles Records Story. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6764976 GERTRUDE NIESEN: My Best Wishes. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
★ CD 6751531 PRESENTING WOODY HERMAN & THE BAND THAT PLAYS THE BLUES 1939 & THE THIRD HERD 1952-1954. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6682812 KING CURTIS: Sax Scene. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT TO $1.95
CD 6764968 GERTRUDE NIESEN: I Want to Get Married. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT to $2.95
CD 6754937 CHET BAKER: It Could Happen to You. Crackerjack Records. PRICE CUT to $2.95
★ CD 6771394 SARAH VAUGHAN: Milestones of a Jazz Legend. Intense. $27.95
CD 6674879 ART LUND SINGS! VOL. 1. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT TO $1.95
CD 662295X CHARLIE FAMARBOUD: Modern Jazz Archive. Membran. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6682323 BILL EVANS: Undercurrent. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT TO $3.95
CD 6756797 SWING SOMETHING SIMPLE. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6675255 WILL BRADLEY: Live in 1940-41. Flyright Records. PRICE CUT TO $1.95
CD 6682480 COUNT BASIE: Atomic Basie. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 662801X THE VERY BEST OF DAVE BRUBECK. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT TO $7.95
CD 6632580 FREDDIE REDD: Six Classic Albums. Real Gone Jazz. PRICE CUT to $5.95
★ CD 6674038 ARTIE SHAW: These Foolish Things--the Decca Years. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6693172 THE BIG SOUND OF QUINCY JONES. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6764991 BUDDY JOHNSON AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Rock Ont Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT TO $1.95
CD 6758444 GROOVE YARD: Jazz from the Riverside Vaults. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95
CD 6682804 KENNY BURRELL: All Day Long/All Night Long. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
★ CD 655895X MILES DAVIS: Transmission Impossible. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6605389 LOTTA SAX APPEAL. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $5.95
★ CD 592488X LOUIS JORDAN & HIS TYPICAL SOUTH JUKEBOX HITS, VOLUME 1 1942-1947. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $4.95
CD 6692958 THOLENIOUS MONK: The Riverside Anthology. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
★ CD 4571428 MILES DAVIS--CHANGES. The 1955 SESSION. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6758269 CHET BAKER IN ITALY. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
★ CD 6863760 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Giants of the Big Band Era. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95
★ CD 6812813 ORNETTE COLEMAN: Ornette at 12/Crisis. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.98 PRICE CUT to $7.95
★ CD 668749S ALLAN VACHE: It Might as Well Be Swing. Arrows Records. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6764940 THIS IS IT: The Best of Jack Leonard with Tommy Dorsey. Flare Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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**Jazz - Big Bands**

- **CD 5934826** JAMES COTTON: Feelin' Good. Acrobat, Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**
- **CD 5967728** COOL CHEF. EMI Music. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**
- **CD 6611792** TEDDY KING SINGS IRA GERSHWIN...THIS IS NEW. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6611863** OTIS BLACKWELL: These Are My Songs! Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6633929** THE NEW RAY ANTHONY SHOW. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5967811** PHIL HUMES AND HIS EUROPEAN RHYTHM MACHINE: Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5908280** TOMMY DORSEY & THE CLAMBAKE SEVEN: The Music Goes Round & Round. Acrobat. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
- **CD 6631552** FROM DIXIE TO SWING. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $7.99. **ORIGINAL PRICE**
- **CD 6631517** DICK HYSMEN: Songwriter Series. Proscensium Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**
- **CD 5896924** THE BIRTH OF SOUL JA ZZ. Chrome Dreams. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6611681** MARY LOU WILLIAMS: First Lady of the Piano. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6619617** THE VERY BEST OF PRESTIGE RECORDS: Contemporary. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5971012** LOUIS JORDAN LIVE! JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6807720** BILLIE HOLIDAY: God blessed the Child. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6200906** THERMA CARPENTER: Seen Seen On Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6631592** FATS WALLER REVISITED. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6619216** THE JOHN IRBY SEXTET: Biggest Little Band in the Land. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5968070** THE LANNY MORGAN QUARTET: Pacific Standard. Contemporary. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5981854** FATS DOMINO: Platinum, EMI Music. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616567** JUDY ROBERTS: Nights in Brazil. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6613711** ANN BURTON: New York State of Mind. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616066** GERRY MULLIGAN: Jazz Legacy. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6633976** ART PEPPER: Jazz Mantra. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5943108** SIDNEY BECHET: Pre-war Classic Sides. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**
- **CD 6616656** LEW TABACKIN: Dual Nature. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5942671** HENNY RED ALLEN & HIS NEW YORK ORCHESTRA 1929-1930. JSP Records. Pub. at $13.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5980524** THE GRIFFIN BROTHERS: Blues with a Beat. Acrobat. Pub. at $1.95. **PRICE CUT to $0.95**
- **CD 6631398** BABY LAURENCE: Dancemaster. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5942470** COUNT BASIE JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1952. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**
- **CD 6632398** JIMMY SCOTT: Milestone Profiles. Milestone. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**
- **CD 5896908** BEAT GENERATION JAZZ. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
- **CD 5880874** JOHN COLTRANE: Trane 90. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

- **CD 6609130** HOOCHIE COOCHIE MAN: The Chess Story. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6616223** THE SOUND OF DETROIT: Original Gems from the Motown Vaults. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6642534** LITTLE WALTER: Rock Bottom. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 5846447** BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection 1951-62. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6848559** BORN BAD. Forty tracks of bad boys and dirty deeds. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6787678** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 2. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **CD 6786731** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 3. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**
- **DVD 6760104** COUNT BASIE AT CARNEGIE HALL. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
- **DVD 6716334** CARO EMERALD IN CONCERT. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
- **DVD 6883795** RANDY BRECKER QUINTET Live 1981. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
- **DVD 6653103** PLAY YOUR OWN THING. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**More Entertainment**

- **CD 5878918** LEADLEYBE: You Don’t Know My Mind. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5929274** SAMMY DAVIS JR: Seven Classic Albums. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5962923** BORN BAD. Forty tracks of bad boys and dirty deeds. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6692923** SELL SAVAGE: The Chess Story. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6811923** BORN BAD. Forty tracks of bad boys and dirty deeds. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6804426** JAMES BROWN: The Definitive 50. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616443** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 1. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 5875918** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 4. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6686692** LARRY WILLIAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1960-1970. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616443** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 1. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616443** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 4. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6686692** LARRY WILLIAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1960-1970. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
- **CD 6616443** THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 1. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661**
Blues - R&B - Reggae


CD 6785674X THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 2. TheESC Bubbling Soul Hall of Fame inductee Roy Ayers, saxophonist and enter the item number in the search box.

CD 6971768 ESTHER PHILLIPS: Release Me–The Early Years 1950-1962. Discover the smooth sounds of Esther Phillips in this 4 CD collection of her R&B songs. Some 69 tracks include gems like Double Crossing Woman; Mean Old Frisco; Drunk Again; Evil Woman; Bad Blood; Mail Order Woman; and more! Primo.

CD 6966305 MARSHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: Gold. This vibrant collection of 42 songs is a testament to the classic sound of Martha & the Vandellas. Among the timeless tracks collected here are First Time; For Love; Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things); I’ll Have to Let Him Go; Come and Get These Blues; Street Lights; Cherry Wine; Do You Ever Think of Me; Let’s Get It On; and more. Reel to Reel.

CD 67054280 JOY DISPER: The Essential R&B Recordings. There was perhaps no other artist more entitled to sing the Blues than this American Blues pianist and singer who overcame all the hardships life could throw at him. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Stack O’Lee; Mean Old Frisco; Drunk Again; Evil Woman; Bad Blood; Mail Order Woman; and more! Primo.

CD 2805146 CHAMPION JACK DUPREE: The Essential Recordings. There was perhaps no other artist more entitled to sing the Blues than this American Blues pianist and singer who overcame all the hardships life could throw at him. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Stack O’Lee; Mean Old Frisco; Drunk Again; Evil Woman; Bad Blood; Mail Order Woman; and more! Primo.

CD 6785665 PAUL DESMOND: Blues in Time. Forever remembered as the legendary saxophonist of the Dave Brubeck Quartet from 1951 to 1967, this two CD set collects two original albums he recorded: First Place Again in 1959 and Blues and Other Things in 1967. 14 tracks of Blues in Time; Two Degrees East; Three Degrees West; Body and Soul and more. No.1 Music.

CD 6711707 THE ESSENTIAL CHAHAN KHAN. Bask in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits. I Feel for You (written by Prince); Tate; I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhino.

CD 6851237 ALBERT COLLINS: Funky Blues Live 1973. Like a million-watt incandescent bulb, Albert Collins set the stage and stages ablaze with his electrifying Texas blues. Collected from a live performance this 2CD set includes Donna Gianna Walk with You; Funk Jam; Stormy Monday; Get Down; Funk Jam 2; Backstage; Conversation with Collins; Can’t You See What You’re Doing To Me; Frosty; and Get Your Business Straight. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99.

CD 6786923 THE ESSENTIAL DUKE ROGERS. 16 Essentials. All the vocal trio’s best recordings, brought together on a single collection! Includes Twist and Shout; Nobody But Me; You Better Come Home; I Say Love; Crazy Love; Rubberband Twist; I’m Laughing to Keep from Crying; This Old Heart of Mine; Twirlin’ with Linda; and more. Javelin.

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 6966031 LIONEL RICHIE/COMMODORES: Gold. Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Richie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; Three Times a Lady; and more. Motown.

CD 6878229 JAMES BROWN & THE FAMOUS FLAMES: The Federal & King Singles As & Bs, 1956-61. Known as ‘The Godfather of Soul”, Brown was one of the primary originators of funk and soul music in the 1950 and ’60s. This two CD set collects 57 tracks, including Try Me; Please, Please, Please; I’ll Be Around; She Don’t Love You; Got a Notion; The Day Will Come; Strange Love; You’re My Desire; I’ll Still Think You’ve Got the Power; Bewildered; I Don’t Mind; Baby You’re Right; With Every Beat of My Heart; I’ll Have to Let Him Go; Seven Day Fool; Dream; I’ll Dry My Tears; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6857780 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON II: The Complete Trumpet, Ace & Checker Singles 1951-62. Comprises all his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyeshine to the Blind; Crazy About You Baby; Do It If You Wanna; Not Cool Blues; Getting Out Tonight; You’re the One That I Want; You Better Come Home from Mary Wells; Bye Bye Baby to You Beat Me to the Punch. The Shirelles wrap things up with six more tracks, from Baby’s Got A Right To Love Me. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6933372 ETTA JAMES: Anthology. Three CDs collect the 60 best original recordings by this legend of soul and R&B vocals. Etta entertains with remastered versions of At Last; Seven Day Fool; Dream; I’ll Dry My Tears; Foots Rush In; Someone to Watch Over Me; O-W-M-A-N; Prisoner of Love; My Heart Cries; and more. Not Now Music.

CD 5758836 THE ESSENTIAL DINAH WASHINGTON. Four classic albums collected onto two CDs from this legendary R&B artist. Includes What a Difference a Day Makes; The Swingin’ Miss D’; The Bessie Smith Songbook; and The Fats Waller Songbook with his like. Time After Time; Thirty Days; Close my Eyes; Back Water Blues; Ain’t Misbehavin’; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 4576471 THE ESSENTIAL LIONEL RICHIE. Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Richie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; Three Times a Lady; and more. Motown.

CD 6857780 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON II: The Complete Trumpet, Ace & Checker Singles 1951-62. Comprises all his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyeshine to the Blind; Crazy About You Baby; Do It If You Wanna; Not Cool Blues; Getting Out Tonight; You’re the One That I Want; You Better Come Home from Mary Wells; Bye Bye Baby to You Beat Me to the Punch. The Shirelles wrap things up with six more tracks, from Baby’s Got A Right To Love Me. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6933372 ETTA JAMES: Anthology. Three CDs collect the 60 best original recordings by this legend of soul and R&B vocals. Etta entertains with remastered versions of At Last; Seven Day Fool; Dream; I’ll Dry My Tears; Foots Rush In; Someone to Watch Over Me; O-W-M-A-N; Prisoner of Love; My Heart Cries; and more. Not Now Music.
CD 6899876 THE VOCALION VAULTS. Some of the greatest names in vintage blues are featured in this journey through the history of the Vocalion label. Fifty tracks include Broke Down Engine Blues by Blind Willie McTell; How You Want It Done by Big Bill Bronzo; Whiskey: You've Got Me Down by Bukka White; Charley Patton and others. **SOLD OUT**.

CD 6758568 LEADBELLY: American Folk & Blues Anthology. The legacy of Leadbelly lives on in this three CD set featuring 75 of his finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun; Midnight Special; Weevil; Kissing in the Rain; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O'Cotton; and many more. Now Music. **$11.95**.

CD 6690041 GEE WHIZ: The Class Records Story. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Class Records library, and on these two CDs, 50 of its best are made available once again. Includes Rockin' Robin by Bobby Day; Don't Be Cruel by The Spinners; Swung by The Searchers; The Struttin' Kind by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. **$5.95**.

CD 5872626 B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962. This massive set contains 512 tracks and is all-encompassing. It took more than a decade in King's legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Woman: Please Help; Who's Loving You; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and much more. Enlightenment. **$14.95**.

CD 3603806 TOM WAITS–ROUND MIDNIGHT. Waits brings his smoky tones to a soundtrack for 1920s-era speakeasies. Includes 24 tracks including Emotional Weather Report; Eggs and Sausage; Better Off Without a Wife; Semi Suite; Spare Parts; The Ghosts of Saturday;The Heart of Saturday Night, New Year's Eve; Coat of Paint; Warm Blood; Four Women; and Female. Virginia Megapack. **$11.95**.

CD 6911785 MEMPHIS MINNIE, VOLUME ONE, 1935-1939. This nostalgic collection of 60 blues recordings from this whose career spanned from the 1920s to the 1950s are compiled in this four CD set. Includes Dirty Mother For You; Sylvester; Hush His Mule Blues; Biting Bugle Blues; a swarthy 1975 broadcast, performing 16 Changes Things; and more. More. **$14.95**.

CD 6929988 JAMES BROWN: Gold. Known as the “Godfather of Soul,” Brown influenced the development of several music genres during his legendary career. Forty tracks are collected here, including The Boss; I Got the Feelin’; Living in America; Get Up (I Feel Like Being a Sex Machine); Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. **$19.95**.

CD 2820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night–McCabe's, January 1, 1977. These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe's Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January 1, 1977. During the late show and before his Midnight show, Waits brings his smoky tones to a soundtrack for 1920s-era speakeasies. **$14.95**.

CD 6878045 MEET THE SUPREMES. Quite possibly the biggest group to come out of Motown's greatest years, the Supremes offer up 11 classics: Your Heart Belongs To Me; Who's Lovin' You; Baby Don't Go; Buttered Popcorn; I Want a Guy; Let Me Go the Right Way; You Bring Back Memories; Time Changes Things; and more. **$14.95**.

CD 3108006 COCOLOUNGE. This CD captures the chemistry between the members of the band as they perform现场。 **$14.95**.

CD 5559744 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; You've Got a Right; And Let's Rock. Javelin. **$14.95**.

CD 6961360 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; You've Got a Right; And Let's Rock. Javelin. **$14.95**.

CD 6961347 THE CHAMPION JACK DUPREE COLLECTION 1941-53. This great 52 track two CD set comprises selected A & B sides from forty more records by blues singer released between 1941 and 1953 including Warehouse Man Blues; Black Woman Swing; Gamblin' Man Blues; That's All Right; Bad Health Blues; Johnson Street Boogie Woogie; Hard Feeling; Bad Whiskey and Wild Woman; and more. **$14.95**.

CD 6822151 THE MIRACLES: The Singles & Albums Collection 1958-62. This four CD set comprises selected A & B sides from the forty or more records this 52 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides from forty or more records this blues collection from this artist. **$14.95**.

CD 6963005 KOOL & THE GANG: Gold. This iconic band’s impact on the music world has spanned decades. This two CD set collects 31 tracks, including Who's Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swinging; Let Me Know; My Babe; It Should've Been Me; Secret Love; Lack of Funk; Dr. Rock & Roll; Dizzy Fingertips; The Square; Soul Bingo; Manhattan; Wondrous Time; Ain't That That Love; Don't You Know; The Masquerade; Frankie and Johnny; Sunset; and more. Torill Media. **$4.95**.

CD 6877126 STEVIE WONDER: The Best of Little Stevie. Go back to Stevie’s roots with 19 vintage recordings from his early years. A budding genius gets his start with Fingerlips; The Square; Soul Bingo; Manhattan; Wondrous Time; Ain't That That Love; Don't You Know; The Masquerade; Frankie and Johnny; Sunset; and more. Torill Media. **$4.95**.

CD 6691495 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Plastic Factory. Beefheart and the Magic Band performed at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1966. This Avalon show is augmented here by a number of bonus cuts from radio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Beefheart. Tracks include The Payback; Solar Steamer; The Sign Of The Gasso; The Meddle; The Moon; Let's Rock. Javelin. **$4.95**.

CD 6814905 THE MIRACLES: The Singles & Albums Collection 1958-62. This four CD set comprises selected A & B sides from the forty or more records this blues collection from this artist. **$14.95**.

CD 6879149 THE AD LIBS: The Best. This great collection of Motown’s gratest years, The Supremes take on Motown's greatest years, The Supremes take on The Miiracles take on Meet the Supremes. **$14.95**.

CD 6879148 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; You've Got a Right; And Let's Rock. Javelin. **$14.95**.

CD 6879147 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat label includes over 300 minutes of live recordings and more than 100 tracks. **$11.95**.

CD 6891614 THE MIRACLES: The Singles & Albums Collection 1958-62. Forty-six tracks are collected on this two CD set, comprising A B sides from forty more records by Motown's greatest years, The Supremes take on Meet the Supremes. **$14.95**.

CD 6879146 THE AD LIBS: The Best. This great collection of Motown’s gratest years, The Supremes take on Motown's greatest years, The Supremes take on Meet the Supremes. **$14.95**.

CD 6879145 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat label includes over 300 minutes of live recordings and more than 100 tracks. **$11.95**.

CD 6879144 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat label includes over 300 minutes of live recordings and more than 100 tracks. **$11.95**.

CD 6879143 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat label includes over 300 minutes of live recordings and more than 100 tracks. **$11.95**.

CD 6879142 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat label includes over 300 minutes of live recordings and more than 100 tracks. **$11.95**.
Blues – R&B & Reggae

**CD 6827594 HOWLIN’ WOLF, 1951-1962.** This four CD set compiles 71 tracks from the blues legend including I Asked for Water; I Better Go Now; Red Rooster; Smokin’ Gatling; Spontoon; Moanin’ at Midnight; How Many More Years; Who Will Be Next; and Evil, Is Going On. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 6836322 MICHAEL BLOOMFIELD: San Francisco Blues.** Recorded live at the Old Waldorf in 1977, these ten basic tracks from American guitarist and composer include Greatest Gifts from Heaven; Lo; I Thou I Am with Thee; Kansas City Blues; I’m Glad I’m Jewish; Soul to the Blind; Jockey and Been a Ground; and more. RockBeat Records. $19.95

**CD 6826620 ELVIS PRESLEY: The Songs He Loved.** This three-CD boxed set features original versions of numbers which The King took to the top of the chart, and including tracks and artists that he was most influenced by when creating his own unique style. Includes That’s All Right by Arthur Crudup; Moanin’ at Midnight by Howlin’ Wolf; My Boy Elvis by Janis Martin; I’m in Love with Elvis Presley by Virginia Lowe; and many more. Eighty-three tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6962912 THE COMMODORES: Gold.** This two CD set collects some of the best written songs and funkiest grooves from the acclaimed R & B band. Songs include Nightshift; Easy; Three Times a Lady; Heroes; Brick House; Slippery When Wet; and many more. Thirty-nine tracks. Motown. $10.95

**CD 5981158 THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62.** More than 10 years in Tommy’s career are illuminated by 52 tracks recorded for MGM. The number-one hit It’s All in the Game joins other notable songs by Arthur Blackwell, Mickey & Sylvia, and others. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6969285 JACKSON 5: Gold.** Jackie, Tito, Jermaine, Marion and Michael were adored by America and their songs still live on our radios today. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including ABC; Sugar Daddy; I’ll Be There; I Want You Back; The Love You Save; and more. Motown. $15.95

**CD 6876773 THE CONTOURS: You Love Me.** Eleven Motown classics! Rediscover a hit-making vocal group with Do You Love Me (Now That I Can Dance); Shake Sherry; You Better Get in Line; The Stretch; It Must Be Love; Whole Lotta Woman; Claudia; So Grateful; The Old Miner; Funny; and More. $9.95

**CD 696928X JACKSON 5: Gold.** Jackie, Tito, Jermaine, Marion and Michael were adored by America and their songs still live on our radios today. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including ABC; Sugar Daddy; I’ll Be There; I Want You Back; The Love You Save; and more. Motown. $15.95

**CD 678691X INTRODUCING THE DOWNBEATS.** Twelve classics from the Motown vocal trio: Request of a Fool (aka I Wanna Know Why); Don’t Love You Like Before; Call Operator 210; Dallas Blues; Houston Jump; and much more. Two CDs. DEMON MUSIC. $19.99

**CD 6787118 THE SATINTONES: A Love That Can Never Be.** Nine tracks by a beloved Motown vocal group, joining the hit title track with My Kind of Love; Going to the Hop; Tomorrow and Always; A Love That Can Never Be. Songs include Trouble How It Feels; Angel, and My Beloved, Torill Media. $4.95

**CD 6799264 BUDDY GUY: Live at the Checkerboard Lounge, Chicago 1979.** This ten track CD is a piece of musical history—one of the greatest blues artists performing in front of an audience that included his neighbors, friends and fellow musicians. Tracks include Buddy’s Blues; Part One; Done; Gone over You; I’ve Got a Right to Love My Woman; Buddy’s Blues: Part Two; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 6639775 GET UP OFF YOUR KNEES: From Bed Springs to Bloomers.** More than 200 songs, music to Moran in this key, many of the greatest numbers simmered with an undercurrent of sexuality. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are performed by Leadbelly, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Ethel Waters, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6639488 ANITA BAKER: Original Album Series.** The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the entirety of Songs for You, Songstress; Rapture; Giving You the Best That I Got; Compositions; and Rhythm of Love, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group. $21.95

**CD 2811480 THE BEST OF MINNIE RIPERTON.** Riperton’s operatically trained, five octave instrument was the very model of beauty and control. This compilation celebrates the legendary singer with ten of her best tracks, including Les Fleurs; Come to My Garden; Rainy Day in Centerville; Expecting; Wherever We Are; Completamente, and more! Classic World Imports. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6686516 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941.** One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of such blues legends as Gaffield Aker, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spruell, Robert Lockwood, Mississippi Jook Band, Kid Bailey, Son House, Arthur Pettes and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6701474 THE WALTER ‘TEummEE’ LEWIS COLLECTION, 1927-61.** This two CD set collects 46 tracks from one of the architects of the original Memphis blues style. Tracks include Rock Island Blues; Mr. Funky’s Blues; Sweet Papa Maggie; I’m Gonna Turn You Money Green; Muddy Blues; Longing Blues; Old Blue; Mistreater Mama; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 683177X MUDDY WATERS: Live at Rockpalast.** Features thirteen tracks and a DVD, (61 minutes) from the live performance in Chicago at “At Home” in 1979. This fourteen tracks and a DVD, (72 minutes) from the open air festival Loretley, 1996. Tracks include You’re My Hoochie Coochie Man, Soon Forgotten, Mannish Boy, I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man, Heart of My Heart, EVerything Goes Alright, You Can’t Lose What You Ain’t Had, Whalin’ Thru the Park; and more. Two CDs and 2 DVDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 6758789 SUPER 60S SOUL.** Collects 75 soul favorites from three CDs some of the biggest stars of Motown alongside the work of some unsung artists. Includes Fingerpicks by Stevie Wonder; Shop Around by Mary Wells; Never Let You Go by Marvin Gaye; Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; and many more. Not Now Music.

**CD 6490555 PICK UP THE PIECES: The Very Best of the Average White Band.** This essential two CD overview of one of Scotland’s finest exports features 33 tracks that include Pick Up the Pieces; Cut the Cake; Let’s Go Round Again; School Boy Crush; I’m Movin’ On; Blues Before Sunrise; and much more. Torill Media. $9.95

**CD 6692482 RAY CHARLES: The Genius Sings the Blues.** Forty-eight tracks collect a trio of classic blues albums, plus bonus re-recordings. Includes the entirety of Charlie’s Genius Sings the Blues; The Blues Featuring Ray Charles; and The Blues Featuring Ray Charles, Volume 2, with songs like I Believe to My Soul; I’m Movin’ On; Blues Before Sunrise; and more. Not Now Music.

**CD 6692390 FLOYD DIXON SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62.** This 77 track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Dixon’s releases during the most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Two Sided Jenny Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210; Dilettante Blues; Wakein’ and Talkin’; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
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CD 6963046 MUDWATER: Gold. One of the most important musicians of the 20th Century, Waters' music has had a profound impact on rock as well as blues. This two CD set includes 50 songs, including "Gypsy Woman: I Feel Like Going Home; I Can't be Satisfied; My Eyes (Keep Me in Trouble); Sugar Woman." Universal Music. Four CDs: $15.95

CD 2811537 GEORGE BENSON: The Early Years. This compilation celebrates the early years of this legendary and versatile jazz, pop, and R&B artist. Features 12 tracks, including hits like Love For Sale; The Masquerade Is Over; All Blues; Witchcraft; Blue Bossa; Oleo; Lil Darlin'; All the Things I Love; Walkin' In; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2706379 EARL KING: The Singles Collection 1955-62. This 41 track set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King's releases as a solo artist during the first decade of his career. Songs include Have You Gone Crazy?; Beggin' at Your Mercy; Eating and Sleeping; I Must Have Been Love; I Met a Stranger; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6908713 EDDIE BOYD: The Singles Collection 1947-62. Eddie Boyd was a blues singer, pianist and songwriter who made his impact on the Chicago scene in the 1940s and 1950s. This two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from tracks he released across this era. Among the 50 tracks included here: I Had to Go, Judgement Day, New York Central, A True Romance, Preachin' the Blues; and Change Your Mind. RockBeats Productions. Pub. at $12.99

CD 672812X BROOK BENTON: Rainy Night in Georgia–The Complete Reprise and Colliion Singles A's & B's. Thirty-one R&B recordings from one of the genre's giants: You're the Reason I'm Living, The Glory of Love, Do Your Own Thing, Nothing Can Take the Place of You; Rainy Night in Georgia; A Little Bit of Soap; I've Gotta Be Me; Let Me Fix It; Soul Survivor; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95

CD 6837565 KIKI DEE: Original Album Series. Collects live essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including Kiki Dee-Loving and Free; The Kiki Dee Band–I've Got the Music in Me; Kiki Dee–Kiki Dee; Kiki Dee–Stay with Me; and Kiki Dee–The Songbird, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 689643X THE BALLADS OF FATS DOMINO. This collection of 32 songs shows the bluesier, more atmospheric side of Fats Domino. Tracks include Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday;卧床; You Are Mine; Honey; I Must Have You; Hands Across the Table; I Hear You Knocking; Don't Blame It on Me; Three Nights a Week; and more. Productions. Pub. at $22.99

CD 590479X ARTHUR BIG BOY CRUMP &I "Teddy" Lucky. This giant collection of the American Delta Blues singer, songwriter and guitarist feature 102 tracks including Black Pony Blues; Death Valley Blues; Kind Lover Blues; I'll Get Lucky; Standing at My Window; Anytime is the Right Time; and more. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

CD 6692151 THE SOUL OF DETROIT: 75 Original Soul Gems from the Motown Vaults. Collects essential songs from the label's golden era of R&B and soul music, including Do You Love Me by The Contours; (He's) Seventeen by The Supremes; Mr. Sandman by Marvin Gaye; What's So Good About Goodbye by The Miracles; Paradise by The Temptations; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

CD 591728X RAY CHARLES: Essential Original Albums. Own the very best of a soul master's performing with the Quincy Jones Orchestra, in one lively set of true classics. Seventy tracks bring together the entirety of six essential albums. Genius = Soul = Jazz: The Genius of Ray Charles; Modern Sounds in Country & Western Music Volumes 1 & 2; What'd I Say; and Hallelujah I Love Her So! Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99

CD 2811553 MAURICE WILLIAMS AND THE ZODIACS: Legends of Soul. The legendary R&B vocal group is celebrated in this compilation of their greatest hits. Features 10 tracks. Stay, Corinna, Corinna; Little Darlin'; Save the Last Dance For Me; This Feeling; Baretotin'; Running Around; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99


CD 5999629 B.B. KING: Brothers in Blues. Digitally Remastered. $4.95


CD 6868532 BLIND BLAKE: All the Published Sides. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99


CD 5702841 CHARLIE PARKER: The Essential Collection. Time Life. $4.95

CD 6941451 SWEET SOUL OF THE '70S: Just to Be Close to You. TIME LIFE. $21.95

CD 6705993 QUIET STORM: Being With You. TIME LIFE. $4.95


CD 683759X ROBERTA FLACK: Original Album Series. Rhino. $21.95

CD 6701531 THE CLOVERS: Lovelove Dovey. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

CD 5963137 MOney MOney & THE MIRACLES: Gold. Motown. $15.95


CD 6791891 DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT MEANS TO MISS NEW ORLEANS? Milestones of Legends. $21.95

CD 6637450 GLORIA LYNNE: But Not for Me. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

CD 5653915 THE BEST OF BO DIDDLEY: The Millennium Collection. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6765041 DEE DEE SHARP: Hurry on Down, It's Mashed Potato Time. Jasmine Records. $5.95

———

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/661
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Blues - R&B - Reggae

CD 6602189 SOLOMON BURKE: Essential Recordings. Roud. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6600173 I'M READY: The Modern Story. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6765165 GOING HOME: The Road to Soul. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6604117 BROOK BENTON: The Early Years 1953-1959. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6606990 DON'T FIGHT IT, FEEL IT: Gems from the SAR Vaults. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 663810X THE VERY BEST OF LARRY WILLIAMS. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6674499 BILLY WARO & HIS DOMINOS: Stardust. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6604882 A FAMILY AFFAIR: Motor City Roots. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6693571 LLOYD PRICE: The Singles Collection. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6693458 GUESS WHO? The Zirkon Records Story. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6637477 JIMMY JONES: Handy Man. Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 666274X JACKIE WILSON: Reet Petite. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6607493 LLOYD PRICE: Personality. Pegasus Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6600807 TITUS TURNER: Taking Care of Business 1955-1962. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6758851 THE VERY BEST OF BIG MAYBELLE. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 6824412 RIGHT NOW: Atlantic Club Soul and Deep Cuts. Fantasy Voyage. PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 660479X THE DU DROPPERS: Talk That Talk. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 667402X DIVAS LIVE: The One and Only Aretha Franklin. MVD Audio. Pub. at $19.99
CD 6646072 I'VE GOT THE BLUES, BUT I'M TOO DAMN MEANT TO CRY. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
CD 6622895 B.B. KING: Timeless Classic Albums. Vinyloy. PRICE CUT to $7.95
CD 6632662 RAMBLERS, GAMBLERS, VAGABONDS AND REVOLUTIONERS. Proper Records. PRICE CUT to $7.95
CD 5934958 PERCY MAYFIELD: Live at the Fillmore Auditorium. Acropol. Pub. at $16.95
CD 5934842 JAZZ GILLUM: Take More One Chance with Me. Acropol. Pub. at $16.95
CD 6754494 CHARLES WALKER: Soul Stirring Thing. SPV. PRICE CUT to $1.95
CD 6701337 LUCKY PETERSON: What Have I Done Wrong. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99
CD 659650 X MONTY BAY: The Very Best of Monty Bay. Acropol. Pub. at $16.95
CD 6758622 NINA SIMONE: Live Trilogy. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $7.95
CD 6693148 B.B. KING: Nothin' but...Bad Luck. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $6.95
CD 6686451 ROCKIN' THE GROOVE. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $25.99
CD 6619134 THE JUDY ROBERTS BAND: Inner City Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95
CD 5934922 LYNN HOPE: Blow Lynn Blow. Acropol. Pub. at $16.95
CD 6605648 THE PLATTERS: The-Magic Touch. Jasmine Records. PRICE CUT to $4.95
CD 5909791 ROBERT JOHNSON: The Last of the Great Blues Singers. Acropol. $4.95
CD 6605468 THE CHIEFS STORY. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $4.95
CD 6689892 THE CHIEFS STORY. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $5.95
CD 6602703 JAMES BROWN: Sex Machine. PolyGram Records. PRICE CUT to $9.95
CD 6689965 DOUBLE TROUBLE: The Cobra Records Story. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $9.95
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**Blu-ray 6809154 B.B. KING: The Life of Riley.** In this movie, narrated by Morgan Freeman, the legendary B.B. King opens his heart to the director Jon Brewer and tells the story of how an oppressed youth came to influence and earn the unmitigated praise of the music industry, to carry the title, “King of the Blues.” Includes appearances by Barrack Obama, Bono, Mavis Staples and many others. 119 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**Blu-ray 6811523 ETTA JAMES: Live at Montreux 1993.** Widescreen. Eagle Eye Media. $4.95

---

**Christian - Gospel**

**CD 6691382 THE BROWNS: How Great Thou Art.** Presents the Browns’ 18-track country-gospel album from 1961. The trio gives us inspiring renditions of all in the Garden: Child of the King; Where No One Stands Alone; Just As I Am; The Church in the Wildwood; When They Ring Those Golden Bells; Whispering Hope; Poor Wayfaring Stranger and more. IMC Music Ltd. $5.95

**CD 6887414 JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters.** Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, The Wilson Sisters tackle Southern rock and roll. The Wilson Sisters are a force in rising faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Alright, Holy, Holy, Holy, If Not for Grace; Redeemer, Swanee River, and more. Questar. $13.95

**CD 670185X ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify.** Lift your spirit with two CDs filled with glittering gospel music. Thirty top tracks, including Testify by Dottie Peoples; Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace; Yes, God is Real by Alrealta Walker; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 6941230 ENCOURAGED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems.** These twelve songs inspire us to look past our problems and seek the Problem Solver. It’s a basic truth that echoes through these encouraging anthems of faith and fortitude. Titles include Never Would Have Made It by Marvin Sapp; Lean on Me by Kirk Franklin & The Family; We Shall Behold Him by Vickie Winans; and more. TIME LIFE. $11.95

**CD 6760090 CLASSIC GOSPEL. 1951-1960.** Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobat’s significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by the Stamps; Los Angeles Mission Orchestra; the Dixie Hummingbirds; The Pilgrim Jubilee Sisters, the Gospel Church of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5818354 THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61.** Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most important and influential gospel quartets in the 20th century. Comprising the A and B sides recorded for the Specialty and SAR labels, these 54 tracks represent a period that saw the great Sam Cooke as part of their ranks, followed by another great soul artist, Johnnie Taylor. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**CD 6605419 MAC WISEMAN: Folk Ballads, Hits & Gospel Hymns.** Four complete 12-track collections by the Bluegrass Hall of Fame: Beside the Still Waters; Great Folk Ballads; Sings 12 Great Hits; and Sings Best Loved Gospel Hymns. Notable tracks in folk and gospel include Does Jesus Care; The Holy Spirit; I Am A Child of God; The Sacred Harp; Sixteen Tons; El Paso and more. Jasmine. $9.95

**CD 6594966 SACRED HARP AND SHAPE NOTE SINGING 1922-1950S.** Evolving from 18th-century singing-school traditions, Sacred Harp’s haunting melodies and harmonies make it one of the most captivating musical traditions of all time. Presented here is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Quartet; Alabama Sacred Heart Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 9765233 THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHNNY CASH.** Country Stars. $7.95

**CD 6896413 PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND: Songs of Strength. Player’s Digest. $9.95

---

**Holiday CDs & DVDs**

**CD 6795250 THE BLACKWOOD BROTHERS: Southern Gospel Legends. Country Stars.** $12.95


**CD 5908398 BROTHER CECIL SHAW: I Want to Know.** Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 4547098 THE DEEP RIVER BOYS: The Early Years 1937-50.** Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $14.95

**CD 5924731 THE COLEMAN BROTHERS 1943-1948.** Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $14.95

**DVD 69990X HILLSONG: Let Hope Rise.** Widescreen. Sings the talent and humility of the Australia based church band, Hillsong United, who have become a global phenomenon. This film highlights the talent and humility of the group from their modest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. English SDH. 103 minutes. Pure Flix. $5.95

**DVD 681679G Gotta Serve Somebody: The Gospel Songs of Bob Dylan.** FullCircle. In 2003, an all-star cast of Gospel singers took Bob Dylan’s gospel compositions and created this Grammy-nominated album. This compilation features roof-raising performances by these spiritual artists while documenting the making of the album of the same name. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**LIMITED EDITION CD 6821146 WELSH MALE CHOIRS: A Christmas Celebration.** This superb collection features 37 popular Christmas carols and songs performed by some of the finest Welsh male choirs in the world. These inspiring songs include The First Nowell; Adeste Fideles; Mistletoe and Wine; Deck the Halls; Away in a Manger; When the Shepherds Heard the Word; Holy, Holy, Holy; Hark! The Herald Angels Sing; and more! 2 CDs. Union Square Music. $9.95

**CD 6658326 ALL TIME CHRISTMAS HITS.** Fill your home with holiday cheer using these 12 timeless anthems. Includes renditions of Here Comes Santa Claus by Gene Autry; Happy Christmas by Yoko Ono and John Lennon; The Christmas Song by Mel Torme; Winter Wonderland by Irving Berlin and more. $13.99

**CD 5854172 HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS.** Pass the treasured Dr. Seuss classic to your children with this festive audio production. The great Boris Karloff narrates the timeless tale of the cantankerous Grinch and his nefarious scheme to steal Christmas from the innocent denizens of Whoville. Five tracks. Mercury. $13.99

**CD 6791732 CAMEO PARKWAY HOLIDAY HITS.** The Cameo Parkway label recorded its share of holiday themed recordings, which this 18 track collection wraps up with a bow! Enjoy timeless classics like Jingle Bell Rock by Bobby Rydell and Chubby Checker; Sock It to Me Santa by Bob Seger and The Last Heard; Merry Christmas by The Cameos; and more! Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6705798 THE RADIO CITY ROCKETS SING YOUR CHRISTMAS FAVORITES.** The beloved New York City performers bring their glittering cheer to 15 holiday gems. The Rockets perform Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bells, Merry Christmas Everybody; Let It Snow; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Caribbean Christmas; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Madison Square Garden. $11.95

**CD 6896170 CLASSIC COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** BMG. $4.95

**CD 6845999 BOBBY VINTON: A Very Merry Christmas.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**CD 6847500 LYNN ANDERSON: The Christmas Album.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**CD 6847424 THE WILLIAMS BROTHERS CHRISTMAS ALBUM.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $12.95

**CD 6846980 THE WILLIAMS BROTHERS CHRISTMAS.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**CD 6846593 FUNKY CHRISTMAS.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99 $12.95


**CD 6640583 BIG CITY CHRISTMAS.** Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

**CD 68467X ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Irving Berlin’s White Christmas.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

---
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**Holiday CDs & DVDs**

**CD 6644564**
**THE 4 SEASONS GREETINGS.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**CD 6643677**

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**DVD 5779006**
**YULE LOG.** Sit back and relax with your family as you enjoy the flickering glow of a real crackling, wood-burning fire. Featuring 25 optional holiday songs, this cozy simulated fireplace is the perfect background for trimming the tree, cooking Christmas dinner, or opening presents on Christmas morning. 120 minutes. World Trading Center. $1.95

**DVD 2669353**
**BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW.** Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Home, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley MacLaine, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

**DVD 5983275**
**AN IRISH HOLIDAY.** Widescreen. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.98

**$5.95**

---

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

**CD 6758754**
**THE SOUND OF BOND.** This collection of 60 songs and themes celebrates half a century of the James Bond movie franchise. Includes the iconic Bond theme, as well as music from Dr. No; Goldfinger; Diamonds Are Forever; Thunderball; Tomorrow Never Dies; Casino Royale; Skyfall; Quantum of Solace and many more. Three CDs. NorthQuest. $19.95

**CD 5923131**
**JUDY GARLAND: You Made Me Love You.** A startlet who defined the glitz and glamour of both Broadway and Hollywood, Garland’s glittering voice brings us 16 of the tracks she's known for. Somewhere Over the Rainbow; Always on a Cloud; Somebody Loves Me; Fascinating Rhythm; Embraceable You; For Me and My Gal; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 5759145**
**BEST OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER.** This trilumino presents some of his most beloved musicals are represented, from instrumental collection of his greatest hits. With thirty tracks in all, CD: Embraceable You; For Me and My Gal; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 279604X**
**THE WAY WEST: ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK.** The music for The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life. Features that have taken on new life is the definitive Western. It brings the heart of the film to life.

**CD 6961363** GEORGE GERSHWIN. This forty track 2 CD collection brings together some of the best known and most performed songs composed by the great George Gershwin performed by various artists including Swaeze; Do It Again; Fascinating Rhythm; The Man I Love; I Got Rhythm; Isn’t It A Pity; A Foggy Day; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6838073** CHARLIE CHAPLIN: Modern Times Picture Sound Track. Features ten classic movie melodies performed by our friends Alvin, Simon, Theodore and Dave Sevills including Chitty Chitty Bang Bang; Hushabye Mountain; Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious; We’re Off to See the Wizard; The Black Cat; Chim Chere-ee; Que Sera Sera; Consider Yourself; You Two; and The Roses of Success. Capital Records.

**CD 2805332** LESLIE HUTCH HUTCHINSON: The Essential Recordings. This singer and piano player was one of the biggest cabaret stars in the world throughout the 1920s and 1930s. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including These Foolish Things; Don’t Break the Door; Me; Night and Day; Deep Purple; Where or When; Whispering Grass; Let There Be Love; Close Your Eyes; Lover; and more Primo.

**CD 2788336** CONRAD SALINGER/ GEORGE STOLL: The MGM Sound. Taken from topflight Broadway shows or movie pictures and played by an uncommonly large orchestra, these 22 tracks include The Continental; Long Ago and Far Away; The Boy Next Door; Singin’ in the Rain; The Sound of Love; Over the Rainbow; more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 2786015** SOME LIKE IT HOT: The Original Music from the Motion Picture Sound Track. This 1959 American romantic comedy was directed by the legendary Billy Wilder and starred Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon. Fourteen tracks are compiled, including Runnin’ Wild; I Wanna Be Loved By You; and I’ve been through Love with people. Love with Marilyn Monroe. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 6908853** MALCOLM ARNOLD: The Key. An original soundtrack recording of the 1959 film, The Key starring William Holden, with music composed by Malcolm Arnold and conducted by Muir Matheson. The five tracks include The Key (to your heart); U Boat Alley; The Key; Stella; and Chop Suey Polka. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6941087** MARIO NASCIMENTE: Alexandre Dumas. Twelve tracks, the beautiful score of Alexandre the Great by Italian composer Mario Nascimento. Includes Philip’s Return to Pella; Olympia’s Party and the Burning of Alexandreopolis; Alexandre and Curzola; The Battle of Chernokee; Alexandria; The Rainbow; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6946909** LORA LA DOUCE. Featuring the music from the 1963 movie starring Shirley MacLaine and Jack Lemmon these seventeen tracks include Meets Irma; This Is the Story; Nestor, the Honest Policeman; The Market; Wedding Ring; I’m Sorry Irma; But That’s Another Story; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6908667** DAWN OF THE DEAD: Claudio Simonetti’s Goblin. Frightfest presents the score from one of the most famous horror movies of all time to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the idolized film Dawn of the Dead. The music that accompanies the movie gives life to thousands of blood thirsty zombies! Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Deja Red. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 5943205** NOEL COWARD: The Revue and War Years 1928-1952. Playwright, songwriter, actor, singer, director, and cabaret artist—Noel Coward was a jack of all trades, and this set reveals why. Drawn from over 30 years, 73 sides capture four phases of his historic career: Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s most beloved ballads, musical numbers, medleys and more. 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6848249** CANNONBALL ADDERLEY’S BIG MAN: The Legend of John Henry. This 32 track album is one of the final musical efforts from the great jazz musician’s works. This folk musical features Joe Williams, Randy Crawford and Robert Guillaume as the vocalists. Tracks include Overture; Everybody Needs a Big Man, We're Too Young to Be in Love; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98.

**CD 2796325** 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Composed by George Dunning and featuring music by Magoo, along with The Clark Sisters and The Jud Conlon singers, this twelve track CD includes Magoo’s Blues; Sultan’s Parade and You Are My Dream; Wedding Celebration; Bar Fly Magoo; Dream Ballad; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6940838** BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story Reimagined. A re-imagining from the perspective of a jazz musician, a Latin musician, and a native Nuyorican son who is proud to say he is from the city that defines his historic career: Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s most beloved ballads, musical numbers, medleys and more. 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.


**CD 6601338** JANE POWELL: I Think of You. Flam Records.


**CD 5854164** GUYS & DOLLS. MCA. PRICE CUT to $1.95.

**CD 6765106** AN EVENING WITH LERNER & LOEWE. Flam Records. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

**CD 6701612** KISSMET: The Broadway Musical Collection. Pegasus Records. SOLD OUT.


**CD 597970** BROADWAY FIRST TAKE, VOL. 2. Slider Music. PRICE CUT to $1.95.


**CD 7675872** SONGS YOU HEARD ON THE TELLY. Not Now Music. PRICE CUT to $6.95.

**CD 7670198** YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS TOO: Classic Film Music Arranged for Guitar. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 5954532** S’WONDERSFUL: The Songs of Andrew Lloyd Webber. Bear Family Records. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

**CD 6831737** KLAUS SCHULZE: L e Moulin de Daudet. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $1.95.


**CD 6760459** BROADWAY SONGS, HITS & SHOWSTOPPERS. Various. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

**CD 6587799** GILBERT AND SULLIVAN FAVOURITES. Various. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

**CD 6602606** COLLE PORTER: Classic Movie & Broadway Show Tunes from Rare Piano Rolls. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $1.95.

**CD 5950120** PATTI LUPONE–GYPSY: The 2008 Broadway Cast Recording. TIME LIFE. $3.95.
Classical - Opera

**CD 6941214** CLASSICAL PASSION. Twenty-four romantic classics include Hungarian Dance No. 5, Brahms; Thunder and Lightning Polka, Strauss; Night on the Bare Mountain, Mussorgsky; Music for the Royal Fireworks; Overture, Handel, Symphony No. 5; 1st Movement, Beethoven; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $14.95

**CD 6928832** SCENES & IMAGES: London Symphony Orchestra, Adrian Leaper and Philip Gibson conduct the London Symphony Orchestra for seven inspired compositions: On the Trail (Grand Canyon Suite), by John Barbirolli; Finlandia by Sibelius; Prelude L'Apres-Midi D'Un Faune by Debussy; and more by Ravel, Casals, Dvorak, and Smetana. ABM. $9.95

**CD 6831931** EVERYBODY’S MOZART: Piano Concertos No.17, 20, 22 & 24. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 20 in D major, K. 466; Piano Concerto No. 22 in E-flat major, K. 482; Piano Concerto No. 24 in C minor, K. 491; and Piano Concerto No. 25 in C major, K. 585. Telarc. $9.95

**CD 6955909** HANDEL: Water Music. Written for a royal water party in 1714 Handel’s Water Music was mostly preformed by the band of fifty musicians that accompanied King George and his court on their lavish progress by barge on the Thames. Played by the Consort of London, Richard Haydon Clark, conductor. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

**CD 6831915** EVERYBODY’S BEETHOVEN: Symphonies No.4, No.8 & No.9. Christoph von Dohnanyi leads the Cleveland Orchestra through three symphonies by Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No. 4 in B-flat major, Op. 60; Symphony No. 8 in F major, Op. 93. Telarc. $9.95

**CD 6950205** BARTOK, VOLUME 1: Complete Works for Violin. Two early Bartok works include Sonata in E minor; Allegro Barbaro. Included is the Bartok Violin Concerto No. 1 in B-flat major, conducted by Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra; with the Budapest String Quartet. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

**CD 6954993** CHOPIN: Piano Concertos. The Saarbrucken Radio Symphony Orchestra conducted by Stanislav Skrowaczewski, brings the beauty of these two piano concertos performed live. Included are the Piano Concerto No. 1 in E minor, Op.11, and Piano Concerto No. 2 in F minor, Op.21. With Ewa Kupiec, piano. Brilliant Classics. $8.95

**CD 6962193** ENCORES: London Symphony Orchestra, Philip Gibson conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in 14 tracks of classical favorites by Delibes, Brahms, Anderson, Berlioz, Gluck, Elgar, Handel, Verdi, Glinka, Tchaikovsky, Handel and others. Also includes The Nutcracker Ballet Suite: Op.71a 1 Overture Miniature, performed by the Philharmonia Orchestra and conducted by Adrian Leaper. ABM. $8.95

**CD 6952072** BOLLING: Concerto for Classic Guitar and Jazz Piano Trio. Considered a first crossover in the musical field of classical guitar and Jazz. Selections include Hispanic Dance: Mexicana; Invention; Serenade; Rhapsoedic; Africaine; Jazzy Brazilian; and more. Played by the Claude Quartet, Ducci Meucci, guitar; Roberto Porizo, piano; Paolo Petrella‘ double bass; and Andrea De Fazio, drums. Brilliant Classics. $8.95

**CD 6962093** PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker. The CD side of this DuDisc collection contains highlights from The Nutcracker Ballet, including the Overture; The Waltz of the Snowflakes; Tarentella; and Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. The DVD side contains the complete Nutcracker Ballet in standard DVD. $4.95

**CD 6955203** JOHN CAGE: Music for Piano and Percussion. John Cage is one of the most important composers of the 20th century. Included in this collection is Cage’s The Sixteen Dances for Soloist and Company of Three, Credo in US, First Construction; Trio; Double Music; Third Construction; and Fads and Fancies in the Accent of American with Cara Lader Sammadoni, soprano; and Ars Ludi Percussion Ensemble. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95
and enter the item number in the search box.


**CD 6837662 BEETHOVEN: Folksong Arrangements.** Features over 160 arrangements of folk songs composed between 1809 and 1820 by Beethoven that remain relatively unknown. Consisting of Irish, Welsh, Scottish and a small amount of various nationalities, this collection offers over six hours on 6 CDs performed by various musicians and vocalists. Brilliant Classics. **$19.95**

**CD 6905576 ENNIO MOROZI: Violin Sonatas.** Three exquisite violin sonatas, No.1 in D Op.2; Sonata No.2 in F minor Op.6; and Sonata No.3 in A minor Op.25. Played by Antal Szalai on violin and Jozsef Balog on piano. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

**CD 6950213 BARTOK: Violin Concertos.** The Budapest Festival Orchestra conducted by Ivan Fischer takes the listener skillfully through Bartok’s unmistakable craftsmanship in the Violin Concerto No.1 and the Violin Concerto No.2. With Thomas Zehetmair on violin. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**

**CD 6931909 EVERYBODY’S STRING: Symphonies 1, 2, & 5/The Swan of Tuonela/Finlandia.** Offers five works by Jean Sibelius. Symphony No. 2 in D major, Op. 43; The Swan of Tuonela, Op. 22; No. 3, Finlandia, Op. 52; Symphony No. 7, Symphony No. 1 in E minor, Op. 39; and Symphony No. 5 in E flat major, Op. 82. Both the Cleveland Orchestra and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra are featured here. Two hours on 2 CDs, Telarc. **$5.95**

**CD 6950388 C.P.E. BACH: Flute Concertos.** Machiko Takahasahi, plays C.P.E. Bach’s flute concertos. Included in this release are the Flute Concerto in B Flat; Flute Concerto in D Minor; and Flute Concerto in E Flat. With Roland Kieft conducting the Cognizentgeub Chamber Orchestra. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**

**CD 6950175 ANDRIESEN: The Four Chorals and Other Organ Music.** These Chorals are regarded as some of the preeminent compositions of twentieth century organ literature. Included in this collection are Pater Noster, Choral, Deuxieme Choral; A Quiet Introduction; Troisieme Choral; Oftertom; Quatrieme Choral; and Theme and Variations. With Benjamin Saunders on the organ. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**


**CD 6950426 C.P.E. BACH: Sonatas for Harpsichord and Violin.** This collection of sonatas for harpsichord and violin include Sonata in D Wq71; Sonata in D Wq72; Sonata in C Wq73; Sinfonia in D Wq74; Sonata in B minor Wq76; and Sonata in G Minor. With Berlinda Logan, harpsichord and Alexander Ignatov, violin. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**

**CD 6701787 CLASSICAL POWER: Ocean Waves.** Four CDs collect 40 compositions from some of history’s most renowned composers, as interpreted by a variety of orchestras, harpsichords, pianos, harps, chamber orchestras, and other instruments. Piano Power Classics; Classical Power Classics; Concerto Power Classics; and Instrumental Power Classics, with music by Tchaikovsky, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Bach, Haydn and other masters. TIME LIFE. **$8.95**

**CD 6701688 THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Complete Masterpieces.** One of the most renowned orchestras on Earth interpret 12 of the most recognizable compositions in classical music: Water Music; Morning from Peer Gynt; Espana; Barcarolle from Tales of Hoffman; Ride of the Valkyries; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. **$3.95**

**CD 6700172 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION: Classical Calm.** One excerpt from the Classics for Relaxation series, this 17-track assembly brings together classical masterpieces like Brahms’ Hungarian Dance No. 6; Puccini’s La Boheme; Mozart’s Waltz; Wagner’s Dreams; Ravel’s Pavane for a Dead Princess; and more. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**CD 6950477 CAZZANONI & ANTICO: The Renaissance Keyboard.** Presents recordings of possibly the two oldest examples of printed keyboard music: the Fiori delle Intabulato da Sonare Origi in 1517, by Andrea Antico and the Recerca Motetli Cantar in 1533, by Marco Antonio. Selected works by Ferrabosco the Elder, Frottole Intabulate da Sonare Organi examples of printed keyboard music; the Fiori delle Intabulato da Sonare Origi in 1517, by Andrea Antico and the Recerca Motetli Cantar in 1533, by Marco Antonio. Selected works by Ferrabosco the Elder. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**

**CD 6950442 CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Appunti Op.210.** These delightful works, divided into three books, are full of invention and wit. Includes Book I; The Rhythms Part 1; Dances from the 17th and 18th century; Part 2: Dances of the 19th century; Part 3: Dances of the 20th century; and Book 3: The Sonatas for Strings. With Michael-Christfried Winkler, harpsichord. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

**CD 6950434 CAMBINI: 6 Flute Quartets.** In this recording, the Quartet of the Americas performs the complete works of Cambini. Includes Three Flute Quartets in D in; Quartet in G; Quartet in A minor; Quartet in C; Quartet in G, and Quartet in A. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

**CD 6950396 C.P.E. BACH: Hamburger Symphonies.** Hartmut Haenchen conducts the Kummerorchester Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the Orchestral Symphonies; and Thirty Symphonies for Strings. With Michael-Christfried Winkler, harpsichord. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

**CD 6791379 MUSCONE SWING QUARTET: Beethoven String Quartets 10 & 11.** Eugenia Андрेа, violin; and Valentina Alyokina (vita); Tatjana Kokhanovskaya (vita); and Olga Organovich (cello and violincello) interpret a pair of Beethoven masterworks in eight tracks. TIME LIFE. **$2.95**

**CD 6950397 BRITTEN: Complete Music for Cello and Piano.** Included in this beautiful collection of Benjamin Britten’s works for cello are the Cello Sonata in F; Sinfonia in D; Cello Sonata Op.65; Suite No.1 Op.72; Suite No.2 Op.80; Suite No.3 Op.87; and Suite No.4 Op.112. With Alexander Ivashkin, cello and Andrew Zolinsky, piano. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. **$7.95**

**CD 6705812 SILENT NIGHTS: Treasury of Christmas Traditions.** Thirteen tracks offer beloved classical compositions from the holidays, as performed by The National Philharmonic Orchestra (Charles Gerhardt conducting); The RCA Symphony Orchestra (Eric Hungerstein conducting); Richard Benson & His Orchestra and others. TIME LIFE. **$4.95**

**CD 6966292 PUCCINI: Manon Lescat.** Nello Santi conducts the Orchestra and Chorus of Arena di Verona in this live 1970 performance of Puccini: Manon Lescat; Placido Domingo as Chevalier Des Grieux; Giuilo Floravanti as氩 uts; and Aldo Manotti as Geronte di Ravoglia. A two CD set. Allegria. **$9.95**

**CD 695040X C.P.E. BACH: Keyboard Symphonies.** In this release Andrea Chezzi, harpsichord, plays C.P.E. Bach’s Keyboard Symphonies. This collection includes Symphony in G; Symphonies in D; Symphony in D and Symphony in E minor. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**

**CD 6837770 D’ANGELET: Complete Harpsichord Music.** Four suites heard here adhere to the D’Angellet’s Reces de Clavichord, which represent one of the most significant musical achievements of the second half of the 17th century. The complete harpsichord works are performed by early music specialist Francesco Ceresa, 17th-century harpsichordist. **$19.95**

**CD 6701698 THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Overtures and Symphonies.** One of the most renowned orchestras on Earth interpret six stunnimg classical compositions: Orophi in D; Ourophi in E; Harendl and Schubert: Waltz; Tell Overture; Symphony No.5 in C Minor Op.67; Symphony No.5 in C Sharp Minor: Adagetto; and Symphony No.4 in F Minor. Pegasus Entertainment. **$3.95**

**CD 6837735 J.S. BACH: Complete Concerti.** Two of the mainstay bookended complete solo concertos by Johann Sebastian Bach: the Brandenburg Concertos, violin concertos, keyboard concertos for one, two, three and four harpsichords and the triple concerto. Eight hours of music. Brilliant Classics. **$24.95**
Eleonora Spina and Michele Benignetti play the Brahms CD. Brilliant Classics.


Elena Carzaniga, alto; Paolo Borgonovo, tenor; and Salvo Vitale, bass. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics.


Classical Opera

CD 6966357 SAINT-SAENS: Samson et Dalila. This rich performance of Saint-Saëns' greatest masterwork features Jon Vickers as Samson, Montserrat Figueras as Dalila, Ernst Blank as the High Priest, and Henk Driessen as Abimelech. Jean Fouulet conducts the Netherlands Radio Orchestra and Chorus in this live broadcast. $5.95

CD 6950507 COLONNA: Triumphant Fideles. The Astarton Consort conducted by Carlo Centemeri, presents these motets that include Ecce iubat, ecce aurore; O lucidissima dies; O ingens divini presulms musitus. Ad postumae; Fideles; and more. With Francesca Cappasini soprano; Elena Caranzani, alto; Paolo Borgonovo, tenor; and Salvo Vitale, bass. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950264 BLOCH: Music for Violin and Piano, combining musical forms of the past with 20th century techniques which reflect Jewish cultural and liturgical themes, Bloch's piano and violin works include Violin Sonata No.1, Ahulab, Melody; Suite No.1 in G minor; and Three Pictures of Chassidic Life. With Béatrice Campagne violin and Mario Patuzi piano. Brilliant Classics. $5.95


CD 6905579 DUKAS: Ariane et Barbe-Bleue. Dukas's love story is one of the greatest of all song cycles and counts among the most well known, most performed and most readily recorded collection of Lieder. With Christian Hilt, baritone and Eckart Seilmann, fortepiano. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6905625 J. S. BACH: Mass in B Minor. Considered by some to be one of Bach's masterpieces. With Roberto Invernizzi and Lynne Dawson sopranos, Gloria Bandelliti mezzo-soprano, Christopher Peggarden tenor, and Klaus-Axel Barts. Diego Fasolis conducts Solomoni da Goliardorum. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6966403 STRAUSS: Die Fledermaus. Regarded as J. Strauss' greatest operetta this classic recording features Hilde Gueden as Rosalinde; Anton Dermota as Alfred; Julius Patzak as Eisenstein; and Willma Lipp as Adele. Clemens Krauss conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and the Vienna State Opera Chorus in this 1935 studio recording. $9.95

CD 6966306 MASSENET: Sapho. A charming and lovely opera from the beloved composer Massenet. It is one of his most lyrical works that features Milia Andrew as Fanry Lursard, Alexander Oliver as Odysseus; Jean Gaulon; Macpherson as Cesaire; and Bernard Dickerson as La Borderie. With Maurice Abravanel conducting the Kansas City Symphony Orchestra. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950515 COMPLETE VARIATIONS ON A WALZ BYDIABELI. In this collection we present with the complete variations on a Waltz by Diabelli by 51 composers. Ludwig van Beethoven's 33 Variations on a Waltz by A. Diabelli Op.120; and 50 variations on a Waltz by various composers including Diabelli, Assmayer, von Bocklet, Czerny, Drechsler, Schubert, and more. With Pier Paolo Vincenzi, piano. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950037X C.P. E. BACH: Complete Keyboard Variations. C. P. E. Bach dedicated to this musical form the 11 sets contained in this release that form the integral output of the composer in this genre. Included are Ariono in F Major; Allegro; Sinfonia in F; Allegretto in C; Ich Schleif, Da Traumte Mir; Fortissimo in C Major for Solo Electric Guitar; Fortissimo in A Minor; and 50 variations on a Waltz by various composers including Diabelli, Assmayer, von Bocklet, Czerny, Drechsler, Schubert, and more. With Pier Paolo Vincenzi, piano. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6832016 JEAN SIBELIUS: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 4. Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in Sibelius's most famous works, his Symphony No.1 in E Minor Op.39 and Symphony No. 4 in A Minor, Op. 63. On the back of this DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline. $4.95

CD 5957864 CLASSICS OF TIME & SPACE: London Symphony Orchestra. Ten tracks of great classical music, including Marche du Bringer by Gustav Holst; Eine Klein Nachtmusik by Mozart; Clare de Lune by Debussy; Moments Musicaux No. 3 by Schubert; and Piano Sonata No.14 (Moonlight Sonata) by Ludwig van Beethoven. SOLD OUT. $9.95

CD 6831893 JOHANNES BRAHMS: Symphony No.4/Overtures. Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in three works by Johannes Brahms: Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 98; Tragic Overture, Op. 81; and Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80. On the back of this DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline. $4.95

CD 5950139 ILAN GUETTA PLAYS BACH ELECTRIC: Master Series. Israeli guitarist Ilan Guetta and The Israel String Quartet adapt a suite of Bach compositions: Concerto in A Minor; Symphony Part II from the Easter Oratorio; Concerto in C Minor; Sonata No. 3 in C Major for Solo Electric Guitar; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pack at $29.95 $21.95

CD 6513967 BEST OF POPS: Arthur Fiedler & The Boston Pops Orchestra. Presents an essential collection of more than 40 compositions from Fiedler and his orchestra. Includes works from The Four Seasons; The Song of the Lark; Wood; Greensleeves; My Fair Lady; Semper Fidelis; Carousel; and many more. Three CDs. Pack at $29.95.
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**CD 6966438**  
**TOSCANINI:** Beethoven-Symphonies 4 & 5. The celebrated Toscanini conducts the NBC Symphony Orchestra in his classic 1939 recordings of Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 in B flat; Symphony No.5 in C minor; and the Leonore Overture. Allegro.  
$7.95

**CD 6950489**  
$5.95

**CD 695051X**  
**ANTONIO SOLER:** Keyboard Sonatas. Performed by Peter-Jan Belder on harpsichord and fortepiano, as well as Maurizio Clocchiatti and Pieter van Dijk on organs, this nine-CD set offers a breathtaking audience to Soler. Featuring over ten hours of exquisite classical music, it collects the complete Keyboard Sonatas I-VIII, as well as Six Concertos for Two Organs. Brilliant Classics.  
$27.95

**CD 6966314**  
**BOITO:** Nerone. In this live 1957 performance, Franco Capuano conducts the Orchestra and Chorus of Teatro San Carlo. This production features Mino Picchi as Nerone; Mario Petri as Simon Mago; Giangiachino Guelfi as Fanueil; and Anna de Cavalieri as Astiria. Allegro.  
$9.95

**CD 6950337**  
**ZIMMERMANN:** Weisse Rosette. This moving story of a brother and sister Hans and Sophie, who led a non-violent resistance group in Nazi Germany. Condemned to die for their actions, we join the siblings in real time as they await their execution. With Grazyna Sokolowska as Sophie and Frank Schiller as Hans. Udo Zimmermann conducts the Musica Viva Ensamble Dresden. Brilliant Classics.  
$5.95

**CD 6950132**  
**ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI:** Alto Cantatas. This recording featuring Scarlatti’s cantatas includes Concerto in C minor; Perche tace, regolai concerti?; Sonata a quattro in G minor; Filen, amor caro bene; Sonata a quattro D minor; and Concerto A minor. With Gabriella Martellacci, alto and the Insieme Strumenti e di Roma with Giorgio Croci and Pieter van Dijk on organs, this nine-CD set offers a breathtaking journey that brings together excerpts from her turns as Siegfinde in Die Walküre, Grayeine in Oberammergarten, Lorenza in Macbeth in Macbeth; Aida in Aida, and more. Intense.  
$24.95

**CD 6966233**  
**GIACOMO PUCCINI:** La Fanciulla del West. This barstomming performance of Puccini’s Western folk story Francesca Corelli as John, Tito Gobbi as Range; Gigliola Frazzoni as Minnie and Frank Ricciardi as Nick. This live performance was given in 1956 with the Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan, conducted by Antonino Votto. Two CDs. Allegro.  
$9.95

**CD 6837664**  
$11.95

**CD 6771108**  
**GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO:** The Charming Voice. Sicilian temperament and exuberant vitality are the audible characteristics of singer Giuseppe Di Stefano, and here they are on full display in 10 CDs, capturing his extravagant vocals in extracts from Puccini’s La Bohème; Cavalleria rusticana; La Fanciulla del West; Turandot; Tosca; Carmen; Rigoletto; and more. Includes collaborations with fellow opera icon Maria Callas. Intense.  
$24.95

**CD 6966217**  
**VERDI:** Falstaff. This classic 1950 recording of Verdi’s last opera is his 1950 production, captured live musically and dramatically, is the crowning achievement of his long career. With Giuseppe Taddei as Falstaff; Rosarina Carletti as Mrs. Alice Ford; Lisa Pagliughi as Nanetta; and Saturno Cabral as Dr. Ford. Mario Rossi conducts the Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan. Two CDs. Allegro.  
$9.95

**CD 6966209**  
**BRUCKNER:** Symphony No. 7. This classic 1948 recording of Bruckner’s powerful and dramatic Symphony No. 7 in E by the Vienna Philharmonic is conducted by the distinguished Karl Bohm. Allegro.  
$7.95

**CD 6950333**  
**BRITTEN:** Les Illuminations. Benjamin Britten’s two magnificent pieces sets to text from Rimbaud’s extraordinary collection Les Illuminations O.18; and Serenade for tenor, horn and strings Op.31. With Peter Schreier, tenor, and Gunther Opitz, horn. The Leipzig Radio Symphony Orchestra with Herbert Kegel. Allegro.  
$5.95

**BEECHAM:** Schubert-Symphony No. 5. Recorded in 1933 and 1940, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Schubert’s, Schubert’s. Symphony No.5 in B flat andFranck’s magnificent Symphony in D minor. Allegro.  
$7.95

**CD 6966349**  
$9.95

**CD 6950302**  
**BRAHMS:** Lieder. Sophie Lenssane Ruiten, sings these lyrical lieder by Johannes Brahms. Included in the selections are Frühlingslied Op.85 No.5; Serenade No. 70 No.3. Es schauf an die Blumen Op.96 No.1. Regretta Op.59 No.3. Nachtigall Op.59 No.4; Junge Liebe Op.63 No.6; Spanisches Lied Op.6 No.1; and more. With Hans Adolphen, piano. Brilliant Classics.  
$5.95

**CD 6771211**  
**LEONIE RYSAK:** The Soprano Queen. Famous for her “Rynasek sound,” she lured fans to her performances, and for this uncommon trio combination and features two world premiere recordings—Ave Maria Stella and Idylls. Thirteen tracks. Summit. Pub. at $15.90.  
$11.95

**CD 6016295**  
**SCHUBERT:** Complete Masses. Presents Schubert’s six songs to the Latin Mass. With the Pough Chamber Orchestra, Spandauer Kantorei Berlin, Cappella Vocale Hamburg, Bach Collegium Berlin, et al. With Peter Schreier, tenor; Martin Winkler, baritone; and Norman Shetler, piano. Brilliant Classics.  
$19.95

**CD 6905714**  
**WOLF:** Italienisches Liederbuch, Morike-Lieder. We know Hugo Wolf as the composer par excellence of late Romantic German lieder. On Disc 1 Italienisches Liederbuch Songs on poems by Paul Heyse, sung by Georg Fuchs, soprano; Hans Peter Leybold, tenor, and Rudolf Jansen, piano. Disc 2 Morike-Lieder Songs on poems by Eduard Monike sung by Siegfried Lorenz, baritone, and Norman Shetler, piano. Brilliant Classics.  
$7.95

**CD 6916276**  
**LAUDARIO DI CORTONA:** NO. 1. These 1980 sessions, were written in the popular language for praise and worship. This boxed set presents the earliest examples of sacred songs in the common language found in Europe. Sung by the vocal ensemble of the Armonioso Conti with Franco Radichino conductor. Four CDs. Brilliant Classics.  
$19.95

**CD 6995617**  
**HANNS EISLER:** Edition. Hans Eisler wrote an enormous amount of music of all kinds. Included in this 10 CD set are his Orchestra Music; Deich Sanger; Chamber Music; Gisela May sings Brecht; Irmgard Arnold sings Eisler; Piano Music; Vocal Symphonic Music; and Accompanied and Unaccompanied Choral Music. Brilliant Classics.  
$29.95
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CD 6616936 PETER ERASMUS LANGE-MULLER: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 2. EMI. Widescreen. EuroArts. $11.95

CD 6640095 CLASSICAL SEASONS. SOLD OUT

CD 6792146 WOLFGANG WINDGAUSEN. Intense. $29.95

CD 6745962 TCHAIKOVSKY/BARTOK: Violin Concertos. EMI Records Limited. $9.95


CD 6745757 MARGARET PRICE: Lieder. EMI Records Limited. $9.95

CD 6745039 A VENETIAN CORONATION 1595: Paul McCreesh. EMI Records Limited. $9.95

CD 6616925 CHRISTOPH ERNST FRIEDRICH WEYSE: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 7. Tim. SOLD OUT

CD 6570038 MUSSORGSKY: Khovanshchina. Brilliant Classics. Widescreen. Intense. $11.95


CD 6640133 CLIFFORD CURZON: Masterclass. Delta Leisure Group. $6.95


CD 6745768 PHILIPPE JAROUSSKY: Porpora Arias. Warner Music Group. $29.95

CD 6745099 ROBERTO ALAGNA: Tenor. EMI Records Limited. $7.95

CD 6771521 YVES NAT: The French Opera. Intense. $34.95

CD 6771068 FERENC FRICSAKY: Perfectionist and Live Wire. Intense. $11.95


DVD 6885721 DIE EINEAUSFÜHRUNG AUS DEM SERRAL. Fullscreen. Sold Out

** DVD 7568834 BEETHOVEN'S 5TH SYMPHONY. Director George Marriner Maull leads viewers through an educational concert of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. First Movement, performed by the Discovery Orchestra. By taking the music apart and putting it back together again, he shows us details in Beethoven’s work that will instill a new appreciation of the composer's brilliance. 45 minutes. Topics Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $5.95 $4.95

** DVD 4542940 THE MESSIAH. Image Entertainment. $4.95


** DVD 6635536 LA FORZA DEL DESTINO. Widescreen. Arthaus Musik. $11.95

DVD 6652659 ELENA BASHKIROVA AND FRIENDS: Jerusalem International Chamber Music Festival. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

DVD 6652670 RICHARD STRAUSS: Discovering Masterpieces of Classical Music. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $5.95

DVD 6652743 HAGEN QUARTETT. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $5.95

DVD 6652322 GUSTAV MAHLER: Juxtapositions 1. Fullscreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $3.95

DVD 6653189 SUMMER NIGHT OF MUSIC. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

DVD 6652946 KURT MASUR: Eine Geburtstags-Gala. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

DVD 6653235 VERBIER FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS 2008. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

DVD 6653227 VERBIER FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS 2007. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 5766826 BACH TO THE FUTURE. Fullscreen. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $2.95

** DVD 6652638 BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8. Fullscreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $5.95

** DVD 6652999 MASTER CLASS WITH JULIA VARADY. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653065 NIKOLAI LUGANSKY: Recital. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. Renowned artist in his 70s. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653286 VLADIMIR JUROWSKI: London Philharmonic Orchestra. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653000 TON KOOPMAN: Mozart/Cimarosa. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6652883 ELLIOTT CARTER: Juxtapositions 8. Fullscreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $3.95

** DVD 6652921 RICHARD STRAUSS: Kahlbohms. Rehearsal and Performance. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $3.95

** DVD 6652867 PIERRE BOULEZ: Juxtapositions 6. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $3.95

** DVD 6652654 W.A. MOZART: Discovering Masterpieces of Classical Music. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $3.95

** DVD 6652875 GYORGY KURTAG: Juxtapositions 7. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $3.95


** DVD 6653154 SALONEN: LA Variations/OBELISSUM. Symphony No. 2. Fullscreen. Adults only. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6652565 BEETHOVEN: String Quartets. Fullscreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $7.95

** DVD 6653146 SCHUBERT: Die Schone Mullerin. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $9.95

** DVD 6653001 OBOE FANTASY. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $11.95

** DVD 6652514 J.S. BACH: Motets and Sinfonias. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $11.95

** DVD 6652522 BACH: St. John Passion. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $11.95

** DVD 6652980 MARRINER CONDUCTS MOZART. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $7.95

** DVD 6652662 ROBERT SCHUMANN: Discovering Masterpieces of Classical Music. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $9.95

** DVD 6652840 IGOR STRAVINSKY: Juxtapositions 3. Fullscreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6652778 MOZART: Symphony No. 41 Jupiter. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6652492 ARTEMIES QUARTET: Strings Attached. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $7.95

** DVD 6653324 ZUBIN MEHTA: Los Angeles Philharmonic. Fullscreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $5.95

** DVD 6652786 HENZE: L’Upupa. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $9.95

** DVD 665293X KURT MASUR: A Life in Music. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653197 THOMAS HAMPSON SINGS SCHUMANN. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653014 HAGEN QUARTETT: Mozart/Beethoven. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6653073 NOBEL PRIZE CONCERT: W.A. Mozart/Dvorak. Widescreen. EuroArts. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6652816 PIERRE HENRY: Juxtapositions 11. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6635660 KENT NAGANO CONDUCTS CLASSICAL MASTERPIECES: Brahms, Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6635393 LEAVING HOME, VOLUME 6: Orchestral Music in the 20th Century. Fullscreen. Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 5965756 PENDECKI: A CELEBRATION. Image Entertainment. $5.95

** DVD 6635377 LEAVING HOME, VOLUME 3: Orchestral Music in the 20th Century. Fullscreen. Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

** DVD 6635385 LEAVING HOME, VOLUME 5: Orchestral Music in the 20th Century. Fullscreen. Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

Blu-ray 6635415 NEW YEAR’S CONCERT 2012, Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $5.95

Blu-ray 6635598 DIE HÜGENTÖNNER. Widescreen. Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

Blu-ray 6635601 ELEKTRA. Arthaus Musik. PRICE CUT to $1.95

Blu-ray 6635474 WAR REQUIEM. Widescreen. Ideale Audience. PRICE CUT to $11.95